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PROLOGUE

 

For countless millennia, the Haillar Dominion grew, protected by its twelve
immortal Queens. For countless millennia, race after race signed the
Accords, thus joining their fate with the Haillar. Initially, nothing more than
a pact between the three surviving races of a long-forgotten war, the
Dominion Accords became the law binding together thousands of star
systems, dozens of races.

Yet, while most species seemed happy to settle on comfortable worlds and
make them flourish, the Haillar themselves remained the soldiers of the
confederation, the star farers, the explorers, the glue that kept the entire
Dominion together.

In principle, the Queens were the rulers of the Haillar race only, while
every other species governed itself. In practice, though, the Queens were
the sword and shield of the alliance, for all the eka wielding Sen'Haillar
were their retainers, which made the fleets, the transport portals and
hundreds of other eka based ventures theirs to control.

Aeons ago, a long-forgotten driang ruler described eka as the Haillar gods'
idea of pulling a prank on pretty much every other race. The Haillar
themselves did not believe in gods and described eka wielding as the art of
manipulating the very fabric of everything that exists.

It's said that their race mastered the mysteries of eka long before they
started to work with metals and definitely millennia before they raised to
the stars. Later, during their stellar quest, the need to survive an implacable
enemy taught them new ways to use this power, whether in its naked form or
combined with a host of alien technologies. The need to survive taught them



ways to create new weapons. It transformed them from a rather peaceful
race into the galactic powerhouse they are today.

Haillar histories mention dozens of ways of wielding eka, dozens of so-
called Aspects. Most have been lost ages ago, for using vast amounts of eka
always came at a price. More often than not, strong adepts used to go down
in flames driven mad by their terrible powers. Only the Queens survived,
having found ways to balance each other as bonded pairs strong in opposite
Aspects. Having found a way to extend their life indefinitely as an endless
succession of Avatars.

Darkness and Light, Life and Oblivion, Fire and Frost, Order and Chaos, to
name just a few.

This led to the rise of six Great Houses, one for each bonded pair. Over
time, the entire Haillar society structured itself around these. Entire planets
placed themselves under the shield of one queen or another, sworn to
protect them as their Suzerain. In time, the entire Dominion consolidated
into six Sectors, each led by a pair of Queens.

Each Queen the guardian of hundreds of worlds and dozens of races.

***

On such a planet called Aldeea, a frontline world in a millennia long war, a
Haillar Queen stands ready to raise once again in defence of her people.

There, in the distant system known to the Earth's astronomers as Kepler
452, the humans and the Haillar are fated to meet for the first time.

 



CHAPTER 1 (ELLANDRA)

 

The kestrel soars majestically into the sky.

I’m standing on the Citadel wall listening to the sound of waves splashing
on the rocks below. I love listening to the sea on a quiet summer night, it
gives me a feeling of tranquillity. I’ve done it thousands of times, over
hundreds of lifetimes, on hundreds of worlds. These days I need all the
peace I can find …

I, Ellandra Ashar Sen’Dorien, Queen of Chaos, Protector of Haillar.

Tonight is a perfect time for the Festival of Life. The wind barely makes
ripples over the water, the right breeze to blow pilgrims’ multicoloured
globes high into the sky and out over the sea. Night stars and a calm sea,
making the ideal background for the tribute offered by thousands of
revellers in the streets below. I can see the first lights. It’s nearly time.

The sound of steps approaching confirms the late-night hour. I don’t need to
turn to recognise Aleen. The two of us have been close since I joined the
Citadel, our physical ages almost the same.

“Good Festival to you, Avatar!”

“Same to you, dear friend!”

I turn around leaving behind a tapestry of stars since the Festival is about to
begin. Aleen needs not to say it, for we understand each other with few
words. It’s not the mental link two adepts can form but it’s as close of a
connection as I can get with the Haillar. Sometimes friendship can be even
stronger than an eka bond.



We fall in step and descend the stairs to the inner gardens. Spring has come
and the trees and flowers are in bloom. During the day the gardens are quite
busy, during nights too, now that I think about it. Not tonight, though, as it’s
Festival time and people gather outside, crowding the Citadel esplanade and
the neighbouring streets.

We navigate the silent alleys, pebbles crunching under our feet. Torches
every fifty steps cast lights and shadows playing across flower beds and
patches of trees.

“Would you perform the ceremony, Ellandra? Many arrived at the Citadel
hoping to see you. It has been so since you joined us, at every Festival.”

At least I get this unwanted attention only during Festivals, two nights per
cycle. Most of the time we are private people but an Avatar wielding eka
during the Festival night is apparently much too exciting. There aren’t many
Sen’Haillar on Aldeea, less than ten adepts counting myself.

“I would rather not, but I need to be seen, tonight more than ever,” I
respond.

Respecting formalities and pleasing the pilgrims can be tricky. I’m a visitor
on Aldeea and far away from home, as my fief is at the other end of the
Dominion, three thousand light cycles closer to the galactic core. This
frontier world belongs to the Sen’Shahar and the local Chapter Master
representing the Queen of Oblivion should be the one leading the ceremony.
To further complicate things, tonight Leira of the House of Spirit will come
into power and it’s only fitting she would join the festivities. Her coming of
age and entering the ranks of the Sen’Haillar is a significant event as far as
the small Aldeean Chapter is concerned.



I would gladly take a back seat and enjoy the show, but that would offend
the pilgrims. Nevertheless, I can showcase Leira while remaining in the
background. It’s her big night after all.

We reach the gate where the attending guard ushers us in with a polite nod.
I don’t know his name, so he’s probably a new joiner. The Head of the
Aldeean Defence likes to rotate recruits between citadel guard, training and
frontier duty. Citadel guard is mostly ceremonial, doubly so during a
Festival night. No marauders or thieves would dare to assault the fortress,
not with all adepts present for the ceremonies.

We enter palace proper using one of the back doors. The Grand Entrance is
by now prepared for the Festival opening and surrounded by thousands of
pilgrims. The corridors are busy, guards and servants running back and
forth with last-minute chores. A tall officer waves us to the council rooms.

“The Warden is expecting you, Avatar. You too, cousin.”

I hurry in at a dignified pace, joining Warden Alon Kleist’s impromptu
gathering in the council room. All his three Advisors are already present.
Remelda Sen’Shahar arrives too, with Leira the novice in tow.

“Happy Festival to you, Queen Sen’Dorien!” Alon officially greets me. We
are generally on a first-name basis, yet tonight is a special time and
formalities must be observed. “May you do us the honour to open the
ceremony.”

I may be a visitor, but I’m expected to follow the protocol. My reply is
equally rehearsed. We’ve been through this exact same sequence a few
times during the last five cycles.

“You honour me, Warden of Aldeea! The Chapter Master should make the
calling and I will summon the power. Leira will join me in this celebration



of Life.”

Chapter Master Dioran nods in approval. He’ll take the vows, as befitting
for the nominal queen’s representative, and leave the actual summoning to
Leira and me. I plan my own surprise for the young adept later, during the
ceremony itself.

“I’m honoured to join you, my Queen,” mumbles Leira. This is strictly
speaking incorrect as her affinity is Spirit, so her queen is a Sen’Diessa.
Nevertheless, because I volunteered to help her path to accession and
worked together over the past two cycles, I feel a strong connection with
the novice. I’m her second Queen, may Faun Sen’Diessa forgive me.

Leira is clearly emotional. There are at least twenty thousand people outside
on the esplanade alone and close to a hundred thousand on the neighbouring
streets. All of them are waiting for the start of the Festival. All of them are
waiting for our performance.

Warden Kleist takes the lead and his Advisors follow suit. Dioran and
Remelda, Leira’s teacher, are next. They share the same house name but
come from two different sides of the Sen Diessa Dichotomy. Remelda is a
Healer and the leader of the local Academy, while Dioran’s affinity is
Oblivion, the same as the Suzerain Queen’s.

I’m next together with Leira. Ours is the third place in the procession, the
summoning pair. Leira is biting her lips but she straightens her back and
falls in step. Aleen leaves us and joins the musicians, being involved in
setting up their performance.

A platoon of Haillar guards led by Davin Kleist follows us. A bit of
harmless favouritism from the Warden toward his firstborn, offering him a
prime seat to the festivities.



We exit the Grand Entrance and climb the steps to the platform raised for
the ceremony. In front of us the esplanade is full to the capacity with
thousands of Haillar holding coloured, luminescent globes. The murmur of
thousands more comes from the streets further back. Each one of them
holds his Festival globe. Each one of them treasures his fondest wishes,
praying for life and happiness.

The Warden raises his hand and silence descends on the esplanade. The
crowd gathered in the adjacent streets can’t see his sign and they take their
hints from people standing on the boulevard.

The air is perfectly still. Time stops for a moment.

“Tonight, we begin a new cycle of life. Tonight, we celebrate our ancestors
and pray for our children. Tonight, we whisper our wishes and send them to
the stars.”

This is the standard opening statement from the head of the Haillar families
to his kin. In other times, in other places, I’ve witnessed flourished speeches
and heroic pronouncements. Not in the Aldeean Citadel, not now, not by
Alon. Aldeeans, from Warden to the humblest herder, are a crusty lot, not
prone to grandiose embellishments. But they take their traditions seriously
or otherwise they will not be living on the Wall in one of the most exposed
sectors.

It’s Chapter Master’s Dioran turn to follow with the vows:

“Tonight, we reaffirm the oaths to follow you, Suzerain Queen. Tonight, she
reaffirms the oaths to protect and defend you. Tonight, the entire
Sen’Haillar vow to stand by you.”

“Tonight, we swear!” respond one hundred thousand voices as one.



The next part is not scripted, as it pertains to Leira joining the Sen’Haillar.
Remelda introduces her pupil:

“We witness the coming of age of Leira Delmon and her adoption into the
House of Spirit as Leira Sen’Diessa. She joins us as the newest sister of this
Chapter, the Sen’Haillar dedicated to serving Aldeea, to serving you.”

There is no need for her Sen’Haillar teachers to stand witness to Leira’s eka
aptitudes, no need for an academic ordeal. There is a reason the coming of
age happens during Festivals and the test is public for everyone to see.
There can be no doubt the newly recognised Adept has the power and
control required to manipulate eka. In times of crisis lives may depend on
this.

Having to perform the ceremony together with me is no favour for Leira. In
theory working with a queen guarantees access to more power, though
power is seldom the issue in such events. The problem is that my affinity is
Chaos. In fact, as a Queen I’m the strongest Chaos practitioner in
Sen’Haillar by a fair margin. Leira’s is Spirit, which is an affinity that
works well with the Sen’Diessa and Sen’Aesir aspects, but difficult to
control if merged with more destructive ones such as Chaos or Oblivion.
We practised the meld, as any adept needs to be able to work with any of
the others but this is a rather large public summoning and Leira would want
to be perfect. It will be perfect. I have my own solution for this.

Dioran Sen’Shahar calls us:

“As in the past cycles, we are honoured by the visit of Queen Ellandra
Ashar Sen’Dorien. Since she is the ranking adept present tonight, we call
upon the Queen to perform the Summoning. The newest addition to our
Chapter, Leira Sen’Diessa, will join her.”



Here comes the fun! For any Sen’Haillar, manipulating the fabric of the
world brings a feeling of elation. The challenge for new users is controlling
this elation and implicitly eka, and not being controlled by it.

I raise my hands shoulder level and project a wave of force tendrils. I can
see them as serpents of light of an ever-shifting hue, the mark of Chaos.
Next to me Leira does the same. Her filaments of light are monochromatic,
a cerulean blue, almost pure Spirit. I extend my right hand and take Leira’s
left. Her grip is strong, be it for confidence or nerves.

For the people gathered in front of us we are two silhouettes holding hands,
standing on the ceremonial platform. The spectacle of light we project is
usually only visible to the Sen’Haillar involved, the two of us. There is an
exception to this rule, and I intend to make this exception my gift for
Leira’s night.

We start our work, joining our powers to influence the physical world
together. Leira’s blue tendrils swirl together with mine. As expected, my
Chaos starts playing tricks to the melding. Leira concentrates and fights
back, keeping her side of the meld. I grab my multi-hued tendrils and begin
pulling out unwanted aspects, starting with Chaos. I may be a strong Chaos
user but to a lesser extent I can manipulate any of the other aspects, all of us
can. It’s just that one aspect is strong, the Affinity, while the others are
orders of magnitude weaker. A few orders less, so pulling out Chaos would
bring my eka close to Leira’s strength.

Progressively my tendrils gain colour, a different shade of blue than Leira’s.
I pull out all eka except for Matter, the aspect complementary to novice’s
Spirit. In the end we reach a balanced melding. Balanced in power, but also
balanced in affinity, a perfect blend of Spirit and Matter. Leira’s Spirit
melded with my Matter.



At this point our force manifestation becomes visible to everybody. The
pilgrims would see us surrounded by a blue haze, at the centre of a cascade
of luminous tendrils reaching in the most remotes corners of the Citadel.

For the final part of the summoning, we touch each of the globes held by
the onlookers. We push up and a sea of coloured spheres rise on a wave of
blue light into the sky. It’s the highest point of the Festival, the Haillar
prayers rising to the stars. The breeze pushes the host of luminous globes
over the water. Now, millions of reflections enhance our rising cloud of
hope. It looks to spread from stars to the bottom of the sea forming a
glimmering curtain of colour and light.

Leira’s eyes are shining. I think mine are shining too.

Twang …

I swear I hear the string of the arbalest though in the back of my mind I’m
aware we are too far from the shooter, so this can’t possibly be true. I see
the projectile moving in slow motion, a harbinger of death flying true to its
mark. Flying true towards the platform, towards the two of us.

My eka is spent. I can’t access Chaos fast enough, having pushed it away
myself moments ago. I can only grab Leira and twist her away, sheltering
the novice behind me. The movement leaves me facing sideways and
briefly off guard. It’s too late to avoid the crossbow bolt, the only small
mercy being that I take it in my left shoulder rather than straight through
my heart.

The shock throws me backwards into Leira, bringing her down. A fiery pain
sears my left side, and I can barely stay conscious, crouched above the
novice.



As the melding is lost, the blue light fades and invisible to all but me
gathered eka dissipates into the sky. Guards rush to surround us and I stand
up watching the last disappearing tendrils and crying for the pilgrims’ loss.
The blessing is wasted, all that eka spent to nought. None of it flowing back
to our people, none bringing them strength in the days to come.

***

“Aaargh!”

I nearly faint as Remelda pulls out the bolt with no warning. She’s instantly
sprayed by rhythmic bursts of bright red blood. The shot pierced an artery a
hand width away from my heart. Luckily the healer is here, or else I’d have
to rely on my meagre Life skills and pray that I have the time to mend my
wound before I faint from loss of blood.

Remelda presses a piece of cloth on my shoulder and focuses her eka. As a
festival guest, she didn’t come prepared with any stimulants to dull my pain
or speed up the healing. Nevertheless, she’s an excellent healer and needs
no aids to deal with my injury. She can do nothing about the pain, though.
Mending my shoulder hurts as much as getting shot, maybe more. Life eka
doesn’t miraculously restore people to health, as it just speeds up natural
recovery. Months of pain hit me compressed in a few moments.

I sigh and rotate my left arm to reassure myself the shoulder is hale. Only
now I’m able to take account of my surroundings. They brought me to the
Citadel guest rooms, next to the Warden’s chambers. Alon is by my side,
together with Galard Telimon, Captain of the Guard.

“My Queen, we are deeply ashamed by our failure to prevent this Festival’s
events. My Office, the Guard and our entire World are dishonoured
tonight.”



“Leira,” I croak.

“Leira Sen’Diessa is fine. She’s scared and saddened but otherwise
unharmed.”

Poor Leira, her big night is in shambles. Shattered by a murderous bolt, the
same way the prayers of thousands were shattered tonight. The music is
dead and the streets are silent. This Festival was supposed to bring a cycle
of peace and happiness. It brought us a bad omen instead.

“Do you see the Scourge’s hand in this?” asks Remelda.

“Who else but the Scourge? Whoever the shooter was he knew exactly
when to act, at the time my eka was completely spent. Besides I can’t see
any Haillar mad enough to attempt this.”

Killing an Avatar makes absolutely no sense, not even for the fiercest
enemy of the Dominion. It accomplishes nothing, except annoying all the
queens. No, tonight was not about killing Ellandra Sen’Dorien. The
crossbow bolt was a message for both Sen’Haillar and the people of Aldeea
and it’s up to us to figure out what this message foretells.

“Are you well enough to attend the Council meeting tomorrow?”

“I’ll stand next to you in front of the Council, especially after tonight’s
events. If the Scourge are coming, we need as much support we can get.
And don’t ever mention this assassination attempt.”

I’m here to protect my people and if anything, I’m more convinced than
ever this is the place I should be. Not on Dorien, not on Tao Bellona, but
here on the Wall, where Haillars are risking their lives day- by-day to
defend the Dominion.

 



CHAPTER 2 (PETER)

 

“Hyper-portal in three, two, one, zero. We’re in.”

“Engineering?”

“All systems clear.”

“Navigation?”

“Passive scans initiated. First results expected in ten minutes.”

“Ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of the United Nations star-lines, the crew
of Endeavour thanks you for travelling with us. We hope you’re satisfied
with our services and wish everybody a pleasant journey in and around
Kepler 452, your current destination.”

The latest remark came out of nowhere.

Peter was expecting a memorable catchphrase from Captain Holt. It would
have been in character with the hyperspace veteran. Yet Commander
Tostigsson stole Captain’s thunder and likely produced the most ignoble
quote in the history of manned space flight. Or maybe not, maybe all
missions had moments like these and expecting real-time memorable first
words was the mark of Peter’s inexperience.

The captain let it pass this time and likely stored the prepared quote for
later. For now, everyone was waiting for the first critical reports confirming
their position in space.

The artificial window flickered to life and stars appeared, a welcome
change after six weeks of black hyperspace nothingness. Apparently,
hyperspace wasn’t even black but swirling brightness, though no vessel



came equipped with real windows for the crew to confirm this rumour.
Earth didn’t have so many star ships in service, to begin with.

The hyperspace theory has been around for almost 200 years since Einstein
first discovered the curved nature of space. Later in the 20th century,
scientists postulated the possibility of creating a hyperspace tunnel via a so-
called Einstein-Rosen bridge. It took over 150 years to the next
breakthrough, which provided means to design portable bridge generators
and hyperspace propulsion systems with any degree of reliability.

The maiden interstellar voyage happened 25 years ago, a 4.22 light-years
jump to Proxima Centauri. The names of the people in that crew became
instant additions to the space exploration pantheon, alongside heroes such
as Gagarin, Shepard, Armstrong and Aldrin. These new legends were Don
Powell, Hellen Njaguna and Thomas Holt.

Fast forward twenty-five years and a few extrasolar missions later, the same
Thomas Holt became the captain of UNSS Endeavour and led the most
ambitious voyage ever, the search for an Earth-like planet 1,402 light-years
away from home. The planet, discovered at the beginning of the 21st
century by the first exoplanet survey, was a rock world 50% bigger than
Earth orbiting the star known as Kepler 452.

      ***

“Position confirmed by triangulation against identifiable stars,” reported Lt.
Daria Egorova, the Navy officer in charge with astronomy and navigation,
and Peter’s closest counterpart on the military side of the crew. “We’re at
the outer edge of Kepler 452, within two light minutes of the location we
targeted and four light-hours away from the star.”



Peter could not restrain a sigh of relief. The mathematical algorithms used
for the last two jumps were an absolute nightmare. Both he and Daria had
triple-checked every parameter during two marathon sessions, and still the
outcome was not 100% certain.

“There appear to be no radio emissions or any kind of unusual activity in
the system. All frequency scans give us background noise within normal
parameters,” relayed Lt. Commander Nolan from the Tactical console.

“The first computer-generated map of the system is now available.” The last
piece of news came from Dr Fiorelli, the head astronomer. UNSA, the
civilian space administration, had the best planetary system modelling tool,
a software called FMCS. Two civilian specialists, Matteo Fiorelli and
Milena Vladici, had joined the crew on behalf of UNSA and were
responsible for mapping the Kepler system.

“Go ahead, doctor” responded the Captain. “Based on your reaction, I
would assume you found your super-earth.”

“We found a lot more than this,” continued Matteo Fiorelli.

Milena Vladici, the other half of the civilian astronomy team, projected a
diagram on the window screen, erasing the celestial background
momentarily.

“Kepler 452 appears to have not one but four inner rocky worlds, three of
them in the Goldilocks zone. It also has several gas giants, all Neptune type,
no spectacular phenomena detected. Our original bet, Kepler 452b, is the
second rocky planet from the sun, pretty much where we expected it to be.
Assumptions initially based on the transiting exoplanet survey are
confirmed: diameter half again larger than Earth, mass four times bigger.
Gravity approximately 1.78g, bearable but hardly comfortable.



We can’t yet determine the exact atmospheric composition and pressure, but
one thing we can confirm is that Kepler 452b appears to be on the hot side
of the Goldilocks zone. Since its discovery, astronomers assumed this
would make it a likely candidate for greenhouse effect.”

“In other words, a good subject for astronomic research, but hardly
terraforming material,” said the Captain.

“We knew this was likely to be the case,” continued unperturbed the
astronomer.

“The jackpot, ladies and gentlemen, is the next planet, let’s call it for the
time being 452c. This one is right in the middle of the Goldilocks zone and
very close to Earth’s dimensions: 5% less radius, 20% less mass, gravity
approximately 0.9g. We don’t have all data, the planet can still be a
poisonous hell, yet it seems more adaptable to human life compared to
452b.”

“What about the third one?”

“In terms of size, the third one, say 452d, is midway between the previous
two: double Earth’s mass, 20% bigger radius. Gravity is 1.38g. It’s at the
outer edge of the Goldilocks zone, it could still be a viable candidate for a
colony, for example if we would build heated domes partly buried
underground.”

“Why not? After all, people were considering colonising Mars with -63C on
average and gravity 0.38g.”

“If anything, this planet is the opposite: still -63C or worse, but you’ll feel
heavier. Like carrying a loaded rucksack at the North Pole. I wonder how
polar bears grown there would look like.”



Captain Holt stopped the digression immediately.

“Other than size, gravity and distance to the star, is there anything else we
can observe at this point?”

“Not without coming closer and using active scans,” responded Mateo
Fiorelli.

Lt. Egorova, who had a second degree in astronomy, nodded. “If we receive
the green light to move on, we will have data about each of the three
planets’ atmospheric composition within the next couple of days.”

“We’ll move further into the system, but we’ll delay any active scans until
coming closer to the inner planets. Meanwhile, all three Tactical shifts will
remain alert for anything that may be regarded as a threat.”

Peter followed the entire argument but didn’t exactly feel qualified to
contribute. He didn’t have much to do in the survey part of their mission.
Besides his PhD in advanced mathematics, he had a published thesis about
statistical methods used for decoding extinct languages. This has landed
him the secondary responsibility of xeno-linguist, a non-existent field of
study, generally regarded as a bit of a joke. Peter was the first to admit that
the ship medic, Liz Hamilton, who was also a biologist, was far more
qualified than him to make sense of whatever form of communication the
aliens may choose to employ.

***

To paraphrase a World War I quote, one should define space travel as “days
of utter boredom, interspersed with moments of sheer excitement.” Not
even Navy’s habit of confirming each order three times could expand the
excitement beyond the next 30 minutes. At that point, the only bridge
officers who did something useful were the members of the tactical team, in



charge of potential threat assessment. The rest of the first shift were
performing a long series of mostly automated system checks, and
everybody else left for R&R until further notice.

That’s how Peter Jeffries found himself in front of the hatch leading to the
VR entertainment lounge with nothing to do, one hour after successfully
exiting hyperspace next to the Kepler star.

The lounge was nothing fancy, only a dozen of virtual reality consoles
arranged in a semicircle. Each one of them was the gate to a world of open
skies and vivid colours, deliberately chosen to contrast with Endeavour’s
narrow spaces and monochrome halls. Initially regarded with scepticism,
during the first weeks of their journey the VR room had become a popular
place, a place of relaxation where the astronauts could choose before solo
walks on exotic beaches, team trips on alpine plateaus surrounded by
stunning peaks or fantastic space vistas.

The room was quiet for now, with a single person using one of the consoles
and apparently enjoying Earth’s panorama, as viewed from a smaller space
station positioned above the Pacific rim. Peter greeted Christine Ferraud, a
slender brunette who was the only native French language speaker in the
crew.

“Bonsoir Christine, ça ne te dérange pas que je te rejoigne.”

“Pas du tout, viens s'il te plait,” responded the French woman.

While choosing the shared experience mode and lowering the VR face
mask, Peter could not resist noticing the irony of their choice of
entertainment. After months of travel to the end of space, they were about
to spend the first hours after hyperspace exit listening to piano music while
admiring the familiar blue and white miracle of Earth.



“I wonder what we’ll come across in this system,” said Christine, shifting to
English. “Would it be a vivid world like Earth or a dusty red orb-like Mars,
a frozen ball of ice or maybe something completely new, some spectacular
scenery unique to this place?”

“Whatever will be, I trust we’ll find something unique. The system is much
too diverse to expect anything less.”

This rather factual response in direct contrast with the spirit of the question
came from Hank Mertens, one of the two people just entering the lounge.
Together with his companion and fellow geologist Ewan Salter, they made
for a solid team known for a few successful missions across Earth’s asteroid
belt before deciding to join the long-range exploration program.

“We apologise for barging in,” continued Hank’s junior colleague, aware
that their arrival was somehow intrusive. “We were looking for some light
entertainment before the manic times ahead and didn’t actually expect the
lounge to be occupied, not so soon after re-entering normal space.”

It was a fair comment, yet none of those present were mission-critical at
this stage. The geologists were still a couple of days too far out for any
meaningful observations. Christine was Endeavour’s psychiatrist, an
essential role in the long term, but not immediately relevant in the coming
hours, while Peter … Well, Peter’s expertise would probably be needed in
about three months, on the way back to Earth.

Something must have shown in his demeanour, as Christine chose that
moment to throw him an apparently random question:

“How about you, Peter? What are your plans for the coming days?”

Peter considered a non-response. Yet, more than a counsellor Christine was
a friend who was always there when needed with a piece of advice, a gentle



rebuke or a joke. More to the point, she was the only other crew member
having a secondary responsibility as ridiculously sounding as his. On top of
being a psychiatrist, Christine had a degree in sociology, and somebody in
Mission Planning had deemed useful to have the role of xeno-sociologist
added to their roster. Being the only qualified candidate, Christine got it.
The difference was, unlike Peter, Christine had a full-time job as a
counsellor during the entire duration of their mission.

“I’m afraid from this point onwards I’m pretty much a spectator at least
until it’s time to go back. I can’t see much of a demand for statistic
modelling during the actual system survey.”

“Never say this, Peter. All of us have bouts of excitement and more sedate
times. Two days ago, you spent an entire shift checking those horrible jump
algorithms, not to mention doing the same for every jump before that. At
that time, except for Daria Egorova, none of us could do anything to help
you. You’ve done your share, and of course, we all rely on you to bring us
back to Earth when the mission is over.”

“Yet not much to do in the meantime, unless I can make myself useful by
doing some grunt work, such as helping Hank and Ewan index their
geological findings.”

“Hey, we always appreciate qualified volunteers for the less glamorous
parts of our work”, confirmed Hank with good nature.

“Besides,” continued Christine, “we can always hope for an alien contact in
which case our secondary qualifications will become critical.”

“We have little hope to find intelligent life out there, Christine, and you
know it. Drake’s equation gives us a probability of roughly 1 in 25,000 of
finding intelligent life in any given system. Mission Control may have



tweaked the odds a bit when choosing where to go, but you’ve heard the
status report. Heavy worlds, either freezing hells or high-pressure
hothouses. We may find some forms of life, I really hope we will, but
intelligence?”

“Don’t forget the low gravity world,” added the geologist.

“Probably methane atmosphere or something equally deadly. We identified
no organised signals whatsoever, and that is a clear give-away. Humans
were savages competing with Neanderthals 20,000 years ago, with no
society in place and no language other than grunts. Our entire pre-
technological history is just a blink of an eye compared to Earth’s age.”

“I’m afraid you have a tendency for anthropomorphism. Humanity’s history
is not necessarily a benchmark for the evolution of an alien race.”

Peter discarded the comment, continuing his argument:

“Any intelligent species would only have a bloody small window of time
between the emergence of organised thought and the onset of technology.
No trace of technology means simply no alien presence. A race achieving
sentience would sooner rather than later develop tools to control the
environment and make it friendlier. It’s simply a matter of self-
preservation.”

It was Christine’s turn to intervene on the side of sheer hope struggling
against statistical probabilities:

“Maybe such races have no urge to control their environment, or they found
other means to do it. Maybe humanity was unusually fast to move from
carving stones to the stars. Maybe we have no clue where to look. I’m not
naïve to believe intelligent life occurred around every other sun, or that it



will remotely look like us. But it’s equally naïve to believe ours is the only
evolutionary path.”

“While admiring your optimism, Christine, I’m still afraid it’s all wishful
thinking. The chances of coming across intelligent life are so bloody small
that they are hardly worth considering.”

“I’m sorry, Peter, but I don’t care about statistics. If I believed we’re alone
in the universe, I wouldn’t be here. You wouldn’t be here either if you
genuinely believed it.”

Peter realised he may have hit a chord with Christine and somehow made it
personal, beyond the patient-doctor advice. He may have also misjudged
her interest in xeno-sociology, as his friend seemed to be a true believer.
Peter wouldn’t have thought that behind the psychiatrist’s calm and
measured demeanour, one could still discover the starry eye girl who
dreamed of going to space and encountering new civilisations.

Their generation was born around the time humanity discovered the road to
the stars, and all of them had grown up in an age of optimism and hope. It’s
just that over the past 20 years many people have come to realise that the
universe remains a bloody big place with an enormous range of
permutations. That life, not to mention intelligence, depends on a narrow
set of criteria. That statistically speaking humanity’s chances to encounter
these conditions, all at once in the same place, were abysmally low.

Most had lost faith. Most, but not all of them.

 

 



CHAPTER 3 (ELLANDRA)

 

“We are grateful you have agreed to attend this negotiation, my Queen.” As
always when needing support in serious matters, Warden Kleist has adopted
formal speech. I’m slightly amused by the act. I like him more when we are
on a first-name basis but understand his need for taking a more official
stance. After all, I’m not attending this meeting as Ellandra the Avatar, a
friend of his house, but as Queen Ellandra Ashar Sen’Dorien, an ally of
Aldeea.

Alon’s advisors take their seats around me. Both Galard Telimon and
Merid, Head of Trading, position themselves on either side of the Warden.
I’m surprised to see Dioran Sen’Shahar, the Chapter Master. This is not a
request for resources from Queen Norian. Such a request would be the
subject of a private meeting between the Warden and his Suzerain. I guess
the purpose of having him present is the same as inviting me, to add weight
to the Aldeean side in the negotiations with the Council.

The Chapter Master sends an invisible tendril of eka to the communication
stone. A curtain of light falls between our table and the alcove in the wall.
On the other side we can see the Sen’Haillar Council taking their seats.
They are three of the twelve Haillar queens, fulfilling council duty by
rotation.

I always liked the illusion offered by the communication portal. For all
senses it looks like the Council table is in the next chamber, with only an
open door separating us. It takes an eka probe to feel Citadel’s wall, less
than a hand length behind the portal.

Three very different queens are facing us across the table.



Asturien Sen’Vollar, the Queen of Light, casts a commanding presence at
the centre of the trio. Her hair is platinum white, falling in waves. Her skin
is ivory white too, in sharp contrast to her pitch-black eyes. Always a bit
vain, no matter the Avatar, the Sen’Vollar queen is fully dressed in House of
Light regalia, decorated with their symbol, the stylised sun. I wear an 
unadorned shirt and breeches.  An outsider would think I was some 
bumpkin compared to her.

Darian Faun Sen’Diessa, from the House of Spirit, wears an Avatar that
conveys the impression of age. I’ve known this particular one for over
eighty cycles, so her physical age is probably close to a hundred by now.
Darian looks tired and worn, even beyond the effect of her advanced years.

At the other extreme is Verdid Sen’Aesir, the Queen of Dreams. The
Sen’Aesir queen is a surprise, as she’s no more a member in the current
Council than I am. Even more of a surprise is her youthful, almost childlike
appearance. I don’t even know the name of her Avatar. I wouldn’t recognise
her if not for the house symbol stitched at her breast, a bird in flight.

As young and fragile as Verdid seems, she’s probably the most dangerous
opponent in a serious negotiation, as she has held the office of Sen’Haillar
Spy Mistress for millennia. This is likely the reason she is attending today
rather than the third member of the Council, the Sen’Galahad Queen of Ice.
Such replacement is perfectly acceptable with agreement from all council
queens. For this meeting only, Verdid is the third council member. Facing
both the Queen of Spirit and the Queen of Dreams in a negotiation would
have been worrisome. Today though we are only discussing short term
support for Aldeea, hardly the stuff of a coup.

We all wait for Allisa Sen’Vollar to open the meeting. Her position in the
middle of their table implies she will lead the discussion.



“The Council recognises the valour of Aldeea’s defenders,” calls the Queen
of Light. I feel included in the formula. If she had said “Aldeea’s people,”
as the greeting normally requires, she would have left the local Chapter and
me out. This way she recognises she’s not talking only with Aldeea, but
also with at least two other houses, mine and Sen’Shahar. Which is
probably the reason Warden Kleist brought us in.

“Before we proceed, I would introduce Yallona Verdid Sen’Aesir, who has
an update and a warning.”

So, the name of Queen of Dreams’ new embodiment is Yallona. I’m
concerned regarding the warning. Any warning from the Spy Mistress can’t
be a good thing. This will make the negotiations easier, but at the price of
future misery expected to come. That Allisa’ Sen’Vollar opened the meeting
in this way means the matter is serious indeed.

“Queen Sen’Dorien, people of Aldeea,” starts Yallona Verdid, in a voice as
youthful as her appearance. “The Sen’Aesir have reasons to believe we can
expect a major Scourge raid this cycle or the next. We think the main thrust
will be further spin-ward, but nevertheless we are issuing warnings to all
the Worlds of the Wall. Despite our efforts, it will not be the first time the
Scourge would strike unpredictably.”

The Scourge have been ruthless predators, raiding the Dominion planets for
the last 20,000 cycles. In all this time they have attacked countless colonies
along our rim-ward frontier. We have strengthened the worlds in their path,
building The Wall.

Our enemies have transformed these raids into a sick game, a challenge of
wits. A challenge where they risk very little except their mindless enslaved
drones and our Worlds of the Wall risk losing everything.



“Would the Council consider sending reinforcements?” asks Head Defender
Telimon.

“The Council can’t afford to spread resources all over the Wall,” responds
Asturien Sen’Vollar. “As my fellow queen mentioned, we have no way to
predict where the attack will come. Your situation is better than most.”

The Queen of Light is correct on both counts. The Council can’t spread thin
and wait for the blow. We tried this in the past, with horrendous losses.
Aldeea also benefits of the direct support of not one, but two queens, one
already at the Citadel. Not to mention the nature of the said queen, whose
destructive force I prefer not to think about.

“I will mobilise immediate Sen’Dorien support in case of an attack. No
doubt Sen’Shahar will do the same.”

This is not what Defender Telimon requested from the Council, but as far
the Aldeeans are concerned the result is the same. I see no point in haggling
for additional ground support, that was unlikely to happen. Better to seize
the moment and get economic concessions. My only concern was
committing the Sen’Shahar suzerain in her absence, but I have no doubts
that she will be willing to defend her fief.

“I trust the Council’s Reaction Force is ready to intervene as soon as we
confirm an attack.”

“We are,” responded the Sen’Vollar queen.

“Now back to the Council’s support for Aldeea development,” continues
Warden Kleist, with a nod towards Merid Koman, his trading Adviser.

The rest of the meeting proceeds as expected as the Council is already in
the mindset to divert additional resources to the Wall. The Warden gets



more or less what he wanted and considering Verdid’s news, we ask and
receive additional materials needed to expand our military presence on
Aldeea.

***

Later that night, I wake up at the sound of a cry on the battlements. It’s past
midnight, and the Citadel is silent except for the rhythmic clatter of the
druan beasts in the courtyard. The gate guards know better than to shout
unless something serious happened.

I don my work clothes and quickly arrange my hair in the mirror. Rather
than going home, Alon insisted I should sleep in the guest chambers next to
his apartments, so it doesn’t take long to join him in the small reception
room.

“Ellandra, you shouldn’t wake up each time we have a crisis. I’m perfectly
capable of managing them. I was doing this long before you came to live
with us.”

“What’s the beauty of having a visiting queen at your beck and call, unless
you take advantage occasionally.”

“Double meaning aside and by the way, that was low, you’ve never been at
anybody’s beck and call, my Queen. Sometimes I wonder even how
amenable you are to Council’s decisions.”

None of us is fully amenable to the Council’s decisions, none of us is
blatantly disobedient either. All twelve queens are represented by the
Council and join it by rotation. But there is competition between the Great
Houses, and it was not unheard of a queen using the Council to advance her
own interest. We have all been comrades in arms and co-rulers since ages
ago, but never wholly aligned.



Steps sound in the corridor. Moments later two guards enter escorting a
dishevelled Haillar with a bloodstained overcoat covered in ash.

“Lord Warden, Alzur is no more!”

The town of Alzur was a settlement three druan rides north of the Citadel,
home to some three thousand Haillar. It wasn’t a significant trading centre,
but it wasn’t small either. It would take a natural disaster or a major raid for
the town to be destroyed.

“What happened?” asks the Warden, all his previous good mood instantly
gone.

“Marauders, my Lord. A surprise night attack, a large force of them and we
lost the gate to trickery. Most guards died defending us, people fled, some
were taken. But the town is lost. I’ve seen it burning.”

“Are you a guard?” asks the Warden.

“No, my Lord, a druan trader. That was my luck. I had a beast free on the
green, jumped on it and rode as fast as I could.”

This is a tragedy, one I can hardly comprehend. As opposed to the Scourge,
strangers who were plaguing us for millennia, marauders were a local
problem. They were simply Haillar who lost their way and rather than work
for their good and for their neighbours’ good, preferred to live by
plundering and taking by force whatever they could. I was aware of their
existence on Aldeea, as a collection of small bands based in an archipelago
north of the Citadel. They would have needed a major, well-coordinated
raid to take over a town the size of Alzur.

In the past, I’ve brought down destruction all too often in defence of the
Haillar, and I’m sick and scared of it. But I would not hesitate for a second



to bring destruction onto these people, who knew our ways and rejected
them to live in blood and violence.

Such abhorrent behaviour is not new, nor is it specific to Aldeea. Once in a
while, we had discontent Haillar choosing this way, fortunately very few.
I’m sure the other Worlds of the Wall have them too, even if called
differently. I’ve never heard of a band big enough to destroy a town. The
taking of Alzur meant the Aldeean marauders were a lot more numerous
than we thought, also much better organised. I wonder if they are the ones
responsible for the bolt in my shoulder, yet I can’t figure out any reason for
this.

Weather responsible or not, with the Scourge threat looming we can’t afford
to have them at our backs.

The Warden agrees:

“We need to hit back. Hopefully we can take advantage of them being
together in one place.”

“I can do the searching,” I volunteer.

“You will do none of it, my Queen. This is an Aldeean matter. I have scouts
trained to do this, including Sen’Haillar adepts.”

Here we slip into “my Queen” again. I understand where he’s coming from,
though. For Alon Kleist policing his backyard is a matter of honour. He
would feel weak and look weak to ask me for help in solving the marauder
problem.

I feel ashamed of my insensitivity. I should have thought better before
offering to help in such a blatant way. I know the adept Alon was referring
to, Heron Sen’Diessa, an experienced field agent with Spirit Affinity.



Probably more qualified to do the job than I am, as he had lots of practical
experience scouting on Aldeea and his Affinity is the one specifically
required for the job.

***

Next morning a pleasant surprise is waiting for me. A call request from
Astrid Reith Sen’Dorien, my Sister. She leads the other half of the
Sen’Dorien Dichotomy. She’s the Queen of Order.

What outsiders have difficulty to understand is that opposite Affinities
always come together. I’m much closer to Reith than to any other queen.
The two of us, Ashar and Reith, fought and survived together in the samun
Annihilation Wars. While not being biological kin, we were Sisters even
before we became Sen’Dorien queens.

I tidy up and, when ready, I touch the communication stone. The
shimmering portal flickers briefly and here we are, face to face, Chaos and
Order.

“Greetings Reith,” I call.

“Greetings Ashar,” she calls back.

For everybody else we go by our formal names or, if feeling informal, by
the current Avatar names. Only between us we use our personal names, the
names we knew each other since we met for the first time. I vividly
remember the moment, after so many cycles. It was the day we came of age
together, each strong in opposing Affinities.

“How are things at home?” I ask.

Reith is managing our Great House in my absence, a daunting task
involving control of funds, resources, people and troops. It’s telling in a



sense that I’m the more adventurous one, gallivanting to the Wall, while
Reith, the Queen of Order, keeps things in line.

It often happened this way, though not always. I had my time running our
House, and I can’t say I liked it. And Reith had her full measure of death
and destruction, the same way I did. People easily remember Chaos is a
force of destruction, but few realise until too late that Order can also be
deadly.

I receive an account of our assets and resources. It’s more of a pretext for us
to talk than a real need to stay in touch with the latest decisions taken by
Reith. Towards the end, we come to the real reason for the call.

“Verdid Sen’Aesir sent me warnings about the Scourge,” Reith says. “She
mentioned you have contracted out our house for immediate support in case
Aldeea comes under fire.”

I should have thought to call Reith first as a matter of courtesy, not that
there was any doubt House Sen’Dorien would step in if the Aldeean Citadel
comes under attack. Contract or no contract, household troops fight where
their queen is, as their first commandment is defending her. My very
presence guarantees their presence. Probably the reason Alon puts up with
me.

“We expect an attack over the coming cycle, latest the next. When the time
comes, we will need to boost up Aldeea’s defence. The local chapter can’t
provide more than ten Adepts, that’s what makes Aldeea such a tempting
target for the Scourge.”

“They know you are there.”

“They know I can’t be everywhere.”



“Take care, Sister. I don’t want to start educating a new Avatar.”

We both start laughing. We have no nursery educating new Avatars, they
always come with the same faults as the original.

 

 



CHAPTER 4 (PETER)

 

The doorbell chimed.

Peter checked who the visitor was and opened the door.

“Hi Liz!”

Doctor Elizabeth Hamilton waltzed in and made herself comfortable on the
couch. She was Peter’s best friend, her friendship with him dating since
well before the mission, back to their college days in Cambridge fifteen
years ago.

A petite redhead covered in freckles, Liz Hamilton had always been a
firebrand. Peter lost count a long time ago of the number of pranks she set
up, the number of parties she organised, or crashed, or sometimes both
organised and crashed.

A decade of medical career and the rigours of the space exploration training
programme did nothing to tame her spirit or soften the mischievous glint in
her green eyes.

Of course, Liz Hamilton was exactly the sort of person to show up with a
smuggled bottle of wine a few hours after they successfully arrived at
destination.

“And how exactly did you manage to take a bottle of wine aboard the
space-ship preparing for a six-months mission?”

“Correction my dear, I brought along two cases of wine aboard said space-
ship. Can you imagine the amount of medical supplies needed for a six-
months long journey? And besides, medical journals confirm that wine, in
moderation, is beneficial for the health of our crew.”



Having fond memories of the night Liz Hamilton, then an 18-year-old
freshman, succeeded in drinking the captain of the rugby team under the
table, Peter had his doubts that Liz and the journals were in agreement on
what was the exact meaning of the term “wine in moderation.”

“The civilian side of the crew decided to celebrate our successful re-entry in
normal space roughly where we were supposed to arrive, courtesy of a well-
known mathematics genius, and I mean Lt. Egorova. Unfortunately, the
Lieutenant declined to take part, quoting some obscure Navy regulations, so
we had to move to the next best option. Hence I came to bring you in.”

“Thanks god, I thought your intention was to finish that bottle between you
and me.”

“It would have been selfish, yet I don’t mind hiding it away for a romantic
evening, if you wish.”

“I’m afraid I can’t let you cope with a potential medical emergency, hours
after polishing a bottle all by ourselves. Last time I checked you were the
only available doctor within fourteen hundred light years.”

“I’m a responsible astronaut, I would have satisfied myself with a glass, the
rest of the bottle was for you, silly.”

Five minutes later Peter, Liz and the smuggled bottle were at the entrance to
the port-side galley used by the civilian crew. Navy preferred the other
galley, on the starboard side, dubbed “the mess.”

“So, you organised a party all by yourself.”

“Never by myself, I had help. The geologists rearranged the hall according
to my specifications, while your sweetheart in the astronomy crew took care
of the music and special effects.”



“Taa - daaa.”

The galley was unrecognisable, having morphed into something resembling
a club. Liz’s helpers had cleared the centre to make a dance floor and
tastefully arranged three or four tables on the right side of the counter, itself
transformed into a bar. Besides Liz’s bottles, several kinds of drinks were
available in laboratory glasses.

The lights were off except for a few discreet spots in a corner. On the
opposite wall the astronomers replicated the fake window from the bridge,
displaying real time the night sky in all its splendour. The effect was
stunning, giving the feel the room was at the edge of the abyss with nothing
between humans and the cosmic void. Soft music was playing in the
background.

Milena Vladici, the author of this audio-video miracle, had taken over the
DJ station made up from bits and pieces of scientific equipment. She was
putting together a play list in partnership with Ewan Salter, the junior
geologist.

Milena and Ewan looked like the perfect couple except they were not; they
both had significant others on Earth. First time they met Peter was briefly
infatuated with the astronomer but soon learned she was engaged. Later he
met and befriended her fiancé, Tim Stratton, also training for an
exoplanetary mission. This didn’t stop Liz to tease him mercilessly about
his early crush, though only when nobody else was around.

“Here comes Peter, the man of the hour!” The introduction was made by
Charles Swanson, the third Brit in the civilian team, a reputable biologist
and, in Peter’s view, a total douche. Charles seemed to have an opinion
about everything and everyone. He also had no compunction about sharing
it, no matter what. Peter treated him with conventional courtesy, but Liz cut



Charles off from their first meeting and the relationship went downhill ever
since. The past two months spent together on Endeavour were really
challenging for both.

The person who help them enormously was Christine Ferraud. She not only
calmed them down but also convinced Charles that a feud with the ship
doctor can somehow impact negatively his future academic career. Peter did
not understand how Christine managed to pull this piece of mental
gymnastics. To make things worse, Liz’s second degree was in biology, so
she would work together with Charles should they find extra-terrestrial life.
Sharing the honour of being the first genuine xeno-biologist with the person
one most despised would make interesting bed mates indeed.

Dr Fiorelli sat at a table discussing something with Hank Mertens, the
senior geologist. They could not make a more dissimilar pair. Mateo Fiorelli
was a bookish Italian, always polished and prim. By contrast Hank Mertens
grew up at a ranch in Idaho and adopted a trademark country boy image,
always slightly dishevelled. Thinking again and considering the time Hank
might have spent to cultivate his dishevelled look, maybe he and Mateo
were not as dissimilar as one would initially believe.

The only Navy officer present was Lt. Cdr Valentin Borodin, Head of
Engineering and probably the only member of the military crew who didn’t
give a toss about the book. Not only an excellent engineer but also an expert
in the hyper-drive technology, Commander Borodin was likely the most
indispensable member of the crew, Captain Holt included. Other than
ignoring regulations he considered silly, his status had no impact on the
Russian’s demeanour, the engineer being regarded as the most approachable
senior officer. Peter could not stop contrasting him with Charles who, with



no notable contribution until now, could not miss a moment without
exposing his wisdom.

Peter and Liz came close to the counter. She swapped her unopened bottle
with one half empty and deftly filled two glasses, one for each of them.

“For us! We are officially the furthest from home.”

“We did it! We really reached where no one had gone before.”

Peter considered the toast could have been more original. They grew up
watching Star Trek, both the old franchise and the new spin-offs made after
travelling to the stars became possible. It would have been hard to imagine
then, but today they were truly living the dream. Peter felt ashamed of his
sulking earlier in the day. Luckily Liz had not been around, else he
wouldn’t hear the end of it.

They stood shoulder to shoulder admiring the star panorama. Kepler 452
was an orange size ball of light at the edge of the screen.

“See the bright light there. That is 452b, the super-earth. The flickering one
right there is 452c. The icy planet is not visible now, it’s on the other side of
the star,” said Liz.

“I didn’t realise you were interested in astronomy.”

“I’m not. I just interrogated Milena earlier on. The only other visible planet
is a gas giant, right there.”

The song ended and a slow glow ballad began.

“I fancy opening the dance tonight, what do you think?”

It sounded like a dare, one of Liz specialties. They’ve done this before, ice
breaking at parties. They were both good dancers, they even thought of



competing at some point but gave up when they realised that they had to
train constantly.

Peter took the lead, Liz followed. He had a momentarily concern he may be
out of touch, but they caught the rhythm immediately. It was surreal. Here
they were, at the edge of space, dancing glow, in a set up reminiscent of a
student club back in England.

Hank Mertens and Milena joined them. The improvised dancing floor was
only enough for two pairs. They danced in silence, Liz head resting on
Peter’s shoulder.

“I’d like to keep dancing glow until the end of the world,” said Liz. She
really loved this dance. It was one of her favourites.  

The play list moved to something rhythmic. Peter ended up dancing next to
Hank and Milena.

The hatch opened and Commander Tostigsson stepped in, followed by Lt.
Eleanor Wilkins. Apparently the two off duty pilots shared Borodin’s
disregard for Navy regulations precluding people from having a good time.

Over the next hour Sven Tostigsson managed to dance with each woman
present and Liz competed neck and neck with him. Peter managed a dance
with Milena and a second one with Liz, this time an ancient song that was
probably in vogue two hundred years ago, when man first landed on the
Moon.

In the end they tidied up quietly and took the equipment back where it
belonged. They left the fake window as a permanent feature in the galley, a
memento of their first night in this foreign system.



“Thank you, Liz! This was the best party ever! We should have recorded it
to the mission register.”

“Come on Peter, you would have given me a tough choice. Do I want to be
forever remembered as the dashing astronaut, the heroic space explorer, or
as the slightly crazy woman dancing glow for hours at the end of space?”

Peter thought there was no inherent contradiction.

“Liz, it’s late and you’re becoming a bit melodramatic. After all, Kepler 452
can hardly qualify as the end of space. We’re only fourteen hundred light
years from home.”

“Fourteen hundred light years is a long way from Cambridge, Peter. A
bloody long way…”

***

Payback was a bitch!

At 6:30 the morning after, they were all in the gym, rotating through the
stations under Derek Nolan’s tender stare. The tactical officer was
Endeavour’s Head of Security and hence responsible for the crew well-
being. Early in the mission he had expanded the concept of “well-being” to
physical fitness and, with Captain’s blessing, put in place a strict training
regimen they followed now to the letter.

Peter was sure the bridge knew everything about their little escapade
yesterday, including Liz’s smuggling activities. They have said nothing,
probably concerned about the impact on Endeavour’s crew morale, but the
very next day Lieutenant Commander Nolan received free rein to alter the
gym schedule. Allegedly this happened due to the coming extravehicular
activities, including potential planetary landings. All of it was complete



rubbish. Two of the three likely candidates were heavy worlds, and in
Peter’s view the only people fit enough to land there were the buffest Navy
officers, people like Nolan or Sarge Eddie Hernandez. He couldn’t imagine
the mousy Dr Fiorelli under 1.78g, any more than he could imagine himself
weightlifting at the Olympic Games.

So here they were, gasping and sweating after less than five hours of sleep,
a kind reminder that ship regulations were made to be followed and they
equally apply to the civilian crew.

“I place my money on the icy world,” rasped Hank Mertens on the
stationary bike next over. Following the initial system scan the two
geologists, Hank and Ewan Salter, have opened a betting pool on the
celestial body most likely to support life. The contenders were the three
Goldilocks planets, but also several gas giant moons, close equivalents to
Titan and Europa. The prize, an entire night of paid drinks when returning
on Earth.

“You know that logically… 452c is the likeliest candidate…. being right in
the middle of… the optimal temperature range.” Matteo Fiorelli’s response
came between short gasps. The scientist was probably the farthest of them
all from Nolan’s ideal of physical fitness.

“I don’t care, I enjoy betting on a dark horse. Anyway, humans defined the
optimal ranges and universes’ idea of life may be slightly different. Pete,
what’s your bet?”

Peter wasn’t a big fan of the appellative Pete, but Hank was informal with
pretty much everybody including the Navy officers. If Eleanor Wilkins
didn’t mind being called Ellie and Daria Egorova was fine to be called
Dasha, he wasn’t going to protest. Luckily the other crew members noticed



Liz has always referred to him as Peter, so Hank was the only one using the
shortened version.

“I’ll play safe and go for 452c. If we were to find life, not to mention
intelligent life, I would rather find it in a place I can live without wearing a
60 pounds exo-skeleton. Liz?”

“I feel greedy. I’ll bet on more than one planet harbouring life, maybe the
low gravity world and the icy planet.”

Peter smiled. Classic Liz. The odds were not low enough as it was, so she
had to compound them. Double or nothing Liz!

Peter watched her running the treadmill with Milena Vladici while talking
and laughing. They were amongst the few people in the gym still able to
breathe easily. Both were likely in better physical shape than he. These two
were the youngest women in the crew, so they were natural friends. They
had a lot in common. Both were gorgeous, each in her own way. Milena
was a tall, leggy blonde with the face of an angel. Liz was a petite redhead,
small but perfectly proportioned, with vivid green eyes. Peter felt a pang of
regret. He would have loved to meet Milena four or five years ago, before
she coupled with Tim Stratton, the lucky bastard. And Liz…, well Liz was
his best and oldest friend. She was closer than blood kin, closer than a
sister.

 

 



CHAPTER 5 (ELLANDRA)

 

“A word with you if possible, Avatar!”

I’m on the way to meet Aleen when the Watcher ambushes me in the back
alley. I promised to help my friend with a particularly dreary bit of Lore,
and I am close to her quarters at the Academy.

The Watcher is Teon Leoran, a young officer, and “ambush” is probably a
harsh term. Every other ten-day, members of the Watch had asked me to
check various oddities in the fabric of space. Every time the explanation
proved to be perfectly natural. Nevertheless, we were on the Wall and a
surprise attack was all it took to destroy us. Hence the standing orders for
the Watch were to approach me whenever they had any issue, so I have no
reasons to complain.

“Good day to you, Watcher Leoran.”

Teon looks lost, belatedly I realise my very formal response could be
regarded as a rebuke. I try to save the situation.

“It’s my pleasure to help. Is there anything I can do?”

“We came across a minor space rip in the outer system frontier two nights
ago, but we can’t see anything now. If possible, could you please verify, My
Lady?”

Coming to me two nights after the fact is quite irregular. Whatever space
phenomenon happened, it most likely ended by now and nothing is left to
be seen.

“Isn’t it too late?”



“We apologise. The disturbance was small, so we recorded it and initially
ignored its significance. When reviewing the summaries, I came across the
blip and remembered you requested to double check any strange
occurrence, no matter how minor.”

“I will seek for anything out of place later today. Please maintain a pointer
towards the direction where the space irregularity occurred,” I say. I can
check it after meeting with Aleen. Already two days late, a few hours
additional delay won’t make any difference.

I’m not in time for the meeting with my friend and I hate it. Tardiness is a
sign of disrespect for the people waiting for you, or at least shows lack of
self-control. I don’t like to convey any of these two faults, so I adopt a fast,
yet dignified pace.

The Academy grounds are not far. I enter the quad and take the alley to the
left, towards the Archives. The building, erected some one hundred and
fifty cycles ago, is the oldest and most ornate part of the Academy complex.
The Hall of Lore houses tens of thousands of crystals, each the record of a
memorable event. It’s an almost exact duplicate of any archive in the
Dominion, the only difference being the most recent crystals, not yet copied
and shared.

I see Aleen in the back. She is talking with Eman Valdeer, her intended, a
company commander in the Aldeean Defence. I hope my tardiness went
unnoticed. Aleen has known her future husband since childhood, not
unusual for most high status Haillar in the Citadel. They were promised
since last autumn and planned to marry in the coming cycle.

“Eman will leave tomorrow, he’ll be away for a ten-day at least. His
command goes north, beyond Alzur.”



This means Warden Kleist’s Spirit seekers have located the marauders. I
wasn’t informed of that. Probably his intention is to give me details later
today, at our evening council.

“Ladies, I’ll take my leave. I know you have work to do.” Eman touches
Aleen’s cheek, then bows to me and departs. We’ve never been more that
passing acquaintances. Despite my friendship with Aleen, he has always
regarded me as a distant figure, a symbol rather than a person. Some Haillar
think like this and it makes me deeply uncomfortable. Despite being meant
as a form of respect I feel I am being reduced to something less, like losing
a part of my soul.

Aleen waves me to a shelf in the back where the Archive stores crystals
about our distant past.

“Ellandra, can you help me with this one? The visual part was not great to
begin with and it faded with each copy, to the point I can hardly understand
the events it refers to. We completely lost the final sequence.”

A Haillar can access the visual element of a crystal. For a Sen’Haillar the
experience is far richer, we can actually live the events, as experienced by
the past Lore Mistress. Even more interesting for Aleen, we can share the
experience with people close by.

I join hands with my friend and feed a tendril of eka into the Lore crystal.

Reality shifts.

I find myself on a black plain, utterly devoid of life. I know we are on
Verdant, at the beginning of the samun Annihilation Wars. I know this was
supposed to be the Garden World, one of the miracles of the samun space,
an entire world sculptured into a green heaven.



There is nothing left. The earth is torn where Warlord Kenhar’s engines
have mined every scrap of material that could be poured into his planetary
defences. Defences gone, destroyed by Chaos.

I turn around and stroll towards a bunch of Haillar surveying a valley, a
desert of glassy shards. We are on the edge of a crater, all that is left of
Kenhar’s citadel after being frozen with Order and blasted by Chaos.

I recognise one of the people in the group. She looks vaguely familiar. She
should be familiar, she’s one of my first Avatars. It’s a surreal experience
remembering the same scene from two perspectives: Lore Mistress who
documents the destruction of a world, and one of the very people
responsible for that destruction.

Next to me is my sister Reith, Queen of Order, whatever Avatar she was at
the time. I don’t remember her Avatar’s name, but I remember how drained
we both were at that moment. I remember the elation of being able to
destroy Kenhar and his menagerie of horrors without succumbing to
madness. It was at the beginning of our Sen’Dorien bond, when we were
both thrilled at finding a way to fight together. A way to anchor each other
and stay sane.

In the end we survived, but after centuries of destruction all excitement
disappeared, and only weariness remained.

Reality shifts.

We are back in the Archive of Lore, Aleen and I holding hands.

“Wow, that was intense. I didn’t realise you were part of the scene,
Ellandra.”



I’m glad Aleen has only the memories of the long-departed Lore Mistress to
remember. My personal memories are mine only, and I would never wish
them to a friend.

***

Later that day I remember my promise to the Watcher.

I’m back to my chambers, having taken a bath to refresh myself. I sink in
the comfort of my wing chair and empty my mind of any thoughts. Time to
do some sightseeing. Even if no threat was there, I always liked wandering
in space and enjoying new vistas.

I project my mind out and upwards. I can see the Citadel from a bird eye
view, getting smaller and smaller. I can see our landmass, then Aldeea as a
globe floating in space. The pointer the Watchers left is a tiny beam
shooting towards the edge of the sky. I follow it.

There is nothing at the location of the reported space tear. Not that I
expected anything. I trace the pointer back, slowly casting a wide net. To
my surprise the net catches something, much closer to Aldeea.

The object is a metallic cylinder, most definitely a ship. The design is
unknown but clearly not Scourge. I approach slowly, wary of a trap. The
enemy likes playing games, so this innocuous vessel may be a ruse
specifically designed to take out a powerful eka user.

I look more closely to see that the object consists of two parts, a core
cylinder and a sleeve structure rotating around it. I’m puzzled by this design
until I push my awareness and come across a couple of dozen minds. The
sleeve is the habitat. It rotates around the core cylinder to make up for
ship’s lack of gravity generators. It’s actually an inventive workaround,
using inertia to replace gravity.



Current propulsion is hydrogen based, but I can see the hyperspace
projectors. They were the source of the earlier space rift, a rather brute form
of space manipulation. I check the layout but the design seems reasonably
safe. No trap here.

I look for weapons and I can only find four chemical missile emplacements
and what I would assume is a concentrated light generator placed along the
inner cylinder. Very short range, likely a device intended to disintegrate any
unforeseen obstacle in the ship’s path rather than a weapon.

Crew’s minds tell me nothing. I’m not a Spirit adept, so my skills in this
area are rather limited even at shorter ranges. Thought patterns look foreign
but natural, with no sign of the sickening corruption that shows Scourge
control. However, this means very little. The Scourge are master
manipulators. The entire thing can still be an elaborate trap.

For the time being the ship is on a flat trajectory that would eventually end
up in the sun. I assume this is going to change at some point. Coming
through a space rip only to spectacularly commit suicide on arrival is not
something expected from any sane being.

***

My awareness returns.

I’m back in my quarters, feeling dizzy. I pour some tea and ask myself what
all this means.

On surface, it looks like we are about to receive visitors, a previously
unknown spacefaring race meeting the Dominion. Such meetings, few and
far between, are always moments of joy. Furthermore, the strangers seem to
be non-aggressive. Unless they have some inert weapon that I can’t identify,
there isn’t anything on that ship remotely threatening. This is not



unsurprising. During seventy thousand cycles following the Annihilation
Wars, we have met only one race that proved to be relentlessly aggressive.
The Scourge.

Yet both the time and place of this encounter are odd, to say the least. We
are on the Wall, waiting for an imminent attack. The entire situation is
either an elaborate set up or the most improbable coincidence I’ve ever
come across. And I came across some pretty impossible events in my past
lives.

I dispatch a runner to the Watchers, calling for their presence at Warden’s
chambers. It is nearly time for my daily meeting with the Warden.

I arrive to Alon’s place to find Advisor Telimon already there. As expected,
a campaign against marauders is in the making. Marauders, the Scourge,
now the Visitors. I wonder if there is a connection between all these.

“I took the liberty to invite representatives of the Watcher Office,” I inform
Alon and Telimon. “They will be joining this meeting later on.”

Alon looks at me intrigued. Though he is not formally keeping the agenda
for these meetings, I rarely come with additional topics. When this happens,
he is informed in advance. For me to take over part of the evening council
with no warning and with such lack of decorum means something unusual
must have happened.

“Do you bring bad news?” asks the Warden.

“Not as such. The latest developments may only be worrying if they
correlate with our existing troubles. I’ll provide full details when the
Watchers are here, let’s start with the planned campaign.”



By shifting the focus to the coming action against marauders I gain time to
think the events through. I also let Alon know my unhappiness at being kept
in the dark. Though, to be fair, it may be a deserved retribution for the
heavy-handed way I tried to invite myself in the campaign two nights ago.

Alon knows I can be as stubborn as he when I set my mind to it. He
proceeds to deliver the latest developments on the marauder topic.

“Heron Sen’Diessa, our eka Scout, followed the trail from Alzur and found
the raiders sheltered in a ravine, half a ride north of the town. The
marauders attempted to hide their presence against our Spirit searches but
failed to mask completely their druan.”

Enemies can block a Spirit search and they did not need to be Sen’Haillar to
do it. It was enough to find a sufficiently deep cave system and mask the
entrance points. A bunch of bandits hiding for cycles would be well versed
in such tactics. Failing to mask the druan was also not surprising. Most eka
searchers can’t differentiate between mount beasts and wildlife. The fact
that Heron could was a testimony of his skill.

“I can’t understand what they plan to do next,” I muse. “They buried
themselves with loot and slaves, but they must have known we were going
to seal the North. We can rotate patrols indefinitely and sooner or later they
would have to come out and face us. By now they should have split up and
headed back to the sea.

“Maybe they thought they could trick us and hit another unprotected town.
Maybe they still plan to divide the loot and split. Whatever they intended
it’s now irrelevant. We have them,” responds Telimon.

“Tomorrow five companies will head north, supported by adepts
Sen’Galahad and Sen’Vollar. Heron Sen’Diessa will join them and continue



to scout for any change in marauders’ location. Irvon Dervus, the Alzurite
druan trader, agreed to serve as a guide. He knows all mountain passes in
the area.”

“Parvon Aloria and Teon Leoran are here, on behalf of the Watch,” calls the
guard in the antechamber.

Parvon Aloria is the head of the Watch and Teon’s supervisor. He is also the
person most likely to lose face if the meeting proves to be a dressing down,
so he is visibly nervous. I wonder why, since I never chastise people for
doing their job.

“On a separate note,” I start, “earlier today Officer Leoran brought to my
attention a space fabric anomaly at the edge of our system. I searched and it
appears to be a rift, produced by an incoming space vessel.”

Everybody freezes. An unannounced incoming spaceship usually means
only one thing.

“However,” I continue, raising my hand, “the signature isn’t consistent with
the Scourge. It seems to be a spaceship of unknown origin and design.”

“Could it be a Scourge trick?” asked Parvon Aloria.

“My readings don’t indicate Scourge corruption. However, we can’t
completely discount an enemy plot in advance of their heavy assault.”

“What do we know about the ship?”

“It’s a relatively small vessel, having a crew of not more than thirty people.
Hyperspace capabilities are basic, weaponry is almost non-existent. It fits
with the profile of a short distance explorer ship, range no bigger than two
thousand light cycles. The main thing worrying me is the timing.”

“What do you suggest?” asks the Warden.



“The Watch maintains full time surveillance. Somebody scans the object
daily at least, maybe more frequently when closer.”

Alon Kleist shifts looking slightly embarrassed.

“Our Sen’Haillar capabilities may be stretched rather thin.”

I close my eyes. I did it again. I managed again to embarrass the Warden,
this time by removing myself from the picture too soon. I was fully aware
the Aldeean Chapter was very small and earlier on we talked about half of
them being deployed against the marauders. That leaves the Chapter
Master, Remelda who is a Healer and Leira who is indeed a Spirit adept, but
only a Novice. My mind is wandering so much that I can’t even count heads
properly.

“I’ll help as well, and also work together with Leira every day for the next
ten-days,” I try to make up for my slip. “She is a Sen’Diessa, so she should
develop her searching abilities. But I take your point, my Lord, and will
discuss with the Chapter Master ways to receive immediate Sen’Haillar
support. We are indeed stretched thin considering current developments.”

My instincts scream a Scourge blow is about to come. I just can’t figure out
where.



CHAPTER 6 (PETER)

 

“We’re currently intersecting Kepler 452d’ s orbit and entering the inner
system. Tactical have given their green light and all three Goldilocks
planets are currently visible. I see no reason to delay. The team has
permission to perform active scans.”

The announcement came via ship intercom and received a big hurrah in the
civilian research bay. Tactical green light meant that after three days Lt.
Commander Nolan’s team came up with nothing and finally deemed the
system safe. From this point onwards, it was only a matter of minutes
before receiving complete data on each of the three planets in the habitable
range.

Peter had joined the astronomy team who needed support in analysing the
planetary spectra. He had no qualification in the field, so he was acting at
junior lab assistant level, but at least he was in the middle of things. Matteo
and Milena were frenetically doing last minute checks while the geologists
were busy adding requests to the already too long tests schedule.

“Active scan initiated. We are approximately nine light minutes from the
sun but only four light minutes from the closest planet, which happens to be
the super-earth. We should start receiving data in ten minutes and will have
a fairly complete picture in half hour.”

Liz and Christine Perrault entered the lab section and quietly found seats
out of the way. Not even Charles Swanson could find any momentous
insights to share with the team.

“Incoming data on 452b,” relayed Milena. A milky white globe appeared on
the screen. “Surface level pressure is 114 bars. The atmosphere is heavy



with water vapour with traces of sulphur and carbon dioxide. Temperatures
are in the range 90 - 200C. One can observe violent volcanic activity.”

“The pressure is the same as at one kilometre under the sea,” mumbled Liz.
“This shouldn’t prevent the existence of life, but highly active volcanism is
a serious deterrent. Life needs stability.”

Peter could see Liz wanted to believe, that she was willing to grab the
smallest straw. As long as they had even a tiny chance of finding life, she
would discard no candidate world.

“Data on 452d,” relayed Milena. A greenish, almost metallic sphere,
slightly smaller than the white ball, appeared on the screen next to the
super-earth. “It’s an ammonia world with very thin atmosphere. It may be a
bit warmer than initially estimated, but no polar bears I’m afraid.”

Finding life here was an even longer shot. Whatever life forms may evolve
in an ammonia environment Peter could not even guess. Another potential
research opportunity filed for later.

“Finally, 452c.”

A smaller, blue-green world shrouded in white wisps. So much like Earth.

“The atmosphere seems to be a mix of oxygen and nitrogen, slightly richer
in oxygen than the Earth’s. Surface pressure, 0.95 bars. Guys, I think we
found Earth’s twin planet!”

Data were immediately sent to the bridge. The Captain entered the research
bay not long after, followed by the XO, Commander Koslowsky.

“I wouldn’t want to interfere but given current developments we need to
review our priorities. Mission Control had an alternative schedule for the



eventuality we would find a world able to support life, which currently
seems to be the case.”

It was the first time Peter was hearing about alternative plans and he wasn’t
sure he liked this. The other civilians looked equally surprised.

“As of now, our main purpose becomes completing a detailed terraforming
review, so all research should focus entirely on Kepler 452c and on the
solar radiation characteristics relevant for human life in this system.
Commander Koslowsky has just forwarded you the mandatory contents of
the report. The astronomy, geology and biology teams will cover their
respective topics pretty much as originally intended, except their initial
research schedule will be superseded by activities pertinent to this review.
Peter and Christine, I will discuss separately with you in Tactical in ten
minutes.”

“Blimey, I believe we’ve just been drafted,” commented Liz immediately
after the officers left.

“This is preposterous,” exclaimed Charles while accessing his digital
reader. “I already had the outline for potential xeno-biological research, as
discussed and agreed with the most prominent academic minds in the field.
I refuse to be reduced to a mere agronomist, documenting if the local soil is
adequate for growing crops of maize and barley.” Trust Charles to miss that
he was standing next to Ewan Salter, who actually had a degree in
agronomy and pretty much the job description the biologist found so much
beneath him.

Peter himself felt upset of the heavy-handed way Navy had turned the
civilian research schedule upside down. He was the least affected, having
had no pre-established plans, but most of his colleagues had scheduled
research in advance, hence they already had a clear outline. Even Liz had



built hypothetical plans in case they discovered alien life, not quite vetted
with the greatest minds in the universe but still aligned with her own
research priorities. Peter could see why finding a potential location for
humanity’s first colony was important but could not understand all this need
for secrecy. The right course of action would have been to have Plan B fully
defined from the start rather than thrown on them without any notice.  

Christine joined him and together they headed silently towards Tactical.
They entered the cubicle and took position next to Commander Nolan. The
Captain’s presence made the small cubicle, even more crowded.

“Have a seat,” grunted Captain Holt.

“Folks, you will be responsible of filling in the extra-terrestrial intelligence
survey. Over the next weeks, your job is to follow to the letter each and
every step of the survey instructions, no matter if you come across aliens or
if we survey a lifeless piece of rock.”

“Sir, I can understand following the protocol in case of alien contact, but
what’s the point of running intelligence tests if we find no life above
molecular level?”

“To make it perfectly clear, your role is to document either the existence or
the absence of sentient life, whatever the case may be. Our orders are to
build a bullet proof survey, to cross the Ts and dot the Is. To make sure the
basis for a future colony is rock solid. Goes without saying, in case you
actually come across anything hinting alien intelligence, you will
immediately liaise with Commander Nolan and myself.”

Later, in the corridor, Peter exploded:

“This was the biggest piece of rubbish I ever came across. What’s on their
mind? Are they afraid a bunch of alien lawyers will come and sue them for



property rights?”

“More likely a bunch of human lawyers, looking for reasons to challenge
any settlement rights at a later date,” responded Christine.

“What are you talking about?”

“Peter, if that planet is inhabitable, if we actually can live there, this
becomes the biggest piece of real estate on the market since Columbus
discovered America. Everybody and their dog will want a piece of it.”

“This sounds so soulless, so mercantile. Space exploration should be about
science, about knowledge.”

“Unfortunately, it’s also about money. This mission ceased to be purely a
research endeavour when the prospect of finding an inhabitable world
occurred. From that very moment Plan A had to make way for Plan B. This
also explained why Plan B, though obviously in existence, was never shared
until activated.”

“But what if the world is occupied? Are we going to act like conquistadores
in America?”

“That, Peter my friend, is up to the two of us to prevent.”

***

Twelve hours later the right of possession issue was no longer purely
hypothetical.

It all started innocuously enough. They were all studying the image of 452c,
a planet Peter thought should be given a real name instead of a catalogue
code.



The topic of the debate was the planetary land mass, specifically its shape
and colour.

“The planet has one massive continent only, like Earth’s Pangeea 300
million years ago. I don’t understand, wasn’t this planet supposed to be way
older than ours?”

“Formation and break up of super continents are cyclical. Earth had many
supercontinents before Pangeea,” answered Mertens. “In case of 452c, we
arrived at a time when landmasses form a single continental plateau. In any
event, this world seems a lot less volcanically active than Earth. It probably
relates with its age and to the absence of a satellite the size of our Moon.”

“What puzzles me is the dark green colour. There are rock formations of
this colour, but somehow I find hard to imagine an entire planetary surface
made of jade, for example.”

“How about green sand or green rock,” asked Liz.

“There are crystals that can make sand green, for example olivine and a
copper-rich rock would look green. But I can hardly see this happening at
scale, and besides it’s the wrong shade of green.”

“Then if we eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, no matter how
improbable, must be the truth” declared Charles, quoting Conan Doyle.
“We are looking at a land mass covered in vegetation. Besides, this is
consistent with our spectroscopy analysis.”

Pete was coming to the same conclusion, though less inclined to express it
in absolute terms.

“I will change the thermal filter to see if it makes a difference,” announced
Milena.



The picture was the same, but this time a string of orange dots occurred
along the Eastern seashore.

“There seem to be energy readings along the shore.”

“Active volcanos? You just mentioned the planet is almost inert.”

“They are neither hot nor big enough to be geo-thermal. Let’s park this for
the next hour. By then the Eastern part of the continent will pass the twilight
line to the shaded side of the planet. Let’s see if we can spot any lights.”

Sure enough, as the twilight line passed the shore, luminous dots became
visible, though small and not exactly overlapping with the energy reading.

They look like city lights on Earth in a not very populated area, thought
Peter.

“They are too small and cold to be geo-thermal. They are very steady and
that rules out lightning. Can they be bioluminescent?”

“No,” responded Charles flatly.

“We can’t say,” said Liz at the same time.

“I think we can definitely say,” continued Charles. “On Earth, some swirls
of bioluminescent bacteria were indeed observed from space. However,
their light is quite weak, and one needs to be close by, in planet orbit to
notice them. They only form in the sea, while what we have here is a string
of lights along the shore.”

“Everything you said refers to bioluminescent organisms on Earth. We
simply don’t know what form alien life may take here.”

“There is adaptability and there is impossibility. You are delving into the
realm of impossibility.”



An argument between Liz and Charles could take forever, both too stubborn
to concede. In truth the entire discussion was futile. They were heading
towards the planet and will be in orbit in less than three days.

***

Twenty-four hours later, the evidence was irrefutable. The planet was
teeming with life and the energy sources were clearly artificial. Peter had no
choice but to contact Commander Nolan.

“Are we absolutely certain?”

“We can see artificial structures on the ground. We now have evidence of
artificial structures overlapping with energy sources. One can’t be
completely certain until we are in orbit, but I would say it makes intelligent
life highly probable. Individually, we can find natural explanations for the
structures or for the energy sources. Both at the same time? I can only see
one possible conclusion: we are dealing with advanced alien life.”

“This complicates things massively.”

“What do you mean?”

“On one hand, we need to reassess the level of threat. On the other, we need
to adjust our human colonisation plans to deal with the natives.”

“Hang on a minute, we are on the brink of the most important discovery in
the history of space exploration and your concern is improving battle
readiness and updating the invasion plans?”

“Your luxury, Peter, is to pray for the best, my job is to prepare for the
worst.”

 

 



CHAPTER 7 (ELLANDRA)

 

Five hundred druan beasts can make a lot of noise.

I’m not a fan of the big, smelly mounts. I know how to ride them, out of
necessity. They remain the preferred method of travel on frontier worlds
where other conveniences don’t exist. Some people like them, become
attached to them, even regard them as part of the family. I don’t. The druan
seem large and brutish to me.

Five companies are leaving the Citadel today. They are the bulk of the
mounted militia garrisoned in the city. Aleen’s intended is riding proudly
ahead of his troops. My friend catches his eye and they wave goodbye to
each other.

Heron Sen’Diessa performed another search in the morning and confirmed
the marauders are in the same place. I still can’t figure their strategy and it
upsets me no end.

Still, I have little concern for the departing Haillar expedition. Evon
Sen’Galahad and Aluin Sen’Vollar are leaving with them. Evon’s Affinity is
Fire. The man is a force of nature, he can probably melt the caves around
the bandits all by himself. He’s not going to do it, of course, there may be
prisoners down there. But between his Fire and Aluin’s Lightning, they can
shield all the Haillar militia and still have eka to spare.

“It’s going to be over in ten days at most,” says Davin Kleist next to us.
This morning the Warden’s son escorts Aleen and me. He’s too young to be
in the field despite his vehement protestations, so he remained in the Citadel
as acting head of the garrison. Davin too makes me a little uncomfortable
but for a different reason than Aleen’s fiancé. Unlike his fellow officer who



regards me as a piece of history, Davin suffers from a bad case of hero
worship. Possibly mixed with a dose of infatuation, to make things even
more embarrassing. I haven’t been in a relationship for ages and even if I
wanted to be, Davin would be my last choice. He’s a nice person and a good
officer, but he’s much too young, in addition of being Alon’s son.

“Do we have any information how the marauders merged into such a large
fighting force? They may be 150-200 strong, at least.”

“Close to 200, according to Irvon Dervus, who saw them taking Alzur. If
you believe the rumours over the past half cycle or so, a gang of outsiders
bribed or subdued one by one all existing bands.”

“Outsiders?”

“Haillar from the South.”

Odd, I was not even aware the South had a bandit problem. But then, they
likely don’t, as all the scum has now gathered north of Alzur.

***

In the evening I meet with Leira at the Chapter house. She’s quite excited,
this being her first mission as a Novice. Normally it takes at least half a
cycle until we give responsibilities to a Novice. Yet, we are involving Leira
not even ten-days after her coming of age. I need to talk with the Chapel
Master and convince him to ask for more adepts from the Sen’Shahar
queen. I can also contact my household, but it will be bad form to
outnumber the Sen’Shahar Chapter in their own Citadel unless there is an
emergency. We are not yet there.

We sit on twin pillows, face to face, and I review with Leira the way the
search should go.



“We will perform the search separately, but I will be next to you every step
of the way. When we detach our consciousness, our bodies will remain in a
trance here in the Chapter rooms. We’ll soar together higher and higher.
You shouldn’t worry if it feels odd. It’s more like a succession of soaring
phases, followed by jumps, each phase faster and farther. It’s actually easier
to do this in space than on the ground where millions of details can distract
you. When we arrive close to the point we want to search, we will throw an
eka net then drag, like the fisherman does. If you are in the right spot, you
should feel the object of your search in the net.”

We rise together, side by side, like a pair of sparrows. I can see Leira’s blue
form, mine is a bit more difficult to discern due to the ever-shifting shades.
Leira is playful, flying circles around me. She’s well past shyness. She will
make a valued addition to the House Sen’Diessa.

We don’t have to go far. The Visitors have indeed changed course and they
are now heading to Aldeea. Given their speed we can expect them in two or
three days.

Together we come closer to the vessel. I warned Leira of the possibility of a
trap. I’m touching the minds of the crew methodically, one by one, but can
find no trace of corruption. Leira seems to be more interested in the vessel's
strangeness. It’s all young age excitement. As Spirit adept, her first job
should be to look at the minds, not get distracted by mechanical
contraptions. I let it pass. It’s her first time so she has the right to be excited.
We go together through each part of the vessel. We can’t mind speak, just
feel each other. We are like two swimmers underwater, silently sharing a
wonderful adventure.

Moments later we return to our bodies. The return is fast, like a string
pulling your soul sharply back where it belongs.



Leira is excited, but also exhausted.

“Have you seen their device, my Queen? What purpose is served by that
turning sleeve, the one built like a watermill around the main vessel?”

She’s referring to the habitat. We start a discussion about gravity and
inertia, then talk about ship engineering, up to the point Leira’s inquires
exceed my general knowledge on the topic. The novice goes to bed tired but
still excited, convinced I tricked my way out by pretending ignorance.

***

The earth trembles.

I’m in the Chapter House with Leira two nights after the first lesson. We
just returned from our last search, finding the Visitors about to enter orbit
around Aldeea.

Leira had a task tonight. I had asked her to make an eka model of the alien
ship. She took her time memorising various parts and the right proportions.
I was quite happy with her progress.

The boom of the concussion follows, it’s like somebody used the entire
Chapter House structure like a giant bell. I recognise the sound of a Light
blast when I hear one, even if I can’t see its brightness. I imagine whoever
was outside facing toward the blast must be temporarily blind now, if not
permanently damaged.

“Leira, go back to your room! Immediately.”

I shroud myself in Chaos and run for the door. It should protect me against
any eka attack.

Thuck!



A dagger embeds itself in the door frame, three fingers in front of my nose.
I look across the narrow street and recoil in horror as I come across Scourge
corruption. The Scourge are in the Citadel. I recognise two dwelkaar, a race
of fast and deadly beings, Scourge’s preferred assassin drones.

A platoon of guards runs around the corner and are instantly cut down by a
rain of projectiles. The Haillar twirl in a macabre ballet of death and fall to
the ground. More dwelkaar appear at the top of the wall.

Another blast of Light aimed at the Chapter House flashes against my
shield. A jet of fire hits Warden’s hall further down the street.

I send my own blast of Matter and cut in half the pair of dwelkaar in the
street, then seek shelter behind the doorframe as the ones on the wall
retaliate. It’s a dual attack involving at least two Adepts and a dwelkaar
assassination squad, aimed to take out the Sen’Haillar in the Citadel and the
Warden Office. I was having bad feelings about our expedition in the North,
even about the Visitors, while all the time the danger was much closer.

I ponder for a second what to do. For me the eka attack looks more like a
distraction, the main danger is the dwelkaar team, trained to take out
Sen’Haillar. I’m not sure if the people trapped in Warden’s offices will
agree though. We need to do something soon.

I shoot an eka net and locate the two adepts casting in our direction. I leave
a marker with each but can’t afford to waste time on them.

I gather eka and project a fine cloud of Order towards the dwelkaar on the
wall, the ones besieging the Chapter House. My Chaos is a powerful
weapon, but not one to use lightly at close quarters, at least not if one
intends to minimise collateral damage to the Citadel. The cloud surrounds



the assassins and condenses around five bodies. I push more Order and the
drones freeze like crystalline statues. A small push and they shatter to dust.

I take a couple of steps to the street and I’m nearly run through from
behind. There were more dwelkaar hanging like spiders on the Chapel
House walls. Before I have time to turn, a black cloud shoots over my head
and I can hear bodies hitting the ground. It was an Oblivion blast. Chapter
Master Dioran Sen’Shahar steps around the curtain wall.

“To the Warden chambers!”, we say at the same time.

We run towards the main building, jumping over the bodies of the
unfortunate guards caught in the open. We take down from behind a pair of
dwelkaar, then rush on.

A blast of fire and a light bolt hit my shield in quick succession. Chaos
stops the elements but does little to dampen the shock. I’m thrown against
the parapet, landing badly on my shoulder. Luckily the wall is high enough
to prevent me being hurled in the streets below. Somehow, I stand and start
scanning for the enemy adepts. Dioran sends a lance of oblivion into the
night with no obvious results.

The attacking adepts are nowhere to be seen.

We resume our dash across the dark and narrow streets. I’m favouring the
injured right side but still manage a decent speed. We turn a corner and
bowl into a dwelkaar squad battling three guards. A dagger flashes, but I
deflect it with my chaos shield before catching a guard in the back. The
militiaman dies moments later, felled by a couple of thrown knives. I cut
and slash, wielding the shield like a sword. Chaos blast are indiscriminate
and there is no time to call for a different affinity. Next to me Dioran’s



Oblivion is a lot more effective. He uses it as a shield and lance at the same
time.

In the end a single wounded guard survives. He can’t trail us as he can
barely walk. We have to leave him behind and hope his comrades will find
him, rather than another drone squad.

The Warden wing is still standing. The Fire attack earlier was less effective
than I feared, probably another distraction. The door is ajar. We come
across a dead guard as soon as we step in. He’s stabbed, not burned. So, the
dwelkaar made it to Alon’s offices as well.

We blow our way through a door only to come across another pack of
drones. I’m jumped from behind by one lying in wait next to the entrance
we just barrelled through. I need to pay attention to my back. This is the
second time I’ve been surprised tonight. Luckily the assassin bounces off
my shield. I turn and take him out, then continue the move to the middle of
the hall.

We can’t use eka blasts indoors. I swirl and wave my power in a ballet of
death. I lose myself in chaos, I’m drunk with it. I’ve used destruction on a
much larger scale during the samun wars and more recently against the
Scourge, but this is close quarters, vicious and direct. It takes an enormous
effort to pull out of this trance, to become myself again. I’m Ellandra Ashar,
I’m not this stranger maddened by power. I’m in control of my own actions.

The hall is empty, the dwelkaar lay in pieces. Dioran throws me a strange
look, as if assessing a dangerous predator who escaped her cage. I look
back and nod towards the opposite entrance, then move ahead with
measured steps. Fatigue and pain hit me like a wave and my injured side is
throbbing in tune with my heart.



The corridors ahead are paved with more bodies, mainly Haillar but also a
few dwelkaar drones. In the antechamber we come across Davin, clutching
his bleeding shoulder but alive.

“Where is the Warden?”

“In the back, My Lady. None of the monsters passed.” The last assassin,
probably killed by Davin moments ago, lays folded on the Alon’s doorstep.
We cross into Warden’s office to find him standing ready, weapons in
hands.

“Alon, glad to see you safe!”

“Same to you Ellandra, glad you are still with us!”

It takes half the night to clean the Citadel and to take count of our dead.
Thirty-two Haillar died in the attempt, many more were wounded. Amongst
the dead is Advisor Telimon, the Head of Aldeean Defence and Alon’s
oldest friend.

“The attack on Alzur was a feint, aimed to make us send the bulk of our
militia and adepts away. It’s clear the Scourge somehow controls the
marauders, by corruption or deceit. We must warn our force in North
immediately,” concludes the Warden.

I turn towards Chapel Master Dioran:

“Do we have any ways to contact the adepts in the field?”

“Not directly, but we have a portal still active, close to Alzur.”

“Then I’ll cross to Alzur in the morning and ride after them,” I propose.
Nobody has the energy to contradict me. “Meanwhile Chapter Master, can
you please contact the Sen’Shahar queen and ask for additional adepts, if
possible trained in shadow arts.”



“I will do it. It’s a pity those two rogue practitioners escaped.”

“Yes, a pity.”  

I feed Chaos to the markers I left with the two rogue adepts. Somewhere
down below, on the narrow streets descending to the outer gates, two
traitors collapse at the same time. Their minds have been shredded.

***

I adjourn at the Chapter House, too tired and bruised to go to my quarters
and come back in the morning. Leira snuggles in bed next to me.

“I was so scared, my Queen. I’ve never seen so much fighting and death.
I’ve never seen you fighting either, I couldn’t imagine you could be so
lethal. You always seem so nice and polite.”

Way to go Leira, making me feel disaster incarnate. It’s not enough that I
seem to intimidate younger Haillar, now I’m frightening our Novices too.

“I thought you were supposed to be in your rooms. How did you end up
seeing the fight?”

“I was in my room. I followed you in Spirit, the way we did together over
the past days. But staying in the Citadel, not going anywhere further.”

Smart girl. Powerful too, if she followed my steps in Spirit the entire time,
it’s harder to track me on Aldeea than to fly together in space. Especially
during a fight, a fight Leira shouldn’t have seen. I try to calm her down by
responding to her initial question while avoiding any mention of the battle:

“I always try to be nice and polite, Leira. It’s the right thing to do. Only
insecure people are aggressive and rude. This is because they feel the need
to reaffirm their power, to convince themselves and the entire world of their
strength. I don’t feel such need, and neither should you.”



By the time I finish we are both half asleep. I bury my head in the pillow
and think of the events today. I was overconfident and nearly got myself
killed. Twice. That would have taken me out for a couple of ten-days, at
least. If the Scourge know I am on Aldeea, they would know that if I am
killed, I would have to return as a new Avatar. To try to assassinate me now,
means that their attack will happen soon, during the next couple of ten-
days. Or maybe they did not have a clue that I was around, and just targeted
me as another adept to be taken out.

Either way, if the Scourge hit the Citadel I can’t imagine they won’t have a
trap waiting for the adepts in the field. I hope I’ll reach the expedition in
time.

***

Next morning, I meet with two scouts who know the area and have druan
hidden somewhere close to Alzur. Together we go to the Merchant
Exchange, where a small portal can still be opened to a mill next to the
destroyed town.

Dioran waits for us, together with four other Sen’Shahar. The Suzerain
Queen didn’t waste a moment to respond.

“I’m Hortan Sen’Shahar, envoy on behalf of Queen Neun Norian. My Lady
salutes you and conveys her gratitude for your defence of Aldeea.”

I take a formal half bow:

“I salute the Sen’Shahar Queen and appreciate your support.”

We briefly agree on how to split the workload. I will go north and join the
expedition, hopefully dealing with the marauder threat. They will stay at the
Citadel and keep an eye for any sign of Scourge infiltration. They will also



keep an eye on what happens in space for any sign of invasion. I warn them
about the Visitor ship in orbit and the need to check on them too.

Hortan gives me an eka infused communication token. I wish we had one
with the troops in the field. We were a bunch of overconfident fools.

Without further delay I step through the portal and emerge in the abandoned
mill.



CHAPTER 8 (PETER)

 

Endeavour was suspended in space, parked in stationary orbit above the
eastern coast of the mega-continent below. It had arrived twelve hours
before and had been collecting data continuously ever since.

Peter and Christine were busy putting together a map of the settlements
dotting the seashore. They could clearly see the ordered rows of structures.
Dwellings? A fine but dense network of roads radiated from the largest of
these settlements reaching to the most remote ones.

“The largest one seems to be a pretty decent town,” said Peter. He judged it
to be about half the size of Cambridge. If people below were humans, he
would have estimated its population to be around fifty thousand. “And we
have an honest-to-god fortress right in the middle.”

The layout was clearly medieval, with a large walled inner city surrounded
by a sprawling network of streets. Compared with human cities though, the
layout seemed awfully ordered, with roads crossing neatly at ninety
degrees. Somebody down there seems to be obsessed about neatness.

“I’m more puzzled about their roads. No highways there, but all the roads
seem to have exactly the same width, and all are extremely well maintained.
Their society must be pretty advanced for them to have this level of
planning.”

“How large of a population do you reckon we have down there?”

“Difficult to say,” responded Christine. “Remember they are not human,
though they may be close to human proportions.



“Based on what we can see, I would say between half a million and a
million. But that is the civilised coast only, which is a very small part of the
continent. The rest is one continuous huge forest.  There may be millions of
semi-barbaric people out there. Think about somebody surveying Europe
during Roman empire, or America in the seventeenth century. Huge forests
would have seemed uninhabited, in reality being anything but.”

“Which reminds me Milena, any progress in capturing a proper image of
one of the natives?”

“The difficulty comes from the fact that I don’t have any ground level
cameras,” responded the astronomer. “From top down imagery, I can see
they are hominids, the same way you can, but not much more than this.
Unless you managed to convince one of them to kindly go to the beach and
lay in the sun, to give us a better perspective. I can use more hands helping
with this, but chasing alien images isn’t exactly my priority right now.”

Peter and Christine decided to temporarily pause the map-making and take
charge of the high magnification cameras. Liz Hamilton joined them, and
eventually Charles came as well. Soon they ended up engaged in a race.

“The first one finding a full image gets to name them!”, proclaimed Liz, the
ever competitive one.

It proved to be surprisingly difficult. Whatever else the aliens were, they did
not seem prone to lie around baking in the sun. Eventually it was again Liz
who managed to surprise one of the beings lying low in a clearing.

“Oh, ain’t they cute!”, she exclaimed and immediately passed the image to
Milena, who displayed it on the screen next to a human silhouette for
comparison. All others left whatever they were doing and gathered in front
of the display.



The being appeared to be male, approximately three quarters the size of a
human. All hands and feet seem to be in place and normally proportioned,
only scaled down. The most striking thing were his face features, which
were symmetrical and soft, almost childlike. The skin was alabaster with a
soft bluish hue, like an inner light. A slightly darker pattern was
surrounding the eyes, a bit like tiger strips. His hair was straight and black,
tied over the right shoulder.

“Are you sure you didn’t capture the image of a child?” huffed Charles.

“I don’t think so, we already knew they were smaller than us, we just didn’t
have any detailed image.”

“I look forward to sending this to Lt Nolan for a thorough threat
assessment,” exclaimed Liz. She could not stay in one place. She was
totally having kittens, like a young girl unwrapping her birthday gift,
thought Peter. From all those present, including Milena, she came closest to
matching the expression of innocence on the alien’s face.

“Don’t judge the book by its cover,” replied Christine, attempting to calm
her down. “For all we know they could be bloodthirsty savages, sacrificing
children to their dark gods.”

“Ah come on, I’ve being watching for ten hours and haven’t found their
dark gods’ temples yet.”

***

Jokes aside, one hour later Peter and Christine found themselves in
Commander Nolan’s cubicle.

“OK, I admit that at first glance the level of civilisation on the planet below
does not look to be threatening. Of course, we know nothing about them,



except what we can see from a couple of hundred miles up.”

“You will both be part of the landing team, your express task to initiate
peaceful contact with one of these beings and establish means of
communication, including a rudimentary common language. We should
learn as much as we can about them without revealing anything significant
about us. I’m not only referring to obvious things like Earth location or
military capabilities but also to seemingly innocuous details they can use
against us – our history, religion, political systems.”

“So, we should find as much as we can about them without giving anything
in return,” summarised Peter.

“Exactly. We are not here for an academic exchange. We are part of a fact-
finding mission. There will be time enough later to share with them
carefully selected information and help them evolve. Provided people at
home decide it’s a good idea to interfere with their evolution.”

Peter was aware of the principle of non-intervention, it was in their First
Contact guidelines, the part of their training he never took seriously and that
was proving now key for his future job.

“Of particular interest is any information you can obtain regarding their
race’s spread across the rest of the continent. Hypothetically, if we were to
settle on the other coast, how likely would it be that a human enclave would
interfere with them.”

“How would the humans back home react to an alien race coming and
declaring their intention to establish an enclave, say in the middle of the
Kalahari Desert?”

“It isn’t the same thing. Unlike them, we are a planet-spanning civilisation.
An isolated human outpost 8,000 miles away would mean nothing from



their perspective for hundreds, if not thousands of years.”

The entire train of logic looked blatantly self-serving to Peter, but he saw no
reason to continue the argument. Quite clearly Nolan had his own agenda.
Next to him Christine was also listening without intervening.

They returned to their improvised team quarters.

“The analogy with white men ‘civilising’ America looks more and more
appropriate, Christine.”

“I agree, but you can’t keep bumping heads with him, Peter. You will be the
one ending up bruised. There is a political agenda we are not fully aware off
and Nolan acts on a very specific set of orders, the Captain as well.”

“Then what are you going to do? Go down there like good little soldiers and
spy on the natives?”

“Luckily we are in the position to shape humanity’s first alien contact. But
we must act within limits, not fight against them.”

***

They gathered in the civilian galley, the only place on the ship big enough
to accommodate all of them. The fake window Milena set up for their party
was still in place, so they had the planet in the background, a blue, white
and green globe, so much like Earth.

“We’re sending a team down there,” started the Captain. “One shuttle, nine
people. Most of us have already been involved in different capacities in
planning this first contact mission. I will summarise the full mission brief
for everybody.”

“We’ve chosen a plateau approximately 200 miles away from the main
settlement as our initial landing site. We shouldn’t start by landing in their



town square and sending them into a panic. We will take it easy, get the lay
of the land, make first contact and then arrange a meeting with someone in
authority.”

That was actually the approach Christine and Peter advocated, the only one
making sense as far as they were concerned. Showing up on top of the local
equivalent of the White House and asking to talk with the world leader
worked maybe in holo-movies, but not in real life.

“The team will consist of four Navy crew: Lt. Yates will fly the shuttle and
the full complement of the Tactical team will provide protection.” That
meant Lt Nolan and his NCOs.

“We can’t accommodate all our civilian specialists, as we only have five
remaining seats. Doctor Jeffries and Doctor Ferraud are the obvious choice,
as the language and sociology experts. The two biologists will go too,
though I advise Miss Hamilton to remain close to the ship at all time. She is
also our medic, a role critical for both the landing team and this crew as a
whole.”

Liz smiled evilly. It probably riled Charles Swanson to no end that he was
considered the expendable one.

“The final place goes to Ewan Salter who can cover geology and
agriculture.”

That left a very pissed off Dr Hank Mertens, who had argued to the very
last moment that he should be in, and that the place of the crew’s medic was
on the ship, not gallivanting on alien planets and collecting bio-samples. Liz
used landing team’s safety as her argument for having the main medic down
there. After all, chances of a medical crisis on the ship were slim and
Ensign Heinlich in engineering was also a qualified nurse.



Liz could not have conceived to be left behind. She was so worked up that
Peter silently decided to keep an eye on her and make sure she did not take
some crazy risk, like approaching the first alien they came across all by
herself.

***

The landing team assembled in Shuttle Bay A, under Lt Commander
Nolan’s supervision. The tactical officer appeared to be in charge of the
planet side mission. Peter was surprised the mission was not led by the XO,
Commander Koslowsky, but likely the Captain decided he needed him on
the ship. On top of this, Derek Nolan and the rest of the tactical team were
all special forces, the people most qualified to protect them planet side.

The three security officers were dressed in tactical gear, wearing helmets
and carrying AR-45 semi-automatic rifles. Other than this, all members of
the landing party, including civilians, were equipped with sidearms. Even
Liz was carrying one under protest, after being threatened to be replaced if
she did not comply. She eventually tucked the gun into her backpack and
stated her firm intention not to use it unless about to be eaten by a local
predator. Peter had the feeling that even then she will probably try to reason
with said alien predator until the very last second.

“We appear to have good weather, hopefully no turbulence on the way
down,” said the pilot. “It should be a regular shuttle descent, no different
from flying from Gloria Station down to London. Better weather, actually.”

“I will fly in the cockpit, doubling as navigator,” announced Nolan.
“Sergeants Morris and Hernandez will be in charge in the back, come to
them if you have any issue.”



The shuttle was crammed, their bulky suits and helmets making movement
difficult. Peter hoped the air analysis and the bio-threat scans, the very first
tasks when landing, will show no dangerous agents and they can drop the
environmental suits as soon as possible.

One by one the civilians reported being secure and ready. The Navy
Sergeants checked and confirmed their status, then strapped and checked
each other. In the cockpit, Lt. Yates was doing the last checks, system
readiness being acknowledged by Lt Commander Nolan acting as co-pilot.

The engines pitch changed, the shuttle levitated and rotated sidewise. They
slid out smoothly and a moment later they were in space, on the way down.

“Godspeed,” mumbled Liz.

Peter agreed and said a silent prayer. He was not a religious person, but he
had an eerie feeling he was now starting the most important journey of his
life. A completely irrational feeling, considering that not three months ago
they went through Endeavours’ countdown, a monumental event in itself.

 



CHAPTER 9 (ELLANDRA)

 

We are riding down the mountain trail at what I’m quite sure is not a safe
speed, my hair flapping like a sail in the wind.

At a time like this, I remember why I hate the druan beasts. From an
impossible height, I see the ground speeding by, my body thrown left and
right at each bend in the road. I find absurd that, after surviving an
assassination attempt the night before, I am about to take myself out by
falling off and to be trampled to death by our own mounts.

We recovered the beasts soon after arriving at the deserted mill early in the
morning. I cast a search and found our column midway between us and the
place where the marauders were expected to be. Except I don’t think they
were. I think they were lying in wait long before that.

I grab the reins and project my consciousness away briefly. If riding at
speed on this meandering road is dangerous, riding and searching at the
same time is downright suicidal. I come back to my senses and ponder what
I saw.

The expedition is in front of us, not far away. However, unlike this morning,
the column isn’t strung neatly along the road. Haillar minds are grouped in
clusters with no sense of order. It’s not midday, no reason for a break, but a
break seems to be exactly what I see.

I hear the thunder in the distance, except there is no storm. Someone ahead
is casting large amounts of eka. I hope our side is doing the casting. Coming
across rogue Sen’Haillar yesterday was a shock. It should be nearly
impossible, but it happened. The Scourge can’t mind control Haillar as they
do their many enslaved races. An adept can’t be forced to fight for the



enemy. If he does so, he does it on his own volition. Maybe they were
coerced some other way. Maybe the Scourge were threatening a dear one.

We round a rock spur and come across a scene of chaos in the valley below.

The marauders have fortified the far end of the ravine, blocking the road
with close to three hundred people. They are shooting at our militia from 
behind a stone palisade, a wall to wall barrier in a place where the path 
narrows between two bluffs.  

Four Haillar companies shelter in front of them, their Light shields pounded
heavily by eka Frost blasts. The fifth company, the most remote one from
my perspective, lays decimated in front of the palisade. I can see people
moving behind dead druan, so not everybody was killed, but I can also see
many still bodies spread across the road.

What’s worse, the woods on either side of the column are teeming with
dwelkaar. At least thirty drones are in the open, visible on the other side of
the road.

I see Aluin Sen’Vollar down there, shielding the Haillar cavalry. There is no
sign of Evon Sen’Galahad. His fiery blasts should be very visible. Heron,
the third adept, is a Searcher. He wouldn’t be a major player in any pitched
battle, but I would still expect his secondary aspects to come into play.
There is no sign of him either. The only eka I feel on our side is Aluin’s
Light.

First things first. I’m well positioned to take out the dwelkaar on the
opposite side of the road, but completely vulnerable to the ones hiding on
our side, next to the bend. I’ve learned my lesson.

My eka flows into a cloud and spreads equally across the wooden slopes on
either side of the road. The same manoeuvre I used last night, Reith’s



favourite at close quarters. The Order mist condenses around the drones. I
perceive them as pockets of nothingness, as absence of life. The feeling is
horrible. Instead of sentient beings, their bodies are now just empty vessels.
Vicious as the semi-intelligent dwelkaar are in their natural state, not even
they deserve something like this.

I push a blast of Order into the clouds. On either side of the road everything
standing, trees, boulders and dwelkaar alike, turn to crystals with a sinister
cracking sound. Silence drops.

I raise a Chaos shield above the three of us just in time. A blow of Frost
splashes against my shields. The rogue adept at the opposite end of the
valley has shifted targets. I respond with a blow of Light. To my surprise, it
does not penetrate his shield. His control of Frost should be roughly at par
with my control of Light, which is no small feature. I build a stronger blast
and hit him across the valley. To no avail.

Down below Aluin focusses Light with spectacular results against the
marauders blocking the road. The one good thing my blasts did was forcing
the enemy to concentrate eka in his personal shields. Aluin’s Light blasts
disintegrate the palisade and most of the marauders hiding behind it. The
Haillar companies move forward and make short work of the surviving
bandits.

At this perfect time, my communication token chimes in. The Sen’Shahar
know I may be in the middle of a battle, so they must have an emergency if
they decided to call. I shudder from another blast of Frost against my shield
but accept the link. Hortan Sen’Shahar sees the situation and keeps
communication brief.

“The Visitor vessel deployed a lander. It’s descending roughly your
direction, a bit to the west.”



My older fears of a link between the Scourge attacks and Visitors’ arrival
flare anew. I strengthen my shield and project my mind upwards. The
lander is in the sky above, slowly descending. It is as basic as the main
vessel is, just a metal cylinder tapered at one end, breaking with chemical
thrusters. It’s about to enter the atmosphere, the friction creating a hot
plasma cone in front of it. Still, I can’t see anything threatening. I brush the
minds inside, nine beings, no sign of Scourge corruption.

An icy cloud of eka rises opposite to me. This I can understand, it’s the
enemy adept trying to bring the fight to the air. His ice tendrils reach
towards Visitors’ vessel, attempting to grab it and throw it my way. He
intends to use it as a battering ram against my shield.

I counter his tendrils with my own, maintaining the lander on track. The
Frost adept pushes, I hold still. He moved the battle away from the valley
below, away from the Haillar, but in doing so he made a mistake. Up here I
can use my Chaos without restraint. And my unbridled Chaos is a lot
stronger than his Frost Affinity.

The rogue is nothing if not resilient. He renews his attacks on the lander,
this time from multiple angles at once. He also varies the strikes, ice
javelins mix with whirlwinds, sleet blasts with hailstones. This makes more
difficult to counter each attack individually. I focus and create a tunnel of
chaos and centre it on the descending lander. The Frost attacks shatter
against tunnels’ walls. On the inside the air is still. I even think it’s likely to
make the flight smoother.

My enemy gives up attacking the lander. We disentangle and take a moment
to measure each other, two force pillars, one of Chaos, the other of Frost. I
maintain my tunnel, to prevent a surprise strike against the Visitors.



Frost hits me in a savage blast. My Chaos softens the blow, surrounds the
enemy eka and devours it in moments, converting it into more Chaos. It’s
one advantage my Affinity has in an eka duel, I can make the enemy eka
my own. The rogue adept does not know this and continues to batter my
shield. I remain passive and absorb blow after blow, strengthening my
Chaos. He probably believes he’s about to overcome me, or at least that we
have a stalemate, as earlier against Aluin on the road.  

It’s not a stalemate, not even near. With a single focused blow, I pounce on
his eka presence and absorb it. Chaos devours everything, the only
matching force is Order. I follow his eka back to its origin and attack his
very Core. He twists away and splits in two. I’m left to finish off an empty
hulk.

He tricked me. The sick bastard was not fighting me directly. He was using
a minion to attack us in the valley, while himself was in a completely
different place. This was not Scourge mind control, was purely Haillar eka
manipulation, one adept enhancing another from afar. It was a known and
forbidden use of Spirit magic, with the side effect of burning over time the
mind of the adept being enhanced. The tainted Spirit adept did not seem to
care about this, while the dead Frost practitioner I just destroyed was
probably unaware of the exit clause in their arrangement.

The presence of a powerful Spirit Sen’Haillar in alliance with Scourge is a
major development. Over centuries some adepts, luckily only a few, have
crafted alliances with the enemy. They can afford to do this as Haillar are
one of the few known species immune to Scourge mind manipulation. In
theory, somebody can strike a deal with them and be left with its mind
intact. In practice though this doesn’t quite work. To begin with, the enemy
would only keep their word as long as it’s to their benefit. As Scourge are a



bunch of sick minded beings, sooner or later most of their temporary allies
would end up running afoul of their games and would be rewarded with a
dwelkaar dagger in their back. The only survivors are the ones continuing
to make themselves useful by matching the Scourge in viciousness. Luckily
few and far between, such monsters become soon focus of the ire of all
twelve Sen’Haillar Great Houses. The very nature of their relationship with
the Scourge means the enemy will throw them to the front lines, again and
again, until they eventually are destroyed. I’m not aware of any twisted
Sen’Haillar living to enjoy the fruits of such an alliance. This does not seem
to prevent fools from trying, once or twice every thousand cycles.   

This seems to be the case here, but with dwelkaar in the mix and the added
complication the Visitors create. I’ve seen Scourge manipulations in the
past but this time around they have surpassed themselves. We only need to
find out if Visitors’ arrival is also part of this plot.

***

I mark the spot where the lander has descended on scout Alesar’s map:

“I need your help to check on these foreigners. Most likely they are not
dangerous. Watch them from the distance and contact them if it looks safe.
They should remain at their landing site until we are ready to receive them
to the Citadel. We’ll be in touch later using this.”

I pass him the token. I’m again without means to contact the Citadel, but I
will return there by nightfall. Hopefully the Scourge will not decide to
attack us in the meantime.

I leave Alesar and descend into the valley followed by the second scout. We
approach the battlefield through an eerie crystal forest, dark shards on either
side of the road. It’s what’s left of the dwelkaar squad and the trees



surrounding them. I feel no remorse. These dwelkaar were long dead, their
bodies mindless puppets serving the Scourge.

Next, I come across the rows of dead Haillar. My soul is bleeding for the
people killed by Scourge treachery. The militiamen are still bringing
corpses. They are all soldiers from the first company, the one caught in the
open. I have a sudden fear:

“Who was the commanding officer?”

“Alund Vernat. He survived, he’s in the command tent with the other
company commanders and the Sen’Haillar.”

So Aleen’s fiancé is fine. None of the officers is amongst the dead.

I come to the command tent and invite myself in past the guard, a young
man who seems lost between looking at me and looking at the forest of
crystal shards further up the road.  

All five company commanders are sitting inside. One of them is wounded,
presumably Alund Vernat. The only adept present is Aluin Sen’Vollar. I
wave them down and sit on the nearest army cot.

“Where is Evon?” I ask.

“Dead, shot by a hidden dwelkaar shortly before all of this started.”

This explains the lack of Fire during the battle. It’s the same tactic they tried
in the Citadel, take out the Sen’Haillar early on before they have time to
raise shields or do anything else.

“And Heron Sen’Diessa?”

“The druan trader slit his throat as soon as the ambush started. At least I
had time to congeal the traitor’s blood before the attack begun but I could



do nothing else but hold my shields. By the way Avatar, good use of eka in
the forest, I couldn’t focus much longer against both blasts of Frost and the
physical attack of the dwelkaar.”

I nod my head. I know the feeling all too well. My eka resources may be
deeper, but you can only split your focus two, maximum three ways. This is
how one overcomes a Sen’Haillar, even a strong one. Either hit before she
has time to focus or hit with different methods from multiple directions at
once. Something must give, and sooner or later something does.

***

I leave the cavalry to camp for the night. They will check out the marauder
caverns, then return at druan trot starting tomorrow. I ride back towards the
mill, fortunately at a more sedate pace. This time we are also riding uphill
which is much less unpleasant than rushing downwards at full speed.

Besides me, our group includes the second scout and four cavalry soldiers.
The officers insisted adding militia men, in case more ambushers are hiding
in the forest. At the pace we travel I have time to search from time to time
the path forward. I’ve learned a healthy dose of respect for the dwelkaar
assassins.

We reach the ruins of the mill as night falls. The building is as quiet as it
was in the morning when we arrived. I activate the portal communication
and ask for the portal to be opened from the other end. A few moments later
we step through, emerging back in the Merchant Exchange in the Citadel.

After leaving word we were back, I go to my quarters and take a bath to
remove all grime. I soak lazily in the hot water to chase the soreness away.
Not being a rider, it’s likely the longest ride I had in a very long time.



Evon Sen’Galahad is dead. So is Heron Sen’Diessa. Last night Leira and I
only survived by a fluke. First time was a near miss, the second time they
would have taken me out if not for Dioran. With us dead, Aluin would have
perished defending the militia. Likely Dioran would have eventually died at
the Citadel too. By now, the Scourge should have achieved their objective
of almost completely eliminating all Sen’Haillar on Aldeea, the first step of
any Scourge invasion when attacking a Dominion world.

Yet, they know we can bring more adepts in via portal. I am missing
something and I’m not sure what. I need to understand the role the Visitors
play in all this.



CHAPTER 10 (PETER)

 

The shuttle met a zone of air turbulence and bucked like a mad stallion.
This ride was quite a bit bumpier than the promised run-of-the-mill flight
from orbit to London, thought Peter.

The pilot seemed in agreement and actually apologised:

“Don’t worry folks. We run in an unexpected blast of icy wind. It came
completely out of nowhere and disappeared in a second. Mark my words,
this planet has some screwed convection patterns. One more thing to add to
the survey report.”

All of them were quiet in the rear compartment, only now the significance
of the unfolding events was sinking in. They will be the first astronauts ever
to land on an inhabited planet. Soon they will be the first humans to contact
an alien race. They would all become as famous as the Alpha Centauri crew
one generation before, as Armstrong and Aldrin nearly two hundred years
ago. Before anything else they may yet do, by simply being here in this
shuttle, they were already writing an important chapter in human history.

“We are 20,000 ft and descending at 400 mph” came from the cockpit.
“Landing expected in less than three minutes.”

The thrusters moved into vertical brake positions and increased pitch.
Unlike Earth orbital shuttles, this was not designed to land horizontally on a
landing strip. Instead, the thrusters were cutting down speed, bringing them
almost motionless above the landing point. The shuttle remained still for a
second and then, landing gear extended, gently descended to the ground.

“We are down,” called Nolan. “You should remain seated while qualified
personnel survey the area for potential dangers.”



They waited in silence for the initial environment tests. The delay was
mercifully short. After a couple of minutes, the scanner glowed green.

Following a direct command received from his officer, Sergeant Eddie
Hernandez unstrapped and unlocked the airlock. As soon as the external
hatch opened, he jumped on the ground and assumed a defence stance by
the ramp. Thus, Eddie became the first human to set foot on 452c, without
uttering a word, without fanfare, simply doing his job and securing the
perimeter as he had done hundreds of times before. Tim Morris, his fellow
tactical officer, joined him moments later, on the other side of the shuttle.

“Green light,” called Nolan who by now has converted the co-pilot console
to gunnery mode, covering the front.

It’s like dropping into a battle zone, thought Peter. Though probably
warranted even if natives were not hostile. Who knew what animals were
wandering the woods?

The civilians moved down on the ramp and Peter had his first view of an
alien world.

The first feeling was one of peace and beauty, of familiarity, like taking a
trip to the mountains on a summer weekend. Then little oddities trickled in,
things almost familiar but not quite. It was a surreal experience, like a
virtual reality day on the trail with some weird digital remastering added on
top.

The grass was green, but a shade of dark green Peter had never seen before
in nature. The forest at the edge of the clearing was made of tall, straight
trees with the same dark green foliage. The trunks were clean beige pillars,
first branches starting some 50 feet above ground level and artistically
melding into a dark canopy. There was almost no other vegetation growing



down below. It looked like the reconstruction of a forest in a park, rather
than an actual wild forest.  

No animals were in sight. They could hear screeches in the distance. It
could have been the sound of birds calling, but they had no way to know
what kind of beings roamed this place. Peter wouldn’t have been surprised
if they came across tiny dragons. They would complement nicely the
earthly, but not quite earthly landscape.

***

Three hours later they were already falling into a routine. The biologists had
opened their shop next to the shuttle, installing a portable testbed where all
three of them were running tests on samples of plants and soil. They were
still restricted to the clearing. Commander Nolan was reluctant to give them
leave to venture into the woods, despite good ground level visibility.

Peter and Christine worked together, installing a battery of observation
equipment measuring solar radiation at ground level. The aim was to
determine to what extent exposure to the planet’s natural light may damage
the human skin. They had a long list of similar tests to run, not necessarily
in their field, but useful for the overall survey.

“Did Liz propose a name for the natives?” asked Christine.

“Not yet. She seems to agonise between a choice of earth mythological
races, makes up her mind, then finds the name corny, discards it and moves
on to something else. She has taken the responsibility of baptising the first 
alien race quite seriously.”  

“It can be a serious choice. The way we chose to refer to them will end up
influencing the way we think about them and ultimately the way we
behave,” responded the psychiatrist.



“Nolan seems set on having his human colony.”

“There will probably be a human colony. For now, all biological tests are
ideal. We are sufficiently different compared to the local life to be
incompatible. Basically, we can’t assimilate anything native, but then
neither can the local predators assimilate us. Even the native bacteria don’t
seem to like us. So hopefully we will have a colony. Remains to be seen
what kind, be it a research station, an embassy, or a sprawling human
settlement on the other side of the world away from the indigenous
civilisation.”

“I continue to believe the last option is morally wrong. It’s their planet. We
can stay as guests, but not make ourselves at home across half of their
territory. They will eventually evolve and will need all the resources their
world can provide.”

“I’m with you on this ...,” started Christine then suddenly went completely
still. “Peter, slowly, very slowly, turn your head to the right towards the
forest edge. We are being watched.”

Peter rotated and immediately noticed the native. It looked like a twin
brother of the one captured on film by Liz. Same small frame, white-bluish
skin, soft features. He was standing still, level with the first row of trees,
without making himself noticed but without hiding either. The hominid was
dressed in a set of sturdy brown clothes, hands half raised, palms opened.

“He’s trying to show us he isn’t armed, I think,” continued Christine. She
immediately shifted on an open frequency. “Commander Nolan, guys, we
have a visitor. Looks non-threatening so please refrain from any action.”

“Copy that,” responded the officer.



Whatever disagreement Peter had with Nolan’s priorities and heavy-handed
tactics, the man was a professional. First Contact was this mission’s primary
aim and the lieutenant will do anything possible to make it happen, short of
endangering his charges. Neither he nor his people were prone to act hastily.

It wasn’t the case of the biologists, all of whom turned sharply around.

“Liz, Charles, continue to do what you were doing,” called Peter. “It’s
enough we are sealed in costumes like some sort of metal headed monsters.
Crowding the little guy will make matters worse.”

The guy in question continued to watch them unmoving, palms wide open.

Slowly, Christine and Peter took a few steps closer, mirroring the alien’s
stance.

“Do you think we should crouch closer to the ground to come level?” asked
Peter.

“No, it can be interpreted as getting ready to jump. It would have the exact
opposite effect. I would rather sit. It looks less threatening.”

Slowly they bent and shifted slightly in a sitting position. The alien
advanced a few steps and sat, mirroring them.

“You have to admit, the guy is cool. You would say he meets a foreign race
every other day.” Peter kept the mike on the open frequency, the comment
was also an account for the other humans. Specifically, he wanted to assure
the military that he could see no threat.

Up close, the most striking feature of the alien were his eyes. They were
black, expressive and much larger than human eyes. Peter could see a large
black pupil, surrounded by a very narrow iris with a brownish cast.



“Do you reckon they are nocturnal?” asked Christine, relaying the image of
the alien to the entire crew.

“He seems perfectly comfortable in the sunlight,” responded Liz. “For sure
their night vision will be better than ours, but he does not seem a
predominantly nocturnal dweller. Maybe his eyes are adapted to low levels
of light at forest ground level.”

“Speaking while wearing helmets will be a challenge. If he didn’t freak out
until now, he will freak out for sure hearing sounds coming from the
speakers.”

The initial plan was to trigger the first contact on their terms after
confirming the planet was safe and taking off their suits. But no plan
survives contact with reality. Their first alien meeting was happening too
early, catching them unprepared. Luckily the speakers were incorporated in
the helmet, at jaw level, a relatively natural location. In the absence of a
common language, explaining sounds coming from a box on the chest
would have been next to impossible.

Before any sophisticated pattern analysis, the first step was to build a basic
lexicon:

“Greetings!”, said Peter, then pointed to himself and Christine. “Human…”

The alien chirped in a musical voice something unintelligible then pointed
to himself.

“Edon. Haillar.”

“Was that his name? Is he called Edon Haillar?” The question came on
radio from Liz.



This was hopefully easy to clarify. Peter pointed to himself and clearly
pronounced “Peter.” Then to Christine, pronouncing her name. Finally, he
rotated the hand encompassing all of them. “Human.”

The alien tilted his head oddly sidewise, like a bird, or maybe like a puppy.
He pointed to himself.

“Edon. Edonaliisar”

He then repeated Peter’s encompassing gesture: “Haillar.”

“I think his name is Edon, and his race is Haillar. We may have the first
building block.”

Over the next few hours, Peter recorded a library of words, mainly nouns,
by the simple expedient of pointing to things, pronouncing the human name
and being responded by with the local word.

Strangely, he had the feeling that the alien was doing the same, repeating
and memorising human words. What are the odds to meet the local
equivalent of a linguist?

***

The sun was setting and the trees were casting long shadows when they
eventually stopped talking. The diminutive alien raised a hand and wave it
up and down several times, palm down.

“I think he wants to stop.”

The being rose, turned silently and disappeared into the woods. His pace
was measured, elegant, and confident, like a cat’s gait.

The humans gathered next to the biologists’ stand.

“Oh my god, Peter, this was the perfect first encounter!”



“Almost too perfect,” mumbled Charles Swanson.

Liz was convinced Charles’s main issue was not being at the centre of
things. He always took being overshadowed as a personal affront.

“I mean what could have gone better?” she continued. “You guys made
contact without getting him scared or becoming aggressive. You established
a rapport, you established trust. In no time at all you had the little guy
sitting there, cool as a cucumber, firing words back and forth as if he was
dealing with aliens all his life. If a medieval Earth peasant would have
come across an alien landing party, he would have run to his village without
looking back, to gather the posse and call the sheriff and the priest.”

“Well, to be fair the guy left rather briskly,” observed Christine. “But I tend
to agree that their civilisation seems incredibly non-aggressive. Not only he
made no threatening move during the entire time, but he also trusted us not
to harm him in any way. Such behaviour shows a history of non-violence. I
think he’ll return.”

Soon after, their new friend came back carrying a backpack, a blanket and
an armload of twigs. He dropped his luggage on the spot where he met with
Peter and Christine and calmly started to light his fire.

“I guess that answered to the question whether we succeeded scaring him
back to his village. The guy seems to feel so safe that he decided to make 
camp next to us.”    



CHAPTER 11 (ELLANDRA)

 

It’s sunset. I am about to leave my quarters for yet another council with
Alon and the Sen’Shahar, when my communication token pings. I have
replaced the one given to Edon Alesar with its linked pair, so the only
person attempting to contact me is the scout.

“Greetings, Avatar!”

“Greetings, master Alesar and thank you for your service! I trust you are
well.”

“Indeed, My Lady. I discovered the visitors where you said they will be. I
approached them and spent the entire afternoon in their company.”

“Any signs their arrival may be related with our troubles?”

“I could find nothing to suggest an association with the Scourge. I don’t
have eka means to feel such a link, but their behaviour seems completely
harmless. They were busy studying the plants and keen to learn our
language.”

I can’t see why some Scourge-controlled people would bother with either
plants or language. Nor can I see how such knowledge can be used against
us. After millennia of war, the Scourge know our language well.

“Do they look dangerous? Do they carry weapons?”

“Apart from being physically more imposing than us, I could see nothing
suggesting they were dangerous. They have several guards armed with
projectile weapons and most of them are sporting similar sidearms, but
that’s the extent of the weaponry they carry. The lander may have more



powerful weapons, also projectile based. The way the guards grouped
around their vessel suggested it can defend its front.”

Were the Visitors only a coincidence? Friend or foe, the safest course is to
keep them close to us and observe.

“I need two or three days to arrange for their arrival. Meanwhile stay with
them and when the time will come, convince them to move close to the
Citadel.”

“I may have some difficulty with this, Avatar. We are slowly exchanging
words, but I can hardly convey such a message.”

“Then, master Alesar,” I respond merrily, “we’ll need to issue an
invitation.”

***

Two nights later I was slowly perusing a length of vellum, crafted according
to my specifications. After Alesar’s first call, I contacted an artisan in the
lower city, known for his lifelike representations of animals and birds. He
crafted an invitation letter, a succession of scenes etched on vellum, based
on my sketches. I’m no artist, so I’m happy to see the quality of the final
drawings exceeding by far my childish scratchings. The letter itself is
almost a work of art.

The artist added at the end of the letter, seemingly as part of the scrollwork,
a subdued representation of a rainbow, the symbol of Chaos. By inserting
this, the vellum becomes a formal invitation issued on behalf of the
Sen’Dorien, in accordance with Haillar custom, so the humans
automatically fall under my House’s protection. They also become my
responsibility, and that should be enough for anyone unhappy with their
arrival at the Citadel.



With a single pictogram I made them mine. Mine to cultivate and befriend
if they are genuinely a new race meeting us. An almost exclusive early
relationship with a new species joining the Dominion will benefit my
house. Reith would be pleased. Mine to destroy if they would prove to be
tools of the enemy or in any way dangerous to the Haillar.

It’s almost time for my scheduled communication with Alesar. The token
chimes:

“Master Alesar, I was waiting for your call.”

“Avatar!”

“Any progress since last night?”

“Not really My Lady. The Visitors, the human as they call themselves, seem
to become more comfortable on Aldeea. They dropped their sealed
costumes and now adopt a more casual attire. Other than this, it’s tedious
work to share our language. I’m no Lore Master though. There must be
easier ways.”

For sure there are. One more mental note, to contact a Sen’Aesir Lore
mistress whom I remember works in bridging the language gap with other
races.

“I would need you to come tomorrow to the gate in Alzur. I have the
invitation, on my behalf, acknowledged by the Warden. You can take it to
the Visitors and persuade them to fly to the Citadel. I have asked the
Warden office to fence a landing location near the fortress, next to the seeris
orchards.”

“I’ll be there, Avatar.”



The scout proved to be a good choice of an emissary. He’s one to watch.
There is more to him than knowledge of the woods and a keen spirit of
observation.

My next step is to visit Aleen at the Lore Academy. She just finished
teaching and a group of youngsters is about to leave the hall. A few
recognise and salute me. I respond and hurry to catch my friend before she
leaves the grounds.

“Aleen!”

“Ellandra, so glad to see you. “These days you are spending most of your
time with my uncle and his Advisors. We barely meet each other. I bet
Davin sees you a lot more often than I do.”

That’s probably true and not to my ease, as Davin’s crush on me has got
even worse after the assassination attempt. In his view, I was the one
waltzing in and saving the day. I don’t think Chapter Master Dioran’s
presence even registered, not to mention the scores of guards rushing to
defend Warden’s offices.

“We might see each other more often. I actually have a chore for you, one
I’m sure you will love.”

“Do tell, my Queen.”

“As you wish, most trusted maid,” I tease her back.

“We are expecting a delegation, a race coming across the Dominion for the
first time. They seem to be interested to learn our language and our ways.
Would you like to add them to your students?”

Aleen is delighted as expected. Any race joining the Dominion is a
significant event. She would be the best person to document this, even add



the event to the Archive of Lore. Other Lore students and masters will
access and live her experiences.

Later that night we send together a message to Lauren Sen’Aesir, the lore
mistress studying kalan languages and ask about ways of rapidly improving 
communication with an alien race.  

***

The following day I receive an unexpected visit. I just finished refreshing
after the night sleep when I’m invited to the main portal hall. This is highly
unusual. Personal visitors or deliveries are usually received by portal
operators and sent to my chambers.

“We have a gate scheduled by Sen’Aesir in a few moments, Avatar. Your
presence was specifically asked for.”

Initially I believe that the lore mistress Lauren Sen’Aesir is already
responding to the help request we sent the previous evening. Immediately I
realise that the gate symbol is not the emblem of Lore, but rather the bird in
flight. The symbol of the Dream branch of the Aesir Dichotomy.

Moments later the gate opens and a slender silhouette steps through:
Yallona Verdid Sen’Aesir, the Queen of Dreams and Spymistress of all
Haillar.

This is quite irregular. I’ve always been in good terms with the Dream
Queen, but not to such extent as to often indulge in social visits. Especially
unannounced social visits, as now seems to be the case. This can only relate
to the pending Scourge attack, but I can’t see why the Spymistress feels the
need to visit in person.

“Greetings Lady of Chaos!”



“Greetings Lady of Dreams!”

We stand face to face, acknowledging each other as equals. Yallona Verdid
is small and seems so very young. To an outsider it would have looked as if
we were sisters, the younger sister saluting her older kin. That would be
incorrect. For all my age measured in millennia, Verdid is actually older
than me. Not by much, but enough to remember me and Reith as cadets
when she was already Dream Mistress and one of the Annihilation Wars
heroes.

“Let’s go to a side-room and refresh ourselves.”

I follow Verdid to a nearby room, a chamber specifically set up for urgent
conferences involving incoming portal travellers. I fill two cups of iced tea,
while Verdid casts an interdict sphere. We are now insulated from the
outside world. Not even the strongest Mind practitioner can eavesdrop on
us.

“What can you tell me about the rogue you encountered?” Brisk and direct,
no time wasted on pleasantries. While I appreciate politeness and form,
Verdid only observes form in public. It’s not about being disrespectful, she
considers we know each other well enough to dispense of formulas.

I feel like the young cadet I used to be ages ago.

“It was a Spirit wilder, a very strong one. He was enhancing my adversary
from a great distance, I’m quite certain he wasn’t anywhere near us. The
enhanced rogue was strong enough to fend off my secondary affinity
attacks. I prevailed only when using Chaos. Do you know who he is?”

“I knew he existed. We have come across him several times. He has
unravelled my networks on several other worlds, all of them worlds of the



Wall. All in the path of the next Scourge attack. Only here were his plans
thwarted and I only lost one man.”

“Whom?”

“Heron was one of mine. I still have others. We’ll keep an eye on things.
When the time comes my agents will reveal themselves and work under
you. I don’t believe for a second the Scourge are done messing up with this
world.”

Suddenly Aldeea has become a hotbed of eka activity. We were less than a
dozen adepts until a few ten-days ago, myself included. Now we have rogue
adepts and the Sen’Shahar contingent, as well as covert adepts, Sen’Aesir
or otherwise. At least Verdid volunteered to join forces but didn’t go as far
as to reveal her network, unless needed in case of emergency.

“Now regarding the Visitors. I’m well aware of what you are trying to do.”

And here I am, believing myself subtle. I’m rather upset the Spy Mistress
knows of the contents of my invitation letter before I even have the chance
to transmit it. She raises a hand, preventing my reply.

“How you chose to align with the newcomers is entirely your business. We
all have interests to advance and protect. But please remember, if the
Scourge appear to make use of your human, it is your duty to end them.”

I incline my head in acceptance.

“I wouldn’t consider it any other way…”

***

Alesar meets me later in the morning at the Merchant Exchange and
receives the letter.



I’m pretty sure he’s one of Verdid’s spies, or at least somehow reports to her
network. Her use of the term human was a giveaway. I had not used it when
commissioning the letter, nor when asking for help from the House of Lore.
I consider challenging him directly, but I abandon the idea. Verdid and I are
allies, in more ways than one. And me knowing about Alesar and keeping
his secret can be useful in the future.

I have prepared the ground for receiving the Visitors. The Warden is
informed, so are his troops. The Chapter is aware as well as the Sen’Shahar.
Following my trips to the lower city and the Academy, even ordinary
Haillar are increasingly aware about them. I’m sure whatever spies the
Scourge may have are also informed.

I cast my web. I’m curious what will come out of it.



CHAPTER 12 (PETER)

 

The entire crew stood absolutely stunned looking at the message.

Their alien has excused himself early in the morning and only returned in
the afternoon, bringing a letter, an invitation. Apparently the alien rulers
expected them at court.

“This thing is exquisite,” commented Christine. “The first alien artefact we
get is a work of art of inestimable value. I can see it as one of the main
attractions in a museum.”

It was a miniature tapestry, a succession of scenes etched in exquisite detail.
But the meaning could not be clearer. Board the shuttle, fly the shuttle, land
it between orchard and castle, present yourself at the castle.

Nolan was fuming:

“Somehow we were under surveillance from the very beginning. They
staged the entire first contact. This was not a chance meeting. Whoever is in
power in that city knew about us, kept an eye on us and when convenient
called us in.”

“Wasn’t this part of our plan from the very beginning? Land in a remote
location, contact the locals and then move to the citadel and talk with the
leaders,” asked Peter.

“Yes, but on our terms, not theirs. Twice now we had to bring forward our
plans, always reacting. We are being played by a bunch of medieval
peasants.”

“Most likely our arrival was visible from the ground.”



“Their society should be quite sophisticated for them to mobilise and
initiate contact in a matter of hours,” reasoned Christine. “Still, I can’t
understand how they could send somebody to meet us as fast as they did.”

Charles had his own theory, not entirely implausible:

“It was probably the initiative of the local noble, lord, master, whatever. He
sent somebody to keep us busy and meanwhile informed his king. The
answer arrived a few days later and here we are.”

The source of the entire debate was calmly sitting on a log, waiting for the
ruckus to end. Peter felt slightly betrayed, though the alien never claimed
this was a chance encounter. It was purely their assumption. They never
thought to ask.

“What now?”

“Well we have two options. To comply and go to their city, or to take off
and move to a different location. Since our intention was always to go to the
fortress, I would advocate the first option, else it would be difficult to
explain why we ignored their message.”

They contacted Endeavour and had a brief conference in the shuttle. In the
end nobody argued seriously in favour of the second option. They packed
and loaded all equipment back into storage.

“What about him?” asked Liz.

“We absolutely don’t take alien hitchhikers on our shuttle,” responded
Nolan.

Peter waved the small hominid who waved back and retreated to the edge of
the clearing.

“Good awareness of safety regulations,” joked Lt Yates.



They lifted off for the short flight to the city.  

***

“I can see the castle and what I assume to be the orchards” announced the
pilot. “I can also see a fenced meadow right between the two of them.”

“Do you see any panicked reaction? People running, city guards
mobilising?” asked Christine.

“Nope, everybody seems to be calm. We don’t have a crowd either, just a
few scattered individuals.”

They landed safely, no hidden aliens lying in ambush. The tactical team
came out first, but this time around they assumed a deceptively relaxed
stance. Christine has convinced Nolan there was no point scaring the
natives, especially since humans came here invited.

The civilians went out one by one, feeling like tourists in a medieval
fairground. Peter studied carefully the fortress. It rose on a bluff,
surrounded by sprawling streets on the land side, looking a bit like
Edinburgh Castle, with tall walls following the cliff contours and massive
stone buildings nestled inside. The sea facing side of the fortress was
different, ruining the comparison with the old Scottish castle, but adding
majesty to the overall scene.

They could immediately spot the reception committee. It was modest but
very visible, a dozen guards led by an officer. The uniforms and martial set
up clashed with their fragile appearance, the effect being somehow
hilarious, like a band of twelve-year-olds playing dress-up. There were no
weapons in sight. The locals probably did not want to antagonise their
human guests.



The officer took two steps forward and gestured toward the castle.

“It’s either to the honoured guest wing, or to the dungeons,” joked Liz,
earning herself a stern look from Lt Commander Nolan. “I still think they
look cute and they are peaceful.”

“After the ‘chancy meeting’ three days ago, I think you may be a bit naïve,”
responded Charles and somehow managed to make ‘naïve’ sound a lot like
‘stupid’. “We are on a primitive world, and primitive people are not to be
trusted. Point proven earlier today.”

Liz wanted to argue, then seemed to think better. They were in their hosts’
hearing range, hardly the time for an argument and her arguments with
Charles were notoriously fierce.

They came to the fortress wall and enter a wide, unguarded gate. Inside they
could see narrow streets climbing up the hill.

“Do you notice how clean everything is, compared to Earth’s medieval
cities?” pointed Ewan.

“Not all ancient people were dirty primitives, take the medieval Japanese
for example.”

“We are not talking about the ruling class here, but about pretty much
everybody. And I’m not only referring to people, I’m referring to the streets
as well. I haven’t seen mud or any animal waste in the streets yet.”

“Romans paved streets.”

“Indeed, though they didn’t necessarily keep them clean. I’m not drawing
any conclusion, just stating an observation.”

They came to a boulevard ending in front of one of the large structures, the
seat of power of the local ruler maybe. Once in front of the building, their



escort brought them in and led them to a small antechamber. The double
doors on the opposite wall were guarded. These guards had leather jerkins
of the same type as their escorts, but unlike their escorts they also had
slender swords and some kind of holstered sidearms.

“Oops,” said Liz, “we may be going down the rabbit hole.”

These were the first weapons they had seen, and they looked ceremonial.
Lt. Commander Nolan fingered his sidearm. Both sergeants gripped their
rifles. Nobody challenged them, nobody asked for their guns.

The doors opened and the humans were escorted into a hall, not quite small
enough to be a simple reception room but not quite big and sumptuous
enough for a throne room. The hall was completely empty of any furniture.

A few natives were standing, waiting for them.

The most obvious group, located in the middle of the room, were three
males dressed in more elaborate garments, artistically stitched tunics in
vivid colours. They appeared to be middle aged and carried an air of
authority about them. Two had bluish tinted skin, blue facial patterns and
blue accents in their hair. The middle one had dark green eyes and matching
hair. Another younger male, dressed in an officer garb was standing
midway between the door and the elders, a bit to the side, a bodyguard most
likely.

Next to the window, two young women were watching them curiously.
Compared to the males, they looked even more fragile and delicate.
Dignitaries’ wives or most likely daughters, given the difference in age.
Though one can never tell the local customs.

The shortest girl had the same dark green accents as the central elder and
was dressed in a matching sari. The taller one, though the meaning of tall



was in this case relative, had the most striking pair of purple eyes Peter had
ever seen, odd delicate circles around shiny, black pupils. Her facial pattern
was very light, almost inexistent. She was dressed in a leather-like top and
breeches, much like the first alien they encountered in the clearing. Maybe
not a daughter, maybe she was some kind of an escort for the other female?  

The official in the middle of the standing group spoke, saying something
that contained the word “Haillar.” He waived towards the women and
pronounced an excessively long introduction, then stopped, waiting for
something.

Peter stepped forward, palms joined and made a small bow.

“We come with peaceful intentions. We come to befriend and share
knowledge with you.”

He was aware that there was no way the lord of this castle could understand
him but hoped that the sense of well-meaning would transcend words and
somehow register with their hosts.

The middle-aged alien responded, again pointing towards the women,
specifically toward the green-eyed one sharing his colour pattern. The
woman stepped forward, bowed and pronounced carefully “Greetings!” and
then continued pointing to herself: “Teacher.”

For the second time during the day the entire crew remained speechless.
Peter was not sure how they appeared to their new acquaintances, he
doubted they come across looking very smart.

Charles simply burst:

“It speaks!”



Peter tried to save the situation, pointing to himself and Christine: “Human
Teachers.”

The alien woman, a girl maybe, nodded: “Human.”

The elder made a gesture urging the humans and the green themed alien girl
together. They were led to their assigned guest apartments. Liz was smiling
like crazy. For sure she was looking forward to befriending the female alien.
Peter remembered her past practice of tagging future friends when meeting
people for the first time, and she was never wrong. She called this woman
instinct in action.

***

“Well, that went well,” concluded Christine.

“It speaks! Could you find something more intelligent to say? Luckily they
didn’t understand you.”

The worst attack somebody could conceive against Charles was to
challenge his professional genius. The close second was to challenge his
intelligence. Which didn’t seem to faze Liz at all. Quite the contrary.

Unfortunately for him, Charles could find little grounds to blame Liz or any
other crewmates for his blunder, so he had to deflect lamely, by turning
against their hosts.

“I was surprised of their audacity. They basically admitted they were spying
on us. The only way that girl knew a couple of words was being in contact
with the initial alien we met. That one memorised a few English terms and
passed them across.”

“Hey Charles, hold your horses. We did the same thing, didn’t we?  By 
recording their words and starting to build a dictionary. Nobody stole any



state secrets.”

“They didn’t do it openly.”

“We didn’t do it openly either,” responded Peter. “To set things right, first
thing tomorrow, I will explain what we are doing before we begin the next
session.”

“While you are there, any chance of doing some biological tests?”

“Christ, Charles! What now, do you want to dissect her?”

“I mean non-invasive biological tests.”

Later that evening the humans brought in their supplies and portable
equipment. Nobody stopped them, nobody helped them either. To Peter’s
surprise, they received water and some cold tea, but were not invited to
have dinner with their hosts nor been given any type of food. This seemed
very weird and kind of worrying. The humans knew of course they could
assimilate nothing grown locally, but the aliens wouldn’t be aware of this.
Peter filed the oddity and made a note to investigate it later.

Early next morning, soon after dawn, their appointed language teacher
knocked at their door. Luckily, they were all awake. During the night the
military took turns staying on watch and as soon as the sun was up Nolan
mobilised everybody for the morning exercise routine. Apparently being
away from the ship did not excuse them in front of Derek Nolan. He still 
considered himself responsible for their physical fitness.  

Sergeant Morris opened the door. The diminutive alien greeted him with a
bow. She has come alone, but confidently smiled to the slightly confused
warrant officer almost twice her size.



In any normal set up Tim Morris looked capable to take care of any kind of
danger, but right now he was completely at a loss with the young girl. Or
maybe mature woman. The way the natives looked like it was difficult to
say.

Once inside, the teacher introduced herself as Alean or maybe Aleen, using
exactly the same gestures that Peter and Christine used during their initial
encounter. The humans reciprocated, giving their names, one by one. Aleen
seemed to recognise Peter and Christine and greeted them with an extra
shiny smile. Liz got the same treatment in response to her own enthusiastic
introduction.

The girl took the lead and navigated them around a maze of corridors to an
inner courtyard continuing into a well-maintained garden. The weather was
warm and pleasant. Spending the day in the sun looked like a good idea.

It wasn’t maybe a spontaneous whim as they initially thought. The first
thing their guide did was to show Liz, Ewan and Charles into the garden.
Christine whispered to the remaining crew:

“I believe they know of the make-up of our team, so they replicated the set-
up we had on the meadow. Biologists will continue their tests, while we
busy ourselves building a dictionary. That was thoughtful of them.”

That left the military out. Lt Commander Nolan was perfectly happy to
climb the parapets, seeming to admire the view. Knowing Nolan, he was
probably assessing the weak points and looking for weapon emplacements.

The cross-species language team arranged themselves in a circle. True to
his word, Peter took out the recorder, pointed to a boulder saying the word
both in English and in Haillar, then played back the recording. The alien



nodded, nonplussed. Peter had an explanation prepared, half gestures half
words, but apparently no explanation was asked.

“They have either seen electronic recording before, or they have a rather
passive mindset when facing anything unknown. Given that the first option
is unlikely, they must be geared quite differently compared to humans. It
was the same with the alien in the meadow, he did not seem to question at
all seeing strange beings flying around in wingless contraptions.”

Whatever psychological profile their guide had, she proved to be quite
proficient in grasping language concepts. Soon Peter moved from simply
building a dictionary to basic phrase structures and even a rudimentary form
of conversation. He was now a lot closer to his own linguistic field of
expertise, applying algorithms in analysing word patterns. As conversation
evolved, he even activated the digital console and initiated the first
recognition sequences. Aleen watched curiously over his shoulder.

Meanwhile Christine opened the map they put together in orbit and engaged
in an animated dialog, involving few words and a lot of pantomime.

They took a break at lunch time, the humans having an impromptu picnic in
the garden while their contact disappeared inside.

“We made huge progress. Working with somebody who appears to be
trained in language structure and grammar is so much easier.”

“What did you find about them?” asked Nolan, ever practical.

“They appear to be indeed a feudal society. This place where we are now is
led by a king. Their term is more like Warden, the guy we met yesterday. He
seems to rule all settlements along the east coast.”



“How about the populations, or tribes, whatever, living in the forest beyond
the relatively civilised East.”

“I could not get any straight answer on that. I mean, the answer I got was
that they are the only Haillar, the only people, but that is of course
impossible. Species don’t evolve in isolation like this. I can understand
niche evolution in an isolated place like Australia. Not the case here, we are
on a massive continent with no serious barriers to travel.”

“Do you reckon they may not even consider ‘people’ anybody who isn’t
part of their society.”

“They obviously consider us intelligent beings. How could they be racist
towards their own people and open minded when dealing with us?”

“Most likely they are unwilling to volunteer any information beyond what
we already know,” concluded Charles. “When you’ve shown the map, she
provided answers strictly concerning the part of their world we have already
figured out.”

Christine and Peter could not find any argument against this. They knew
that he was likely right, that the Haillar could not possibly be completely
open about everything, no more than the humans were.



CHAPTER 13 (ELLANDRA)

 

I am in the reception hall when the Visitors arrive at the Citadel.

Considering my honoured guest status, Alon would have invited me to join
anyway. Doubly so now, as the humans arrived in response to my invitation.
I consulted with him before sending the message; the Warden was fully in
the loop, no breach of protocol at all.

Aleen is accompanying me wearing a nice green dress matching her eyes.
She looks very prim. I guess she wants to be at her best as this encounter
would be preserved on a Lore crystal. A first meeting with a new race was
always considered a significant event. My friend is wearing the recording
crystal on a string under her robe close to her skin.

The guard opens the door and announces our guests’ arrival.

The humans file in, nine strangely familiar beings enter the hall. They look
large compared to us, but not overly so, not at all dangerous and brutish. We
are surprisingly close in appearance, except for the difference in size. Even
proportions are right. They may be the most similar species we ever came
across.

I can immediately identify their guards. Master Alesar mentioned them, two
large individuals carrying some kind of projectile weapons. The polite thing
would have been to leave their weapons in the lander, but I guess they must
be wary of us. The head guard is less obvious, a wiry human holding his
hand a little too close to his side arm and eyeing us suspiciously.

Alon measures them, then proceeds to deliver a formal greeting:



“Travelers, of behalf of the Haillar Dominion we welcome you! We see this
meeting as the first step towards a great friendship. By arriving here as
guests, you are now under my protection, as well as Sen’Dorien’s
protection.”

The last part is a slightly awkward adaptation. Normally the formula is “as
well as my house’s protection,” but since I issued the invitation, I take
precedence before Aldeea’s Suzerain House.  

A russet haired, young looking human steps forward to deliver their brief
greeting statement. I can’t understand the words, I didn’t expect to. His
body language is open, non-aggressive. The meaning is probably similar
with our own greeting formula. I wonder if they have met other races in the
past.

The Warden turns in my direction:

“I formally present my guest, Ellandra Ashar Sen’Dorien, the Lady of
Chaos. The lady graciously extended you the invitation to visit our
Dominion.”

My introduction is meaningless for the humans. It is relevant for Aleen’s
recording, though. It specifies for the Archives that my House is the party
which formally takes responsibility in dealing with this new race.

With these formal steps done the official part of the ceremony is over. Alon
introduces his niece:

“Lore Journeywoman Aleen Merian has kindly agreed to be your Host at
the Citadel and work with your Lore masters to build a common language
between our people.”



Aleen takes a step forward, bows and pronounces carefully in human
language “Greetings!”, then points to herself and continues with the word
“Teacher.” The humans look surprised, one of them utters something
unintelligible.

The Warden prompts his niece to take charge and invite the Visitors to their
quarters. There was little point to extend the meeting beyond formal
introductions, neither we nor they could understand each other’s words.

After the humans leave, I turn toward Dioran Sen’Shahar, who silently
witnessed the meeting.

“Chapter Master, what is your first impression of the Visitors?”

Dioran understands this was not a perfunctory question. What I really asked
was his assessment regarding humans’ potential involvement with the
Scourge.

“Difficult to say. They are obviously independent agents, not Scourge
controlled minions. Beyond this, only time will tell.”

My feelings exactly.

***

I meet Aleen the next day, early afternoon.

“Journeywoman, how does your project go?”

Aleen makes a face to me. Our relationship is quite unusual for both of us.
When we met we were both physically young, and young people, even
young Avatars, don’t take each other too seriously. Nowadays Aleen would
be mortified to tease any other queen or even a senior adept, but has no
problem making fun of me. Neither do I have an issue responding in kind.



Far from being offended, this tug of war made me feel complete. By far it’s
preferable to the stiff formality I got from her fiancé.

“My Lady, I take good care of your House’s assets. We are making progress
and moved to a basic conversation.”

“So soon? Did you receive any help from Lauren Sen’Aesir?”

“Nothing yet. It’s all the result of our meagre efforts. Jokes aside, the
humans I’m working with seem quite competent. They record everything on
electrical machines. One of them has shown me a device analysing our
word patterns, something akin with what the House of Lore is said to
employ when breaking into a foreign dialect. The actual mechanism is
completely different, though.”

“We need to understand if they are somehow connected with the Scourge
and we need to do this sooner rather than later. We expect an enemy attack
in a matter of days. Is there anything we can do to speed up the matter? We
need to understand if humans came across the Scourge in the past and if
they are susceptible to mind control.”

“And what if this was the case?”

“Then we must assume they are somehow involved in the plot, even
unwittingly.”

“Would you destroy them?”

“I will do whatever I have to do,” I respond in a sombre voice. I mean it but
find no joy in the death of people unable to protect themselves by the
enemy’s control.

“Meanwhile, at the end of this day send me a copy of your records. I plan to
join you tomorrow.”  



***

Later that night Lauren Sen’Aesir finally sends us a crystal the House of
Lore uses when translating an unknown language. The crystal breaks down
the foreign speech into pieces and based on it, builds a translation matrix. In
a sense, not dissimilar to the human device Aleen was describing earlier on.

The crystal is mounted in a necklace, to be worn during conversations. It
creates a learning loop, continuously improving wearer’s grasp of the alien
language. Too bad that it requires eka to work, this limits the choice of
people who could use it. The good thing is that the resulting translation
matrix could be duplicated and used by anyone, Sen’Haillar or not.

This effectively means that I had to second Aleen, at least for the following
few days until a reasonably complete translation can be achieved. Joy! Yet I
could not delegate this to any other Sen’Haillar. There were no other
Sen’Dorien around and the humans were my house’s responsibility and no
others’.

That’s how next morning I’m trailing Aleen to the garden where the
humans are already in waiting. I’m wearing the Lore necklace, a garish
addition to my working attire. I’m bone tired, after spending half of the
night feeding Aleen’s recordings into the crystal. But we both now have a
much better understanding of the human speech.

Two humans came to greet us, the russet haired young man who had spoken
during the meeting with Alon and a shorter, black haired female. Their Lore
masters. Mercifully they sat on the grass so we can talk without looking
continuously up at them.

“Greetings Aleen!”, says the male.

“Hi Peter, Christine. This is my dear friend, Ellandra.”



“Hi Ellandra, are you also a language teacher?”

“No, I’m only… curious”

We really have a very limited vocabulary. We need the humans to talk more
between themselves for the crystal to work faster. This gives me an idea.

“I’ll leave you language people to work in peace. I can join the other
humans.”

The male seems to disagree, then he changes his mind and calls one of his
crewmates.

“Liz, can you come for a minute?”

The shorter female joins us, a big smile on her face.

“Liz, meet Ellandra. She isn’t a language student, she’s just curious. Do you
want to spend the morning with her?”

The woman nods enthusiastically. I take a closer look at her. She is the
shortest of the group, only a couple of hand widths taller than me. She’s
also less bulky than the other humans, but still looks heavier than me. My
new friend has red hair and green, very expressive eyes. Her face and arms
are covered with small reddish dots, but other than this odd skin condition,
she seems fine.

“Good to meet you Ellandra!”, she says, reaching out with her hand.

I’m not clear what she wants to give me, as her hand is empty.

“It’s called shaking hands. Humans do it when they meet, it’s a greeting.”

I’m still confused with humans’ need to shake hands while they also
verbally greet, but I extend my hand and take her palm in mine. It is slightly
bigger, but not uncomfortably so.



“Wow, you hand is so very soft and warm. You must have good moistening
creams here. Come, let me introduce you to the others.”

I don’t fully understand everything she says but move over to meet the
others in the group. Liz seems to be part of a group of people studying
plants. She is affiliated to Life, I guess.

I’m presented soon after to another male, Ewan, even younger than Peter,
and to an older, very official looking human, Charles. Both are working
with Liz and study Life. Another young man, Tony, waves to us and the
human guards acknowledge me with curt nods.

I spend all morning with Liz and her team and I come to know them. I like
Liz a lot. She is enthusiastic in everything she does. She also talks much,
which is a good thing for my Lore crystal. Liz is what I would call an
idealist. For her everything is rosy, no challenge too hard. I can’t imagine
such a person working with the Scourge. She stands for everything the
Scourge minions are not.

Ewan, the young male, looks more controlled. He is excited by what they
were doing, apparently this is the first life-supporting world humans have
ever encountered. And we are the first “aliens” they ever met. They don’t
appear to know anything about the Scourge, or at least no involvement with
any other foreign race is public knowledge. Ewan has a mate at home and
mentions her constantly.

Charles, the third human, is older and more cynical than Ewan and Liz. He
is the only one asking me lots of blunt questions, ranging from how fast my
hair is growing to more personal stuff, such as if I was mated, do I have
children, how many children a Haillar woman would normally have and
more of the same. I can’t say I like him too much. He is very intrusive and
not very thoughtful.



One thing is certain. By the time we adjourn for lunch, my English, the
human language, is a lot better. I share the updated matrix with Aleen, and
we decide to continue with Peter and Christine. The two of them are their
Lore people, though according to my friend they have different priorities.
Peter is striving to understand our language, while Christine is looking
more to understand us.

Well, Christine and I have very similar agendas.  

***

“So, Ellandra, do you work at the Academy with Aleen?”

Christine’s question is such a far cry from the simple exchange we had in
the morning that it immediately sets me on guard. It didn’t take long for
them to realise something was off as far as our learning ability was
concerned.

“Not really, I’m an old friend of hers.”

“Can you please help me understand something? Earlier on this morning
Aleen used the word ‘queen’ when talking about you, then she changed the
topic. Are you in any way the ruler of this place?”

I really don’t want to end up describing our society, at least not right now.
Thanks to Aleen’s lapse though, it seems I would have to do this. I don’t
like to lie, so I decide to stick to a simplified version of the truth, at least
until we figure out whether there is any connection between humans and the
Scourge.

“Of course not, Warden Alon Kleist is the leader of the Citadel. I’m more of
a guardian.”



“If the warden is like…. the king of your city and you are the queen, are
you then related?”

“Not at all. What Aleen meant by saying ‘queen’ is in fact the leader of a…
house, group… guild maybe.”

“Like an order of guardians.”

“Exactly, an order of guardians.”

I decide that I don’t like how this discussion flows and that I need to
assume control.

“Do human have such guardian orders?”

“We don’t have now, but we did have religious orders in the past,
supporting the throne but not directly subordinated to the king. Is it the
same here, do you serve the Warden, or are you separate from him?”

Ouch. I decide to stay true.

“No, I’m separate, I don’t report to the Warden. What does ‘religious’
mean?”

It’s Christine’s turn to look hesitant. I’m glad I’m not the only one skidding
the truth. I hope we are both doing it to avoid misunderstandings and not for
more sinister reasons.

“Religious means related to the church, devoted to God.”

“What is God?”

Now Christine is even more uncomfortable.

“It’s a concept, a force behind everything that exists.”



Is she referring to eka? In all our history we never met other people able to
manipulate eka. Except for the samun, but they were an abomination. What
exactly do we have here?

“In this case, I may be the head of such a religious order. Can you tell me
more about your religious orders, how did they work?”

Christine appears to have reached the limit of her willingness to discuss
human Lore.

“I apologise, Ellandra, it’s likely we don’t have the shared context, the
historical background needed for this discussion. I promise to come back
with details about past religious orders, but later when we know more about
each other.”

We are in an impasse. She doesn’t want to share more about human history,
I don’t want to share more about our Great Houses. On the other hand, this
may be exactly the kind of information I’m looking for. We know we have
eka users fighting for the Scourge and now we meet strangers who may be
able to manipulate eka. Or could do it in the past, Christine was definitely
referring to the past, not the present.

I stand. We can’t pretend this discussion didn’t happen and then return to
more ordinary topics, at least not today. I take my leave and depart. Aleen
realises something is off, so she finds an excuse to join me.

“They are suspicious of us, but they are also hiding something,” I say.

“I’m sorry, it’s likely my fault, Avatar. I inadvertently used your title earlier
today and then I was unable to explain it properly.”

“As now we understand each other’s language, it was only a matter of time.
But please don’t share any information regarding use of eka or details



regarding the War.”



CHAPTER 14 (PETER)

 

“I totally blew it!”, cried Christine.

“I had her, she was giving more insight on their society, and then I did
exactly what I was not supposed to do and started a discussion about our
history and religion.”

“How could you do this, Christine,” Nolan was fuming. “The rules were
clear, no sharing of information about Earth’s society. And especially not
sharing potentially contentious information, such as religion, not to mention
religious wars.”

“What I don’t understand is when did they end up with the English
language required to discuss such topics. Yesterday we were only sharing
common greetings and basic words.”

“That was the first oddity we noticed,” mused Peter. “This morning Aleen
appeared much more fluent in English compared to yesterday. And much
more fluent than I’m in Haillar. Not only this but her friend, who was
joining for the first time, was also quite fluent.”

“By noon we were talking with Ellandra almost normally,” confirmed
Charles. “I noticed and wanted to ask you about this, it was completely
unnatural.”

“The two of us agree. We discussed this at lunch and decided we should
clear the waters immediately. Christine also wanted to clarify the title
‘queen’ used earlier by Aleen when referring to her friend. Hence she went
to talk with Ellandra.”

“Don’t tell me she was Warden’s wife in disguise.”



“No Charles, at least that part we clarified. It was an incorrect translation.
Per her admission, the woman is some sort of priestess, or head of a
religious order. And this is how we ended up talking about religion.”

“I didn’t notice any temples or any church service when travelling through
town.”   

“They seem to be quite informal about it. I mean, one of the head
priestesses dresses herself like a trapper.”

“Did you find out how they learned English in no time?”

“I didn’t come that far. I blew it when the discussion moved to the nature of
God.”

“You must be kidding,” growled Nolan.  

“I cut it short. I made it clear we shouldn’t be discussing this particular
subject at this particular time, and somehow this offended her. She stood up,
excused herself and left with Aleen in tow.”

“The last thing the contact team was supposed to do was to piss off the local
leadership, Christine. Which is exactly what you did.”

“I’m well aware, Derek.”

“So, what are we going to do now?”

“Look for Aleen and apologise?”

“Apologise for what? I’m still unwilling to talk about religion with the local
priesthood.”

“I would go to them and apologise, explain the situation, then pick a subject
they will be interested in other than religion, a subject we can be fully open
about,” proposed Liz.



“There are very few inoffensive topics.”

“How about music or dance? Music is meant to build bridges.”

“What makes you think they will be interested?”

“What makes you think they won’t? Do we have anything to lose?”

***

In the end Peter volunteered to escort Liz and keep an eye on her on behalf
of Commander Nolan. The second part of the task was less pleasant, but the
officer was already cross with them and despite past disagreements trusted
the linguist more than either of the women. Peter wouldn’t have been
surprised if a dose of chauvinism was also in play.  

They had a hard task finding Ellandra, who apparently did not live in the
main castle. A couple of helpful guards directed them to a non-descript
building, not exactly a hovel but by no means a royal residence. Well, at
least this confirmed the entire ‘queen’ issue was a misunderstanding.

They knocked and after a few seconds were answered by a rather amused
purple-eyed lady.

“Peter, Liz, I’m pleasantly surprised by your visit!” She didn’t seem to be in
any way upset following earlier events, but rather genuinely happy to see
them.

“We thought to clear the air and bring you a present.” Observing Ellandra’s
confusion, Liz continued hastily:

“It’s a human expression, it means to clarify an issue, we didn’t mean to
imply….”

“Please come in, as you’ll notice the air in my home is impeccable.”



Liz was completely flushed until she noticed the big smile on alien
woman’s face.

“I actually knew the idiom, Charles used it earlier today.”

They entered the house and came to a decent-sized living room, homely but
entirely unadorned.

“I’ll serve you some tea. Please wait a second.”

Serving the tea involved a pretty elaborate ritual. Peter felt amused, two
British invited to tea by an alien… priestess sounded like the beginning of a
bad joke. The tea had nothing to do with Earl Grey. It was in fact quite
bland, no trace of Earth plants in it of course. Charles had tested the
infusion the previous day in their rooms and declared it inoffensive, but also
not suitable for his tastes. Peter decided they must endure it. They’ll
survive.

“We want to apologise for earlier today. Christine didn’t want to insult you
or hide things. It’s just that there are moments in our history when we were
not… at our best, moments we would rather not discuss until later. We want
you to see us as we are now, then we can share stories about darker times in
our history.”

“I understand. It’s the same for us, we all have dark times in our past,
histories too painful to think about.”

Peter had the rather odd feeling there was a huge amount of pain behind
Ellandra’s words, that somehow the dark times she was referring to were
personal memories and not just part of her people’s history. It was a fleeting
impression, only lasting for a second and then washed away by a wave of
cheerfulness.



“Did I hear something about a present?”

“Actually yes, we brought you some music, if you are interested?”

Over the next three hours, they went through the entire playlist Liz had put
together. Ellandra loved classical music but completely failed to understand
the rhythmic fast paced tunes, such as 20th century rock. Jazz and blues
made her pensive and she adored the calming tempo of the glow. That led to
a one-hour dance lesson, during which Peter was enrolled to demonstrate
the dancing steps hand in hand with Liz. Apparently Haillar only had
community dances, the equivalent of Earth’s traditional circle dances in
early middle ages, hence partner dancing was a new concept for Ellandra.
Nevertheless, she stubbornly refused to join Liz who volunteered to teach
her the glow steps.

In the end they all had a surprisingly good time. When the humans left it
was already late in the night.

Walking the streets of the alien fortress, Peter felt they travelled back in
time. They could have been on Earth, in any preserved human medieval
city. The night was chilly and Liz cuddled close to him to warm up. They
walked arm in arm and admired the stone facades decorated with intricate
motifs. The entire experience was surreal and incredibly romantic.

Liz seemed to think the same:

“Here we are hand in hand, walking through a fairy-tale castle, back from
the odd dinner we had with the Purple Witch of the West. Or maybe the
Purple Witch of the East, considering where we are now on Aldeean.”

“Liz, that is a bit disrespectful to our hosts. In the end Ellandra was very
accommodating. Not that the language trick they pulled on us was anything
short of magic.”



“Hey, I said the diminutive Purple Witch of the East, and not the Wicked
Witch of the East. I always said they all seem to be nice, peace-loving
people.”

They walked uphill, passing closed stores and brightly lit taverns, places
where laughter merged with strange, monophonic tones reminiscent of
troubadour songs in medieval Europe. The humans stopped in a doorway
and peeked inside at a Haillar playing a strange chorded instrument and
voicing a sorrowful tune. The melody had a strange alien beauty, but
compared to the human songs its rhythm sounded very basic, almost like a
child tune. Inside the tavern the mood was joyful but not overly loud.

“I think they are much more restrained than us when it comes to expressing
themselves. At first I thought it may be the way Aleen and Ellandra acted,
like higher status ladies used to behave on Earth. But I think their entire
species behaves like this, hence their limited musical creativity. Ellandra
seemed to like Earth songs, most of them anyway, but by her own words
she never considered music can sound like this. It’s not only her. The tunes
they sing in all these taverns are beautiful, but very simple.”

Still hand in hand, they crossed the street to have a better look at the main
building complex, an intricate collection of turrets and crenellations
silhouetted against the starlit sky.

“It’s like a fairy tale, and a good one we are lucky to share,” continued Liz
admiring the view. “Could we have imagined, years ago when we both
fantasised about what the future might bring to us, that almost two decades
later we will be here still enjoying each other’s company, friends forever.”

Peter sensed an undertone of sadness in her words and felt irrationally
guilty, as if her solitude was somehow his fault. He tried to lighten the
mood, engaging in their usual banter:



“In six months, we’ll be back on Earth and you, Elizabeth Hamilton, will be
the most famous and charming biologist who has ever existed. Alongside
Dr Charles Swanson of course, but I’m afraid he’s somehow deficient in the
charm department. You will find Mr Perfect in no time, have the most
wonderful wedding, continue a fulfilling medical career and live a happy
family life. From time to time, we’ll meet each other at galas and other
social events, to recount our youth adventures, humanity’s first ambassadors
in space.”

“While you, Peter,” replied Liz in a slightly broken voice, “you will finally
find your gorgeous and intelligent blonde, the ideal princess you dreamed
about since we were kids. We will both live happily ever after, famous and
blessed by luck, friends ‘till death do us part.”

They walked in silence the rest of the way to the palace, Liz in a pensive,
uncharacteristically subdued mood. It was a magical night and Peter could
not understand her melancholy or why he felt the need to embrace her, to
assure her everything will be all right and they will each have their fairy
tale happy end.

***

Back in their rooms, the others wasted no time questioning them.

“It took you a long time. I trust your peace offer was well received,” asked
Nolan.

“It was appreciated and received gracefully. In fact, we had a very good
time with the purple-eyed alien lady. She seemed to greatly appreciate
Peter’s dancing skills.”

“Flirting with the alien priestess! Peter, I was expecting better from you,”
teased Ewan.



“Liz and I showed her the basic glow steps. Liz was the one who insisted
the two of them should try, being closer to the queen in height. To no avail
though.”

“I’m glad my blunder was sorted out, if not forgotten,” said Christine. “Was
there any further inquiry regarding Earth religious history?”

“No, she let it pass, she seems to understand the reasons for your
reluctance. But Ellandra let us know they may also have their tabu subjects,
something we should respect.”

“Is it one of them, by chance, a reluctance to discuss any of the
neighbouring Haillar nations?”

“Sorry Derek, we didn’t think it will be a good idea to raise this particular
subject. I know it’s key for our colonisation plans, but tonight was not the
time.”

“Making friends is fine, but we need to tackle the uncomfortable subjects
too.”

After the entire day spent together Peter could hardly say he understood
Ellandra, but he had a strong feeling she would object to the idea of humans
colonising in force the west of Aldeea. The Haillar were clearly sufficiently
advanced to understand the long-term implications of allowing large alien
settlements on their world. If mission command believed they could
convince the Haillar to sell them a piece of Aldeea for a few barrels of
whiskey, they were deluding themselves.



CHAPTER 15 (ELLANDRA)

 

“This is too much of a coincidence, Ashar!”

I’m again in the conference hall, facing the three Council queens. Asturien
Sen’Vollar is her usual imposing self, a marble statue in golden garments.
Darian Faun the Queen of Spirit looks even more tired and worn than five
nights ago. The third presence is Eurid Favriel Sen’Galahad, the Queen of
Frost, now taking her normal place at the Council table. Favriel is a poem
of white. White hair, white skin, white garments, the only bit of colour the
frost symbol etched in ice blue on her breast.

The opening statement came from Asturien, the Mistress of Light. Between
us we rarely use our Avatar names, preferring personal names instead.
Those were the names we were born with before the Great Houses, before
the Dominion, long time ago when we only had one life to spare. After so
many years we know each other so well, we know our deep personalities.
We know who we really are, the souls hidden behind the gallery of Avatars
we each have worn, behind the never-ending succession of faces.

Asturien’s concerns were mine too. I thought the same since I first came
across the human vessel, immediately after our last meeting. Immediately
after we were warned by Verdid that a Scourge attack was expected.

“I’m well aware of this, my friends.” I’m a close ally and friend with the
Queen of Frost only, and indeed occasionally I find myself at odds with
Faun, but in front of the Scourge we are all standing together. There is no
untruth behind the polite addressing ‘my friends’, we are all together as one
in everything that matters.



“I’ve checked the human minds for Scourge corruption again and again.
Norian Sen’Shahar’s liegemen have done the same. None of us found
anything. Most importantly, over the past couple of nights I met with the
humans and I came to know some of them. I’ve seen no sign of enemy
influence. I’ve also seen no personality traits that point to an affinity with
the Scourge.

“As powerful as you are Ashar, you can’t enter their minds. Not even Spirit
adepts are capable of this.” Faun’s comment was not a criticism, but a
statement. None of us were mind-readers, not even her, the most
accomplished Spirit wielder.

“This is true, I can’t read minds. Yet, no matter how much I try I fail to see
a way in which the Scourge would use these visitors during the siege.”

“The Scourge are master backstabbers,” joined in Asturien Sen’Vollar.
“They may find ways to use your humans, even without them being aware.”
Asturien was acknowledging the new race as primarily affiliated to the
House Sen’Dorien, the consequence of my invitation.

“True again. The enemy already has infiltrators on the ground, we fended
off two ambushes over the last five days, and the Aldeean Chapter lost good
people. A bunch of foreigners arriving openly and residing as guests at the
Citadel would add little to the effort.”

“Are they a warrior race?”

“The humans are like us, Asturien. They not only look like us, they think
like us, they have the same thirst for knowledge, the same hopes, the same
sorrows. Yes, they have their military types, same as we do, but as a species
they are neither overly aggressive, nor particularly warlike. Their ship is an



exploration hull, with no protection against a serious attack and their
weapons pose no concern to us.”

I fail to say anything about humans’ idea of religion and my suspicions
concerning their possible history of eka manipulation. Mentioning this
would be the fastest way to send the Council on the war path against this
new race. Most of the other queens will be joining as well, the memory of
the samun wars still painful for us even after seventy thousand years. I
wonder what I would do if I discovered humans indeed had used eka.
Would this make them by default abominations? Are we the only race that
can be trusted to wield eka without abusing it? Could we, the Sen’Haillar
queens, ultimately be trusted?

“Beyond concerns for the siege,” steps in Favriel, “we need to know if the
new race is susceptible to Scourge’s mind control. If they are immune like
we are, they can be a valuable ally. If they are not, their very existence is a
threat to us. They are outside our defensive Wall and the Scourge can use
them as a fresh source of drones, the way they use the dwelkaar.”

The dwelkaar were never part of the Dominion, their race too primitive and
naturally aggressive to work well with strangers. As a result, the Scourge
overran their world and dislocated their entire population to space. They
grow them now in nurseries, as an endless source of assassin drones. Our
biggest mistake at the beginning of the Scourge conflict was not destroying
the dwelkaar world. Ultimately this didn’t help the dwelkaar, and over time
millions of Haillar paid with their lives for our failure to act.

Would the human world become the subject of a similar dilemma? The
humans were not dwelkaar. They seem a rather peaceful race, a race poised
to grow and explore the universe. But if the Scourge were to come to their



world the only difference between humans and dwelkaar would be that
humans would make much less efficient killing drones.

“I would obtain samples of human tissue and contact Ethun Sen’Shahar
immediately.” The Queen of Life has an entire Chapter, hundreds of adepts,
studying the Scourge corruption. Their aim is to find a way to prevent or
reverse enemy’s mind control. They haven’t been successful yet, but they
have the means to confirm or disprove humans’ immunity.

As we conclude the meeting, I pray to the Flame that they are like us, that
the Scourge can’t use them. Faun’s parting comment still sounds fresh in
my mind:

“As long as the Scourge keep besieging our Wall, we only have two
choices: to assimilate humanity, or to destroy it. Ashar, if it comes to the
second choice it will fall upon you to do it, putting aside your personal
feelings.”

I’m heading towards the Academy, to meet Remelda Sen’Shahar. I need
help from the House of Life to find a solution to the human problem.
Remelda is in the Healers’ Wing, a combination of school, hospital and
research centre.

“I was expecting you, Ellandra.”

We know each other well, having worked together on and off during the
past two cycles, before Leira’s coming of age. The healer is a lot older
compared to my Avatar’s biological age, and she looks at me sometimes as
if she sees the daughter she never had.

“You look well, elmera,” I say. Elmera is an endearment term for an older
relative, what people usually use when they address to a dear aunt.



“You look as beautiful as ever, my daughter,” responds my friend.

Ours is a strange relationship. I respect her age and wisdom, while she
knows of course I was born for the first time generations ago and I lived
and died thousands of times since. But in looking at me, she sees Avatar
Ellandra, not the ancient Chaos queen. In time I have become so many
things for so many people.

“You found yourself a new challenge, Ellandra. I’ve learned about the
invitation you extended to the Visitors. I’ve even met a couple of them, a
man and a woman affiliated with Life. Fascinating, meeting and talking
with beings so similar with us in appearance. But it’s not their looks that
concern you now, it’s their minds.”

“Indeed, elmera. I need you to contact the Life Queen and ask for her help.
I also need you to arrange a way to study them, collect the necessary tissue
samples and send them to Reissa Ethun for evaluation. All of this without
humans learning a thing.”

“You walk a narrow path between your soul and your duty, my daughter. I
pray your soul will always prevail.”

“I pray they are more similar to us than only in looks. That they share our
resistance to the Scourge. I pray in time we will stand together, that we will
travel to each other’s worlds and share the best we have with each other.
They are much like us, elmera.”

“Would you see them taming this world side by side with the Haillar.”
There are colonies we share with other species, but only a few. Many races
don’t enjoy foreigners’ presence, some prefers different climates
uncomfortable to the Haillar.



“Aldeea isn’t my world to share, but if not this world, then some
Sen’Dorien ones. But to do all of these things we need them joining the
Dominion before the Scourge find them. And we expect the Scourge
anytime now.”

***

I join Aleen and her human guests tonight for dinner at one of the taverns
on the escarpment. Peter and Liz have mentioned being curious about them
in the morning and Aleen extended an invitation. I know the place. The
food is good and the tea is exquisite. Of course, it will be an odd dinner.
The humans will bring their own food because they can’t partake of
anything we eat.

I enter the tavern and find them deep in conversation. Aleen has three
humans with her tonight. Liz joined the sortie as well. They occupy a table
in a corner, out of the way. The humans fit in well. There might have been
stares at the beginning but now they hardly receive a furtive glance.

I take the empty seat at the end and greet everybody. Christine starts by
apologising for yesterday:

“I’m sorry for my harsh behaviour and especially the way I cut the
discussion short.”

“No apologies needed. We understand perfectly your reticence to discuss
darker times in your peoples’ past. Rest assured though, we will never
judge you based on your ancestors’ deeds and beliefs. We only care who
you are now.”

I wonder if I’m lying to myself. If discovering that they had eka wielders at
some time in their past would taint our future relationship. I don’t want to



ask anything now. I meant it when I said they were free to share their past
whenever they were ready.

Aleen and I order the local special, spicy fish on a stirred vegetables bed. It
comes with a cold beverage called hemsin, an aromatic drink our guests can
also try, being made of a fruit Liz has already determined is not poisonous
to humans.

“Is it alcoholic?” asks Peter. It takes a bit of clarifying to figure he refers to
the fermentation process that would make the drink slightly euphoric. Not
sure why somebody would want to do this. I understand there may be
unpleasant side effects.

We make small talk for a while they start to open up and talk more about
themselves, though not so much about their society.

“I’m not married but share an apartment with my partner in a different place
than Peter and Liz’s, a city called Paris. It’s an old city, the City of Lights,
the most beautiful and romantic place on Earth, some would say.”

Peter and Liz smile good naturally. There may be a bit of local rivalry going
on there. Christine does not mind and continues:

“I like spring in Paris. The flowers in blossom, the young people walking
hand in hand, the love in the air. I like the open terraces, the gardens, the
good food, even the cheeky waiters.” She opens a device where she has
stored pictures of her home. I notice the images are all innocent snapshots,
regular people on the street or walking through beautiful green gardens.

This is probably Christine’s peace offering, just like Peter and Liz offered
music last night. I don’t mind the set-up. The pictures are fascinating, they
offer so much insight into the human world. I see the busy streets. Their
planet must be teeming with people, many more than a Haillar world, even



a Core one. I see happy faces, young people walking hand in hand, even
couples kissing. They seem to be more ready to express their feelings than
we are. More ready to smile, to sing, to kiss.

Other pictures show beautiful plazas, cosy streets, ornate stone buildings.
Christine tells me some buildings are quite ancient, by their standards. Paris
is more than two thousand years old, amongst the most historically rich
places on Earth. It strikes me how young their race is. Our conflict with the
Scourge predates their civilisation.

Amongst pictures of young people I come across one showing elderly
humans, enjoying themselves by playing a game on a sunny morning. The
picture is taken on a terrace, in a place called Montmartre and the human
board game is called chess.

Haillar love strategy games. The most popular of the is called Houses, it’s
played with twelve sets of pieces, each set with its own rules and
restrictions. It can be played by two, three, four or six players and
sometimes lasts for nights. The human game is much simpler, but elegant in
its simplicity. Sixty-four chequered squares, only two sets of pieces, several
types of pieces in each set. Christine and Peter are showing me some
games, they have actual games stored on their machine. Peter is apparently
an excellent player.

I’m really impressed. The human chess is a better parable of our life than
the Haillar equivalent. The rook defences remind me of the sturdiness of
our citadels, bishops’ and knights’ swift movements are surprise eka blows
from Sen’Haillar adepts, the pawns’ relentless assault conveys the heroism
of our local militias. I recognise the devastating blows the Haillar queens
are capable of, their ability to create havoc. I recognise the temptation of



building your entire strategy around a powerful piece and the dire
consequences of losing that piece early in the game.

We are all caught in a human game of chess repeating itself again and again
over millennia. Beyond clever ploys, heroic defences and occasional
defeats, I’m once again questioning how this will end, what checkmate will
eventually mean. How long can the queens hold, is there even a Scourge
king to destroy, or shall we continue to play until no pieces are left on the
table?



CHAPTER 16 (PETER)

 

“Of all the immature, thoughtless things to do, he had to enter a horse
race!”

The outraged shout belonged to Liz, arriving at the crew’s chambers, the
‘human apartments’ at the Citadel.

“Who did what, and what’s the reason for all this ruckus?” asked Nolan.

“Our hotshot pilot, Lt Yates, decided he was not sufficiently involved in the
human-Haillar cultural exchange and felt totally bored. So, he showed our
hosts how wild-west human riding compares with local cavalry riding
practices. He entered an argument with similarly minded local officers and
settled the question with a horserace. Guess what: druan riding is not the
same as horse riding, and Yates is not the riding genius he thinks he is. He
fell and broke his left tibia.”

“My initial tendency to break his neck aside, what happens now?”

“I set his bones back and we need to put him in a cast. The Haillar took him
to a hospital, luckily located nearby. We need to go there and get him, as
I’m not inclined to leave the idiot at the mercy of the local healers.”

Liz turned upside down their med kit and retrieved a portable cast, used by
the Navy to treat fractures in the field. Nolan and Eddie Hernandez
volunteered to help bring the pilot back to their apartments. Peter also
joined, curious to see the Haillar hospital.

“This comes at the worst possible moment!”, complained Liz. “Ewan has
just completed a bunch of tests that yielded funny results, so we were in the
middle of figuring out an explanation. Exciting stuff. It might be the key to



understanding how the local biosphere has evolved. I had to drop
everything and hurry to the racing field.”

They reached the medical facility, a spacious hall with lots of natural light,
everything spotlessly clean. Tony Yates was in an enclosure partitioned by
panels. He looked comfortable, even cheerful in the middle of a pack of
Haillar nurses busying themselves around him. Being the local hospital
attraction apparently suited him well.

His demeanour changed swiftly the moment he spotted the group of human
visitors. Peter was not sure what was scarier: Liz’s barely constrained rage
or Nolan’s icy stare. Personally, he would choose to face the Commander’s
ire. Liz could be quite intense, not to mention perfectly positioned to inflict
pain if she chose.

“Guys, it’s nothing, I’ll be up in no time. I feel perfectly fine and the pain is
almost gone.”

“Were you given any local drugs? I told you to refuse any treatment until
I’m around to confirm it’s harmless.”

“I only drunk water, they didn’t force anything else on me. An elderly
Haillar lady dropped by to check me, but she was more interested to study
the way the human skeleton is put together than to give me any treatment.
They scrubbed me, felt the bones’ alignment and after that they were
content to tie my leg tightly in some still fabric infused with a warm
substance. Soon after that the pain receded to a dull ache. I’m feeling fine.”

“You idiot, being embalmed in an unknown substance is a form of medical
treatment. I need to check what you allowed yourself to be treated with.”

In the end Liz could find nothing harmful in the alien concoction and she
admitted the leg was looking a lot better. The black bruises had faded



towards a green-yellowish colour. They installed and secured the portable
cast and Yates stood, supported by Sergeant Hernandez.

“See, as good as new,” he claimed standing on the hale right leg, while
gently putting the left down. Liz tried to stop him, and Peter braced himself
for a yell and possible fall. Nothing happened. Yates was standing on two
legs, his weight indeed resting mainly on the right one, the left side being
supported by Eddie Hernandez.

“Looks like the news of Lt Yates’s condition was somehow exaggerated,”
observed Nolan dryly.

In fifteen years Peter had never seen Liz Hamilton unable to interpret a
medical development and she has dealt with plenty of complex cases in the
past. A lower leg fracture should be something straightforward, not to
mention she was setting patient’s bones right earlier that day. Yet Yates was
standing, somehow miraculously healed.

***

Later in the afternoon they gathered in the most isolated part of the human
apartments. The sergeants had brought in the portable communication kit
and they were prepared to contact Endeavour.

Captain Holt had asked for a detailed report, an in-depth debriefing with
Endeavour after their first four days planet-side. Initially Nolan intended to
send everybody back to the shuttle and take the call from there. Christine
had disagreed and pointed out such an action would look suspicious to their
hosts, so eventually the military gave up the idea. Instead, the Tactical team
had spent hours converting an unused storage space into an improvised
conference room, while checking each and every square inch for potential



listening holes. They were now facing a very real risk of being spied upon,
given natives’ still unexplained English fluency.

“So,” started Captain Holt, “what have we learned about the indigenous
society so far?”

This was Peter’s and Christine’s task, so Christine took the floor:

“At first glance, the Haillar are a late medieval, pre-industrial society, I
would say roughly equivalent to the 17th century Europe. There are
significant differences though. To begin with, light and heating seem to be
based on natural sources, probably solar or geothermal. We have not been
invited to visit their power generation facilities yet. However, we didn’t
come across any evidence of them using fossil fuel. Unlike medieval Earth,
both personal and public hygiene are extremely well developed, I would say
at par with our own. They also seem to have a bunch of unexplained
capabilities. For example, they became fluent in English in a matter of days.
Their medical proficiency may also be well above where it should be.”

“In this case why compare them to the 17th century and not a more recent
period?”

“The most obvious reason is the complete lack of any industrial base, and
as a result a complete lack of devices we would normally associate with
technology. They have no transportation means more advanced than horse
riding and we haven’t come across any heavy industrial production.”

“Weaponry?”

“Their guards have swords and spears, but also holstered side arms. We
didn’t think it would be wise to ask them about their weapons, everything
we have is based on direct observations. I didn’t notice any heavier
weapons and Commander Nolan can confirm.”



“Indeed, we surveyed their fortifications in detail and could not find any
sign of artillery. I’m not referring to the absence of hardware, as guns can
be removed and hidden, but this fortress layout does not show cannons were
ever installed, or that they can even operate effectively. The only purpose of
the wall is keeping out eventual besiegers armed with spears and swords.”

“Their government is centralised,” continued Christine, “it appears to be
very similar to a monarchy. The person in charge is called Warden rather
than king, but the function is similar. It does not look like an autocratic
monarchy, though. We saw no sign of arbitrary decisions or other type of
abuse.”

“So, you can confirm they have a single authority, a central power we can
negotiate with.”

“To a large extent so. They have a separate religious caste, called
Sen’Haillar, largely autonomous but allied with the Warden. Two days ago
there was some confusion, as they use the terms queens, and presumably
kings, when referring to the leaders of this religious order. But we are
certain now the correct translation may be closer to ‘grandmaster’, or
maybe ‘guild master’. They don’t seem to rule lands as vassals to the
Warden, in fact we are not sure if they control any type of resources. One of
our most engaging local contacts is such a Sen’Haillar ‘queen’. She’s a
pretty down-to-earth person who does not behave at all like royalty, and
from what we have seen she does not seem to have any direct power.”

“What about the rest of the continent?”

“Nothing yet. The natives are not forthcoming with any information on any
of the other zones. We are not sure of the relations they have with their
neighbours, as our hosts act as if they don’t exist. Such behaviour would



normally define an isolationist society, though the Haillar seem to be pretty
open minded in any other aspect, including their acceptance of us.”

“Any insights from the bio-agricultural survey, other than the already
reported lack of compatibility between local organisms and Earth life.”

“Yes,” responded Ewan, “today we’ve come across a very odd discovery.
Soil composition in the Citadel gardens is quite different compared to the
one at our original landing site. Garden soil contains complex compounds
we didn’t find in the wild, some form of fertiliser.”

“Why is this odd? Christine was impressed with their level of
sophistication. For sure this means they can use basic agricultural
techniques, such as fertilising the soil.”

“The issue is that the type of fertiliser they use is completely foreign to the
flora originally observed in the wild. It’s nearly as incompatible as our own
Earth-based enzymes are. As a matter of fact, all species growing in the
Citadel gardens have very little to do with the ones in the wild. We are not
talking about slightly different but related plant life. They are completely
different down to genetical level.”

“So how would you explain this?”

“It’s really obvious,” responded Charles. “The Haillar are no more native to
this world than we are.”

Peter was left completely speechless. This was the first time any of the
biologists were advancing such an outrageous hypothesis. Liz told him
earlier that they were excited about some odd test results, but that was the
end of it. He was sure his friend won’t lose the opportunity to attack
mercilessly Charles’ latest weird pronouncement. Instead, it was Christine
who responded:



“This could actually explain quite a few things.”

“Wait a minute,” argued Nolan, “do you mean they had a spaceport sitting
somewhere around, and we might have missed it?”

“I’m actually thinking about a lost colony. They may have come from a
different place, hundreds, maybe thousands of years ago, but somehow lost
contact with their race. This would explain their advanced energy
production and excellent hygiene, despite their level of development. It may
also explain their mysterious medical capabilities, or the magic English
language proficiency. Not to mention it’s perfectly consistent with Haillars’
assertion that there are no other indigenous populations in other parts of
Aldeea because, well… they really aren’t.”

“Guys, this is major,” intervened Captain Holt. “If the Haillar are foreign
settlers, then they are not more entitled to claim the rest of the continent
than we are. Humans can settle to the west, be good neighbours to the alien
colony, and in time help them reach the technological level they’ve lost. It’s
actually even better than founding the first human colony on an uninhabited
world. We would work together with another intelligent species, but have
an equal claim.”

“Even considering they have been here first. Isn’t that claim enough?”

“It would be if they were still part of the alien empire that colonised this
planet. But now they are only an isolated standalone society who has
regressed to pre-technological levels.”

Peter could not believe it. They were back to finding arguments for
establishing a fully sized human colony and taking over control over
Aldeea’s resources, despite previous settlers’ existence. The fact these
settlers may themselves be colonists shouldn’t be used as an excuse, as



they’ve clearly been around for hundreds of years. He wanted to protest, but
this time Liz was faster.

“Let me get this right. As first settlers, they would be perfectly entitled to
the entire planet if they were part of the big, bad alien empire. But since
they aren’t and they are only a peaceful colony left behind, provided they
are indeed a colony, you say that the rest of the planet is up for grabs.”

“Miss Hamilton, we are not in court and you are not a solicitor defending
aliens’ rights. We are here to do a job, and we will do it to the best of our
abilities. The politicians back home would be the ones deciding humanity’s
future on this planet. We are only here to collect the necessary facts.”

That Earth politicians would make the final call was not exactly making
Peter feel any better. He had no doubt what that call would be. It was
already more than clear there was a political agenda behind the mission, an
agenda he and Liz were naïve enough to ignore until a week ago.

“Given the latest development,” continued the Captain, “it becomes even
more important to send immediately a second landing party to the west
coast. We are understaffed so the initial team could only comprise of four or
five people. In a few days we will recall one biologist, probably Liz,
possibly Ewan and balance the skills across the two exploration sites. The
tactical team will split as well.”

Liz was about to explode. Christine sitting nearby calmed her with
difficulty. An argument would have only made things worse. Thomas Holt
was not only ship’s captain but also the head of the exploration mission, so
he was fully authorised to allocate people as he deemed necessary. The
second team needed a biologist. Landing in the wild, they also needed a
medic, more than the initial group now relatively sheltered in the Haillar



fortress. Liz had absolutely no ground to challenge his decision, except her
own personal feelings and preferences.

In the end the Captain decided to send Commander Koslowsky down
immediately with a team of four, one of them being a thrilled Doctor
Mertens. Their mission was to land on the opposite side of Aldeea and
complete a set of biological tests, specifically designed to confirm that the
local flora was incompatible with Haillars’ genome. Dr Mertens would
carry out his own survey, searching for valuable ores that may be of interest
to the future human colony.

The second landing crew and the remaining humans in orbit would continue
to monitor and document the absence of any intelligent life outside the
Haillar enclave.

They all went to their quarters and Peter remained alone with his thoughts.
His initial knee jerk reaction to Charles’ hypothesis was largely due to the
way it was introduced and his general dislike for the biologist.

The idea actually made a lot of sense. Aleen and Ellandra never explained
how they became fluent in English in only a couple of days. Lately an
increasing number of natives were able to duplicate their feat, and all of
them were quite fluent. Peter and Christine have talked about this and
agreed telepathy may be an answer. Maybe it was still the answer, but
translation capabilities inherited from an advanced past society were also an
alternative, possibly a more believable one.

Peter was also impressed with the level of understanding displayed by the
aliens, especially by Ellandra. It didn’t quite fit with what one would expect
from a priestess in a medieval society. They initially considered Haillars’
lack of reaction to humans’ otherness and to their technological gadgets as a



sign of passivity. But was it passivity, or were the Haillar already familiar
with these concepts in their myths, if not in their daily lives?

Come to think about it, Ellandra’s supposed status as a priestess was
possibly another misinterpretation. To begin with, they saw no evidence of
worship, no temples, no statues of gods. The Haillar themselves never
mentioned gods in their conversations. So was Ellandra a priestess without
a god? And why was she so involved with the humans? Peter’s newly found
belief was that she might rather be a historian, head of an organisation
tasked with preserving the old and more advanced ways. In this case her
interaction with the technologically advanced humans and her semi-
independent status made perfect sense.

In a way akin to a priestess, but of a different type of cult.



CHAPTER 17 (ELLANDRA)

 

My communication token chimes twice in quick succession. Following the
Scourge attacks a few days ago, I have it always with me. I’m permanently
in touch with Alon’s office, with the Aldeean Chapter and with the Watch.

Two chimes mean it’s the Watch. I freeze. I can’t think of any good reason
to receive an urgent call from the Watch, but I can imagine at least half
dozen bad ones. Yet it proves to be something I haven’t expected.

“Greetings Avatar! We have detected a second lander departing the human
ship. It’s headed towards western Aldeea, an obscure location in the middle
of the wilderness.”

I’m speechless for a moment. I met several times with the humans over the
past two days and they never hinted at the intention to land a second team. I
feel betrayed. I thought we were getting along better than this. But then
again, why would they tell me? I never explained to them my letter of
invitation, nor the meaning of the rainbow symbol at the end of it. I couldn’t
have done it without sharing details about the Dominion and Sen’Haillars’
place in our society. Peter and Christine could have told me out of common
curtesy that they intended to send a second lander, but they had not done it.

“Can you host a conference at your offices, Watcher Aloria? Please invite
the heads of the planetary defence and the Aldeean Chapter.”

Warden Kleist is out of the Citadel, inspecting the progress of the building
works needed for the expected reinforcements. He’ll not make it back
tonight so we will have to sort this out without him.

The Warden’s office is not far. When I arrive, Watcher Aloria is waiting for
me together with Defender Telimon’s replacement as head of the Aldeean



Defence, a militia officer called Garun Volnar. Dioran Sen’Shahar, the
Chapter Master, arrives soon after, accompanied by Hortan Sen’Shahar, the
leader of the newly arrived team sent by the Suzerain Queen.

We gather around a map of Aldeea and the Watcher places a token on the
other side of the continent, over a point otherwise devoid of any relevance.

“The second human team has landed here a short time ago. We can detect
continuing communication between the main vessel and the lander.”

“Are you aware of any reason for this flight, my Queen?”

The question comes from Defender Volnar and it’s perfectly warranted. I
spent quite a bit of time lately with the humans and on top of this they are
my wards, being here at my invitation. But of course, I have nothing to
respond. I thank the humans in my mind.

“I have received no request for a second landing.”

“We need to act immediately. They launched an unauthorised party on the
far side of Aldeea, right on the eve of an imminent Scourge attack. Chances
are they are acting as agents of the enemy. We should obliterate the rogue
human team and apprehend the ones in the Citadel.”

Dioran’s suggestion is the standard response to a Scourge infiltration, but
despite being blindsided I’m reluctant to approve such a harsh action.

“We need answers, I agree. We should act swiftly but refrain from lethal
force. There is no need for violence. A human party in the middle of
nowhere is irrelevant for the coming Scourge attack. They could have sent
hundreds of dwelkaar squads in the wilderness with the same result, and I
mean no impact at all.”



“We need to capture the stray humans, though,” concluded the Chapter
Master. “Defender Volnar, where is your closest outpost on the west coast?”

The Aldeean Defence maintains a few forts on the west side of the
continent, and to my knowledge there is at least one mining operation in the
south-western mountains.

“Our closest presence is here,” points Volnar, “still ten-days away by druan
from the landing site. The nickel mines are closer, but not by much.”

“We need to set up a new portal and unfortunately we need to do it blindly.”
Building a short distance portal is a relatively simple affair. It only requires
the appropriate materials needed for the physical gate, and two eka
practitioners located at each end of the portal. The Merchant Exchange
operates hundreds, if not thousands of such portals. A blind portal, initiated
from one end only, is a lot more complicated and is built by a team of
strong adepts working in concert for a few hours. Now, when we are short
of resources, we really don’t need this distraction.

“We could build such a portal by tomorrow at noon if we stop doing
anything else,” proposed Hortan Sen’Shahar.

Taking out four adepts for almost a day is not an option. They must be
available to watch for the Scourge and complete the eka conduits feeding
the six planetary defence platforms hidden in space around Aldeea.

“I will build the portal tonight,” I respond. “It’s my house’s responsibility
and we shouldn’t waste Sen’Shahar time to sort this out. Give me a team of
technicians and keep a company of Aldeean militia ready tomorrow at
down.”

I hope my new human friends will only cost me this single sleepless night,
but somehow I doubt it. It is unlikely they work for the enemy, nevertheless



landing a team on the unprotected side of Aldeea at this particular moment
is a monumentally bad initiative.

I’ve kept things from the humans, and I shouldn’t have, we need to put all
cards on the table and do it soon before it’s too late.

As darkness falls I arrive together with several portal technicians at a spare
warehouse close to the Merchant Exchange. The building crew know they
won’t be required until early morning, they make themselves comfortable
and start a game of chance.

I also assume a relaxing stance, as this will take some time. I close my eyes
and breathe rhythmically, slower and slower, my chest fluttering like
butterfly wings. My consciousness detaches and soars high above the
Citadel, above the Aldeean plateau. This time around I don’t continue to the
stars, but rather glide in orbit towards the west coast. The Aldeean continent
flies by under me, a breath-taking panorama of ancient forests criss-crossed
by rocky mountain ranges. I imagine this world as it would be in a few
thousand years, sprawling Haillar cities dotting the coasts, gardens and
fields in between. We’ll never touch Aldeea’s heart though, the primeval
wilderness, it’s not ours to take. We are guests on this world, the same way
we are on each-and-every Dominion world. Everywhere we go, we go as
guests, forever away from home.

I descend roughly above the area where the Watchers have located the
human landing spot. This side of the planet is mid-morning and sunny, a
thin haze raising above the forest, the morning dew evaporating in the sun. I
cast my eka net of shifting light and drag it over the woods. It’s not the
humans themselves I’m searching for, finding their presence amongst the
forest dwellers is like looking for grains of sand on a beach. I’m trying to
detect their communication signals. I’m not lucky enough to come across



the main link with their vessel in orbit, but in time I sense their low power
emitters, crew comm-links on the ground.

This was the easy part, finding the landing team. I move a short distance
away and spot a landmark, a stone pyramid the size of a cart. It can act as
an anchor, something to focus on. I gather eka and push.

Reality shifts.

I’m standing on the forest floor, in the shade of a majestic tree. Now I have
the destination, but I lost the origin. I’m slowly pulling eka back into my
body, back to the other side of the world. The trick is to split my presence in
two perfectly balanced parts. Effectively to be in two places at once. This is
quite disconcerting and difficult to achieve. I lose all sense of time, only
focussing on the trickling flow of eka. After what seems like ages but is
likely only half the night, I find myself in the forest, but also at the
Exchange Warehouse. I’m two people connected by an eka string. Two
people with a job to do.

Both sides of my awareness touch the fabric of space and make it vibrate in
perfect sync. The harmony needs to be perfect, each particle of air in front
of my palms connected with a sister particle in front of my shadow twin.
Space bends. I can’t see the interior of the warehouse, my eyes are closed,
but I know a shimmering circle of light suddenly appeared in front of my
still form. The portal crew rushes to stabilise the gate and build the
activation mechanism around it. They are not Sen’Haillar, but have some
eka affinity, they need it to perform the mechanical part of this task.

I’m holding the portal open as long as needed, it takes little effort to do it.
In the morning I’m stiff, I have hardly shifted position the entire night. My
abused back is killing me. But we now have a working portal close to
humans’ landing site.



The militia company arrives on time. They are on foot, no need to bring
druan beasts with them, there are no roads on the other side of the portal.
The soldiers carry loads of equipment for building a temporary camp in the
woods. They cross the portal, together with the technicians. The builders
will still have to construct the other side of the gate. Militia have their
orders, there is no need for me to cross. Their task is simple: apprehend the
humans and bring them back to the Citadel, if possible unmolested.

I’m bone tired, so I find a place on one of the supply carts returning to
Citadel proper. I arrive at my chambers determined to sleep for the rest of
the day.

Dioran waits for me with bad news.

“Alon returned in the early hours of the morning. There was another
dwelkaar attack on his convoy. Luckily, he wasn’t hurt, but they lost a score
of guards. One of the encampments was totally destroyed, they need to
build it anew. The issue is, we have no way to know how many other
assassin squads are left to cause havoc.”

“The drones can’t find new objectives all by themselves, their mindset is
too limited. Somebody is there to reset their targets. We still have the rogue
Spirit adept on the loose.”

“I will undertake the search for the traitor, but I need help when I find him.
The adept is strong. If he had you in a stalemate, he’s likely too much for
me alone.”

The Chapter Master is right. The surviving rogue adept was one of the
strongest eka wielders I have come across recently. I searched for him the
night after our expedition was ambushed, but I found nothing. He’s
probably lying low, waiting to strike again from shadows.



“The Warden gathers his Advisors for a review of our planetary defences. I
came to bring you in. We didn’t want to use the communicator and risk
breaking your portal trance.”

Here goes my beauty sleep!



CHAPTER 18 (PETER)

 

Shuttle B landed on the west side of Aldeea sometimes during the night,
while none of the humans in the fortress were awake. They caught up with
the second team a few hours later. Their call was answered by Lt. Eleanor
Wilkins, who was on duty at Landing Site Two.

“We had an uneventful flight, clear weather, no disturbances. The shuttle
made it down in less than an hour. Outside things are looking good, Klaus
and Dr Mertens wasted no time unloading the research kits and starting to
look for samples.”

Ensign Klaus Heinlich was the only other qualified biologist Endeavour
had, though only technician level. His job was to collect biological samples
and run a pre-set battery of tests put together by Ewan Salter and uploaded
via comm link the previous evening. Mertens, the senior geologist, was
doing his own survey searching for ore rich minerals.  

“Any sign of the Haillar?”

“No, everything is quiet. No sign of animal life within two miles of the
shuttle. I’m not talking only about dangerous beasts, but since we set the
scan four hours ago we’ve seen no animal at all.”

While the forest was alive with birds chirping, neither the first team nor the
second have come across any sign of land-dwelling fauna and have only
found a few species of insects. No other creature seemed to populate the
forests. Yet, the Haillar grew domestic animals, the most visible being the
druan, their big mounts. Peter had also seen meat and fish two nights ago in
the tavern, when Aleen and Ellandra had a spicy seafood dish and some
kind of red meat entrée.



At Landing Site Two, Lieutenant Xiao Chen entered the camera range and
took the co-pilot seat.

“Klaus’ first tests show soil and flora similar to those at the first landing
site. Completely unlike the samples taken in the Haillar gardens. None of
his results show any resemblance with the Haillar biome.”

“Eleanor was just saying you have come across no land animal bigger than
an ant.”

“Correct, there are birds in the trees and a few insects in the grass, but
nothing else.”

“What are the plans for the rest of the day?”

“Get samples across a wider area and explore the seashore. Dr Mertens just
returned from a one-hour hike to the nearest rocky outcrop, bringing not
only rock samples but also different bio specimens.”

***

 

“It looks like Charles’ theory is being confirmed.”

Charles puffed his chest like an ostrich. His discovery was officially
adopted and recorded in the mission log as Charles Swanson’s hypothesis.
They’ll never hear the end of this.

“We shall confront our hosts and bring this in the open.”

Peter knew this was his task and Christine’s. They were supposed to meet
with Aleen and Ellandra the previous evening, but something occurred and
the Haillar couldn’t make it. He wasn’t looking forward to the conversation.
It looked increasingly likely that Charles was correct, that their hosts were
colonists originally coming from a different place. Peter wondered if they



knew and preserved links with their past or were completely unaware. His
bet was they remembered and Ellandra was somehow part of it.

“How do you think we should approach this?” he asked Christine.

“I would go for a direct, but polite inquiry. Until now we never caught them
lying, omissions maybe, but no outright lies. The worst that can happen is
them refusing to answer any questions.”

This time around they went looking for Ellandra at the Academy. They
came to a courtyard reminiscent of college quads, young Haillar moving
back and forth between buildings. Again, the scene looked strangely
familiar, like a cut from a historical movie. Or maybe a historical fantasy,
given the diminutive size and slightly eccentric look the students had.

They found Aleen and Ellandra waiting, sipping the ever-present Haillar
tea. They were sitting very prim as always, talking with each other in soft
tones. Despite being higher class ladies, Aleen being the Warden’s niece,
they wore working clothes completely unadorned. The only piece of
jewellery was Ellandra’s necklace. That rather large quartz mounted on a
silver chain didn’t quite fit with the rest of her image. Maybe a symbol of
office, thought Peter.

The real test of their budding trust was yet to come. Peter drew a deep
breath and hailed her using the formal, Haillar way:

“Greetings Ellandra, Aleen.”

“Greetings to you too, Christine and Peter.”

They took a seat across from the small women. Was it his impression, or
was Ellandra’s demeanour slightly reserved, even more formal than usual?
Aleen mumbled an excuse and stood, leaving them with the alien priestess.  



“Ellandra we have much to discuss today.”

“Indeed, my friend, we do.”

Peter had an uneasy feeling that the Haillar knew about Commander
Koslowsky’s mission on the other side of Aldeea and they were not happy
with it. Ellandra, usually pleasant and smiling, looked sobered but also very
tired and somehow upset. Did the Haillar still have access to old
technologies allowing them to detect suborbital flights? In the light of the
latest revelations, it did not seem completely impossible.

Well, no time to find out like the present.

“Ellandra, we have come across some discrepancy between the plants in the
garden and the ones we collected in the wilderness.”

The alien priestess stood still, looked him in the eyes for a long moment,
then inclined her head oddly, a vaguely bird-like gesture.

“That is because the ones in the garden, as well as the crops we grow in the
fields, came from a different place.”

“This different place. Is that where your people came from?”

“Indeed, it is. We need these crops for sustenance, we can’t live from the
plants and animals of this world.”

This was a pretty clear and surprisingly fast admission.

“Ellandra, you came from a different world,” continued Christine. “Do your
people know where this world is located?”

“There is more than one world. We live on many worlds, around different
stars. All together, they are called the Dominion.”

“Are you in contact with the Dominion worlds?”



“We are always in contact with the Dominion. Aldeea is part of the
Dominion. A fairly new world, recently settled.”

Well, thought Peter, here goes the lost colony hypothesis. Human plans to
settle on Aldeea may need again to be redefined or scrapped all together.
Peter had a moment of satisfaction, followed by sheer panic as the full
understanding of the consequences hit him. No matter how primitive
Aldeea looked, they were about to establish initial relations with a planet-
spanning alien empire. No, scrap this, they had already started to build
relations with a planet-spanning alien empire.

This was not supposed to be their task. The mission brief was clear: arrive
to Kepler 452, scan the system and if you encounter any form of
technological presence pull back and return to Earth. Let the powers that be
assess the situation and put together a better prepared mission. One
including negotiators, professional diplomats trained to deal with such
delicate situations. Not amateurs like Christine and him: the crew
psychiatrist and a mathematician turned xeno-linguist.

“How many Haillar worlds are part of the Dominion?”

Ellandra smiled. “Well Peter, this may be one of the topics we are not
prepared to discuss yet.”

Suddenly Peter saw Ellandra in a different light. It wasn’t because she
changed the way she looked or talked, she was behaving the same way as
last time they met and dined together. It was his perception of her shifting,
from the cute, friendly, intelligent alien priestess to somebody different,
somebody more versed and possibly wiser than him. The context of the
discussion was now different, and this was altering their relationship,
turning it upside down. Was it possible her role in this was to be exactly
what he was not, a negotiator?



“Ellandra, are you of Aldeea, where you born on this planet?”

“I live here, so I’m of Aldeea, but I wasn’t born on this world. I was
born…, I was born where the heart of the Haillar lies.”

“The heart of the Haillar?”

“Yes, the heart of all Haillar.”

Peter briefly closed his eyes. In her odd speech, Ellandra has just confirmed
that she was coming from the Haillar home planet, the centre of their
Dominion and likely their place of power. That would probably make her
someone who represented their… government. Yet, he couldn’t believe she
turned up only a couple of days ago, between humans’ landing and their
arrival at the Citadel. No, it can’t be possible. “I‘m of Aldeea,” she said.

“You mentioned Warden Kleist is the ruler of Aldeea,” intervened Christine.
“Does this mean you are not a queen in Aldeea, but you reign in a different
place?”

“I’m the leader of a group, the Sen’Dorien. You defined them in human
terms as a religious order. I’m the Avatar of the Queen of Chaos. I’m
recognised as such everywhere in the Haillar Dominion, including Aldeea,
but I’m not the ruler of Aldeea.”

“But you live here, temporarily.”

“I do, I’m Alon Kleist’s guest. I have lived here for the past five cycles.”

At least she wasn’t representing their government. She was a visitor, the
way they were. A visitor from Haillars’ home world though.

“So, you happened to live here when the Warden invited us to the Citadel.”



“Yes, I was living on Aldeea. But I was the one inviting you to the Citadel.
And at the same time formally recognising humans as guests of the Haillar
Dominion.”

So, back to her being a Dominion official again. Peter was feeling her
pattern of speech was driving him mad. She was answering their questions
in calm, measured sentences, never expanding on her responses. And
occasionally she was dropping bombs, like the last one, all the while
maintaining perfect composure. If she were human, he would have
suspected she was doing it on purpose. But Peter has seen both alien
women behaving the same way when discussing mundane topics. It was
simply their way, not an affectation.

“So, the letter in images was coming from you.”

“I commissioned the pictures with an artisan in town, I’m afraid my
drawings are not so good. It is a Sen’Dorien invitation, under the symbol of
the rainbow, the symbol of my house.”

Like a medieval seal, the heraldry of her order, thought Peter.

“Then on behalf of Endeavour’s crew, we thank you for inviting us on
Aldeea!”

“I did not extend our invitation to the second human vessel that landed last
night in the west, though.”

***

They rushed back to the human quarters. Ellandra has made it pretty clear
she was not happy with Shuttle B landing unannounced on the other side of
the continent. Peter didn’t even bother to ask how she knew. It was clear
now that they could monitor the orbit.



“Guys, we have made a mistake! We completely misunderstood the
Haillar.”

“Peter, we don’t have time for this,” answered Nolan nervously. “We’ve lost
contact with Koslowsky’s people.”

“That’s exactly what we are trying to say. The Haillar know about
Commander Koslowsky’s mission.”

“What do you mean? How can they know, unless they learned from you?”

“Our assumption yesterday was incorrect. The Haillar are not the lost
colony of a star-faring empire. The Haillar are the star-faring empire.”

“Nonsense, they haven’t yet discovered the combustion engine.”

“I’m telling you they are a multi-planet star nation. And they knew about
the second shuttle, they are monitoring the orbit.”

The second statement made a lot more sense for Nolan. That was something 
the head of security could deal with, something immediately relevant for 
the current situation.  

“This means the aliens attacked and possibly captured our crew. Did they
tell you anything about what happened with our party?”

“No, but Ellandra stated clearly we are here at her invitation and the
invitation does not extend to the second shuttle.”

“Well, Ellandra better make sure our people are safe and unhurt or they’ll
suffer the consequences.”

“Derek, you can’t act like this. We are guests here, in the middle of their
fortress. We know next to nothing about these people, and what we know



appears to be mostly wrong. We need to follow their forms, to respect their
customs.”

“Christine, Peter, I don’t give a damn about their customs. My crew is in
danger, so I intend to go to the palace and make sure your Pocahontas friend
understands we are not to be trifled with.”

“What do you intend to do, storm Warden’s throne room? Do you want to
start a war with an alien species? What happened with your first contact
procedures?”

The reference to the mission brief gave Nolan a pause. If the xeno-team was
right and the Haillar were technologically developed, then they have
messed up completely, and half of the Endeavour crew could already be
captive to a potentially hostile alien species.

“We still need to confront them. I agree to proceed with care, we know little
of their capabilities. If you are right, then all we see is probably a front, a
trap. To what end? Hard to say. I don’t think we should trust a word of what
the little bastards are telling us, not anymore. And Liz, please don’t start
again about them being such a bunch of cute, peace loving tree huggers.”

Liz, who had witnessed the entire verbal exchange, was as confused as
Peter felt himself. She was worried sick for their comrades out of contact on
the other side of the world. But she was seeing Aleen and Ellandra as
friends too, even more so than Peter and Christine did. Unlike them, Liz has
met the alien girls only on social occasions and felt completely at ease with
them.

They eventually agreed to head to the Warden’s office, all four of them. Liz
joined as the crew medic, in the eventuality anybody in Koslowsky’s team
was hurt, but Peter was pretty sure she was hoping everything was just a



giant misunderstanding she could clear up in no time with the alien
priestess.

Ellandra was not at the Warden’s office and nor was Alon Kleist himself.
They were told both the Warden and the Queen were at Aldeean Defence
headquarters, where humans wouldn’t be allowed. There was nothing left
but to wait.



CHAPTER 19 (ELLANDRA)

 

I’m heading towards militia’s headquarters, reliving the discussion with
Peter and Christine.

The revelations earlier this morning came as a complete shock for them. I
was quite sure they already knew we were not native to Aldeea. Peter
arrived at the Academy poised to discuss that topic. If that’s the case, there
was a logic explanation for their Life researchers wandering on the other
side of the planet. One that made a lot more sense than some nefarious
Scourge mission in the wilderness.

What they clearly haven’t realised is Dominion’s existence. I wonder what
they thought about us. Maybe they believed us to be a one-off colony of a
neighbouring world. I’m quite sure the human planet, Earth, has no colonies
in space. I’m also quite sure they are puzzled about how we came to be on
Aldeea. From what I’ve seen, humans equate mechanical devices with
advanced technology and interstellar travel. Not an entirely baseless
assumption. We do have exploration ships, not to mention the military fleet,
the Sen’Haillar swarms. But those are for travelling in new places or
reacting to an attack from orbit. Day-to-day travelling done via portal is
much cheaper and faster.

A subject I continue to obfuscate is the meaning of Sen’Haillar and the role
the Great Houses have in our society. The one notion I don’t intend to
discuss with the humans is eka manipulation. The mere possibility of them
being used by the Scourge would be enough not to touch the topic, not to
mention the lingering possibility they might have had their own eka users in
their past.



I clarified the invitation letter, something I should have done from the very
beginning. It might have prevented us chasing humans across the continent.
I hope they understand that my House acts as their sponsor in the
Dominion, hence their behaviour reflects on me. They need not know the
other side of this sponsorship, the terrifying side. The one that should never
come to pass.

I reach the Aldeean Defence quarters.

The operations room is as crowded as I have ever seen it. Besides Alon and
his son, Defender Volnar is present with three aides while Watcher Aloria
brought two of his own. The entire Sen’Shahar complement is also present.
A large map of Aloria occupies one wall, while the opposite is a space
diagram of the planet surrounded by intersecting orbits. One orbit is
coloured differently, the human vessel.

“We apprehended the humans not long ago,” starts one of Volnar’s officers.
“There was no fight, they surrendered peacefully. We allowed them to
secure their vehicle and they are now on the way to the camp.”

At least one distraction out of the way.

The main topic of the meeting is not the humans, but completing the orbital
defence arrangements.

“By now all six defence platforms are functional, eka conduits connect
them with part of the defence emplacements on the ground,” reports Hortan
Sen’Shahar. His people were the ones completing the eka connections, a
moderately difficult and time-consuming task. “All platforms remain
shielded. They would withstand a Scourge scan, unless it’s done at a point-
blank range. But their presence will become noticeable as soon as they are
activated.”



That was unavoidable, a station converting eka into energy can’t remain
hidden.

“How many adepts do we need to provide the necessary eka?” I ask.

“At full operation, six emplacements each, two hundred adepts per camp,
twelve hundred at the same time. Provided for multiple shifts and support
personnel, that makes two thousand people per station, twelve thousand all
up. They won’t only feed eka to the stations, they can take part in the
planetary defence too.”

That’s a moderately large force, not to mention the adepts needed for
ground defence. I should confirm with my sister she had made necessary
arrangements to mobilise our share of the reinforcements.

“Do we have any word from Council’s fleet?”

The Sen’Haillar military fleet, the so-called Reaction Force managed
directly by the Council, is the offensive arm of the Dominion. War is one of
the few fields in which we continue to use spaceships, as portals have their
limitations. One can’t exactly take the fight to the enemy without a navy in
space.

“The council swarms are on high alert,” responds Alon. “Admiral Arvon 
Sen’Aesir assured me they can deploy one of them to Aldeea as soon as an 
attack is confirmed. It would arrive within less than two days. We will need 
to withstand the siege for two days.”  

We should have enough forces for that. A Scourge mobile base is a
formidable thing, but not even they can blast through thousands of adepts in
several days. Not to mention doing it when facing a queen.

***



Four humans ambush me in front of Alon’s offices. A confused Liz, a
circumspect Peter, a blank faced Christine and a miffed guard, the wiry one.

“I’m Lieutenant Commander Derek Nolan,” he introduces himself. “I need
to know what happened to my people.”

“Your people were taking a walk in a place where they were not supposed
to be, at a time when such a walk was potentially dangerous.”

I can see that he’s not happy, he struggles to keep his temper in check. I’m
slightly amused to notice my small stature works to my advantage. The
guard is genuinely at a loss about how to behave towards me. I’m sure he
would be much more comfortable bashing somebody his own size. Oddly,
his confusion endears him to me, it takes a certain moral integrity to feel
bad about trying to bully a weaker being. A Scourge minion will act exactly
the opposite way.

“Your five crewmates are safe and in good health at one of our camps in the
west. They will be joining you soon.”

Liz’s face lights up as a ray of sunshine. Even for me the woman’s features
are an open book. She seems completely incapable to keep a lid on her
feelings. She’s happy that her people are safe but also happy that, in her
eyes, whatever issues we had are now in the past.

“When can we expect them?” continues the guard.

“Later today, I believe.”

The answer seems to confuse him, as though he was expecting a longer
delay. He scrutinises me with a cold look, the way an Aldeean kestrel
measures his prey.

“Are you the one in charge, the one who decided to arrest my team?”



“Warden Alon Kleist is in charge.” True. It’s also true I was the one who
decided to capture the humans.

He senses the non-answer and quite clearly dislikes the obfuscation. Like
all military, no matter the species, he favours the direct, frontal approach.

“Are we all your captives? The humans in this fortress, as well as the ones
in the west?”

“No, Derek Nolan, none of you is my captive.”

“Are we then free to go whenever we want?”

I hesitate a second to answer. They are not my captives, but whatever they
do, the Scourge shouldn’t learn they exist.

“You are free to go whenever it’s safe.”

The guard is not happy. I can see him ready to push forward, to escalate the
verbal sparring. Christine sees it too and steps in.

“Thank you for the good news, Ellandra. I know we can trust you to take
good care of our people.”

Liz smiles and with no warning steps forward to give me a hug. I feel
awkward at her exuberance, she’s taller and stronger than me and the timing
is completely odd. I just ended a verbal fight with one of her people.

Amongst humans, I like Liz the most. I liked the redhead from the very first
day when seeing her in Alon’s reception hall. I like her better than Peter and
Christine, though I interacted with them more, them being Lore masters. By
comparison Liz came with no strings attached. She wasn’t here to learn
about our society, look for Earth’s interests and potentially negotiate with
us. She was here simply because she wanted to be. Because she liked to
make friends, to share her music and dance, to drink awful tea with them



once in a while. Peter and Christine could fake enjoying our tea, there was
no faking with Liz.

***

Remelda Sen’Shahar is awaiting by my quarters. She’s sitting on a bench in
the shadow of a tree dwarfing the entrance.

“Greetings, elmera!”

“Greetings, my daughter”

I’m visiting Remelda at least once every five-day at the academy, she rarely
visits me if ever. And she doesn’t normally wait unannounced in the middle
of the day for me to return home.

“I was called by Rewin Sen’Shahar earlier this morning.” Rewin is one of
Remelda’s friends, a respected eka practitioner and member of Life Queen’s
research chapter. “He was the one Reissa Ethun assigned to analyse the
samples collected from the young human.” I was aware Remelda took
advantage of the human pilot’s misfortune to collect human tissue samples.
Crafty as she was, I wouldn’t bet she didn’t arrange the said misfortune,
though I had no evidence of that.

“You at my place at this time of the day means the outcome can’t be good.”

“I wish you would associate my visits with happier tidings, Ellandra. But
unfortunately, you are not mistaken. The good news is that nothing in the
human genome suggests they ever met the Scourge.”

That is indeed good news, easing fears that humans might unwittingly be
minions of the Scourge. Apart from direct mind control, the enemy had
interfered with other races’ genetic makeup by introducing dormant



features, triggers awaiting to be activated at their masters’ choice. We lost
several worlds to stealth attacks engineered this way a few millennia ago.

“The bad news is that they are highly susceptible to Scourge control. Ever
more so than the dwelkaar. I’m sorry daughter, but I fear their race may be
condemned.”

I curse in my mind. I was hoping since they were so similar with us in
appearance, they somehow shared our immunity to the Scourge. It was an
irrational hope, I knew that they were the result of a completely different
evolutionary process, on a different world where the basic life constituents
are not even compatible with ours. But they were similar with us in so many
ways, so why not this one?

Remelda smiles to me sadly. She knows me too well, so she knows my
inner battles. This was the reason she waited half the morning for me to tell
the news in person, to be there when I needed support.

“Is there anything the Life Chapter can do? Anything at all?”

I know there is no defence against Scourge mind control, the same way
there is no cure. Ethun Sen’Shahar spent the last five thousand cycles
looking for a remedy.

“The only thing my colleagues can do is to mask humans’ presence and fool
the Scourge mind scans. They’ve done this for a dozen species and the
process can easily be adapted to a new race. It only works when Scourge
are unaware of their potential victims, and it does not withstand direct
contact. We would need a complete mapping of human genome though, and
we don’t have time to do it until the Scourge arrive.”

An eka cast which hides the humans’ presence on Aldeea is better than
nothing.



“I will provide your people with everything they need.”

It can’t end like this. We need to find a way to hide them. We need to find a
way to bring them under Dominion’s protection, under my protection. I
can’t let the human world to be destroyed because of the Scourge. Not
because it is morally wrong to accept a species is doomed. Not because I
took responsibility for them in front of the Dominion law. But because I
met them, I joked with them and I learned to understand them.

Red haired Liz, who could not deceive somebody if her life depended on it.
Peter, always so serious, always trying to soften his friend’s wilder instincts.
Christine, composed, inquisitive, calculated even when sharing. Even the
surly guard, Derek Nolan, the one who couldn’t find the heart to bully an
alien queen the size of a human girl child.

I don’t want to be the one to destroy yet another world, not because it’s
populated by monsters, but because sometime in the future it might be.



CHAPTER 20 (PETER)

 

“I don’t trust that shifty bitch!”

“You have no reason to say this, Derek. None of us have anything to
complain from Ellandra. She has helped us since we arrived at the Citadel.”

“She has lied to us, you mean. From the beginning we were one step behind
them. Whenever Peter and Christine thought they understood something
about Haillar they were on a false trail. She manipulated us from the start.”

“Three days ago you were saying we shouldn’t trust them because they are
a bunch of primitive barbarians. Now you can’t stand her because she
allegedly outsmarted us. Decide Derek, you can’t have it both ways.”

“I now prefer the primitive queen. Liz, you are completely blinded by their
apparent fragility, by their innocent appearance. To you they can do no
harm. Wake up doctor, the purple-eyed bitch is tougher than you and I put
together. And everything she says has at least two meanings, if not three.”

“She’s no decorative flower for sure, but not the monster you make her
either. In her own way she was always straight with us. She never uttered a
lie,” intervened Christine.

“Never told the truth either.”

“What do you make of her true role, Christine,” asked Peter. “Head of the
sen doren, whatever that means, priestess, an avatar of the Chaos Queen.
The last one sounds ominous and does not fit at all with Ellandra’s
personality.”

“Oh no, it fits all too well!”



“The Avatar part is easy to figure,” responded Christine ignoring Nolan’s
comment. “We have plenty of examples in human history of rulers
declaring themselves Gods’ avatars. Ancient pharaohs were avatars of the
sun god Ra, it was part of their official title. Japanese emperors were Sons
of Heaven. So Ellandra, as leader of her order, calls herself avatar of the
Chaos Queen, recognised as such by the entire Dominion.”

“How does this fit with their alleged advanced civilisation?” asked Charles.

“Civilisation does not preclude rites and religious beliefs. Anyway, the
Haillar seem to be very low key about religion. They don’t have temples or
any form of public worshipping. Maybe her cult is limited to a small part of
the population, the sen doren she mentioned.”

“She won’t be an honoured guest of the local ruler and quite influential on
Aldeea if her cult was completely insignificant. But I agree with you
Christine, it does not look to be very widespread.”

A commotion at the door stopped them. The humans were all together in
their wing of the palace. They were not under guard, but after the events in
the morning none of them was in the mood to explore the Citadel.

Sergeant Morris who had guard duty opened the door and welcomed the
newcomers. First in was Hank Mertens, his smiling face in direct contrast
with the morose expressions of the Navy officers trailing behind him.
Koslowski, Chen, Eleanor Wilkins and Heinlich all looked like extras in a
historical drama about war and war prisoners. None of them had any
weapon, which somehow added realism to the situation. Peter could only
imagine them escorted around the Citadel by a bunch of aliens the size of
twelve years old children armed to their teeth. It was beyond hilarious
despite being deadly serious.



“Hi folks, glad to see you in good health, enjoying the palace
accommodations,” boomed Mertens, with his usual rogue cowboy
demeanour. Peter could swear that even in captivity Hank Mertens would
find a way to maintain his dishevelled-chic look.

“Hank my friend, glad you are well, considering this morning you were
listed as missing in action,” responded his colleague Ewan Salter.

Commander Koslowski cut their nonsense.

“Derek, are we secure? Can we talk freely?”

“I’ve honestly no idea. This morning I was concerned about eavesdropping
and spy holes. Now I worry about high tech surveillance we may not even
be able to detect. But I won’t be surprised if whatever you have to say, our
hosts are already aware about. Liz and Peter’s friends seem to know
everything about us even before we do.”

“OK, will stick to the facts they definitely know. They came on us at
sundown. One moment there was nothing on screens, the next we had one
hundred hostiles surrounding us, armed with guns. Our scanners registered
nothing because they were somehow jammed. The only human not in the
open was Chen, and he surrendered after they took the rest of us. Otherwise
they were very polite. They even gave us time to lock the shuttle.”

“I’m surprised they brought you here so fast. Their transports must be a lot
faster than ours.”

“That’s where it gets crazy. They took us to an improvised camp in the
woods, a three hours hike. After a brief wait, we entered some kind of
elevator and seconds later we were told to exit on the other side, in a
different corridor. That was twenty minutes ago, and the corridor was eight
hundred yards down the street, next to this fortress.”



“Are you telling me they somehow transported you over 8,000 miles in a
matter of seconds.”

“I’m telling you the pixies have a hyper-fold generator capable to produce a
bridge between two points on this planet.”

“That’s bloody impossible!”, exclaimed Peter. He was no quantum physicist
but had worked with hyper-fold algorithms enough to know the Einstein-
Rosen bridges didn’t work in the gravitational well of a star, and definitely
didn’t work over such short distances.

“Say it again buddy, that’s exactly what happened,” interrupted Mertens.
“We now have the double honour to be the humans who travelled the
longest distance via space hyper-fold, and the shortest distance too.”

The mood in the room varied between excitement and horror. Liz, Ewan
and Mertens were like kids opening a Christmas package. At the other
extreme, the military looked flabbergasted by the evidence that they may
have stumbled across more than they can chew. Charles looked thoughtful,
likely pondering how latest developments would affect his future academic
career. Peter and Christine were stunned, trying to work out all the
implications.

“By the way, we recently learned that our hosts are part of a stellar empire,”
chimed Liz suavely. “And that our best Haillar friend is a queen.”

Nolan and Koslowski dismissed her comments as completely inane and
moved together to work out game theory scenarios. Chen and Eleanor
joined Tony Yates, who proceeded to recount his heroic druan cavalcade.
The sergeants remained impassable by the door.

Christine joined Peter on the terrace, built on a rocky overhang overlooking
the fortress and the city down below. The sunset view was stunning, the sky



painted in thousands of orange and red shades.

“I can’t believe they may be more advanced than us. I mean, look at the
streets. Well maintained, clean and beautiful, but this is a place right from
the history books.”

“The bridge technology changes everything, Peter. Imagine the Earth if at
the end of middle ages if instead of steam power, humans would have
discovered a way to travel instantly between any two places. Anywhere in
the world, anywhere in space for that matter. No more railways and
motorways, no more cargo ships and planes. No industrial revolution as we
knew it. No need to use coal and oil, no power plants and refineries. No
need to cut forests. Why process fossil fuels when you can harvest sun
energy directly in space at no cost. No mines, why bother drilling the
mountains when you have access to asteroids almost entirely made of
metal. No pollution.”

“No more wars?”

“Wars are largely the means to redistribute resources. Fewer wars maybe.
Everlasting peace? I’m not sure. People would always find reasons to fight.
The Haillar too it seems, as I’m sure you have noticed their weapons. But a
cleaner world, a world without poverty.”

“A green, agricultural planet like this, you mean?”

“A place with no technology we can recognise as such. Ellandra said this
planet is a new colony. I would expect their home planet and their core
worlds to look different. To be more visibly advanced, with more
impressive facilities, mind blowing architecture.”

“I still can’t understand how they can colonise new worlds without
spaceships. Opening bridges over light years must be incredibly difficult.”



“Opening bridges on the same planet was supposed to be downright
impossible. We need to completely change our perspective, Peter. A week
ago we were concerned humans will colonise this planet and rob natives’
legacy, that we will repeat what happened to the Amerindian tribes when
the Europeans discovered the New World. We may need to look now after
ourselves. I’m very much afraid in this encounter we are the Amerindians.”

***

They came together at dinnertime, this time around more like a war room
meeting than a social event.

“So, no matter how you look at our current situation, we only have two
choices. Fold and wait for the Haillar to decide our fate or confront the
pixies and force them to release us.”

“This assumes we are prisoners, and this doesn’t currently seem to be the
case,” answered Liz. “Also, can you please stop calling them pixies, it’s
demeaning and disrespectful.”

“Our honoured hosts, then. No matter how we call them, five humans were
forcefully disarmed and brought here. In my book this counts as a hostile
action.”

“We are free to go whenever we like.”

“Are we? Remember I asked your friend the queen this very same question
and received a rather ambiguous answer. We will be released whenever is
safe. And who defines safe? Our captors. This is the oldest trick in the
book, we travelled fourteen hundred light years to see the aliens turning it
on us.”



“We should simply announce our intention to leave. Nobody will stop us,
you’ll see.”

“Or you’ll end up in their dungeon in no time. We should instead escape
and ask permission later. They say we are free to go, so we should go.”

“There is a small problem here,” interrupted Yates. “We are fourteen now
and the shuttle here in the Citadel only has nine places. I wouldn’t advise
double teaming on the way to the orbit.”

“That’s right, not everybody can make it in one go, some of us will have to
stay behind. I don’t like leaving hostages, but we have the high ground, so
we can threaten them from space.”

“Derek, this is complete folly,” intervened Christine. “You have no idea
what technology they have, they could take Endeavour out before we even
notice. Not to mention issuing threats you have no intention to carry out.
Not even you would fire missiles and trigger a war with an alien power with
unknown capabilities. Not with so little provocation and not even if this
entire crew were in danger. The stakes are higher than our lives.”

“This crew is my responsibility!”

“Humanity is you first responsibility! We need to do everything in our
power to avoid a conflict. No daring escapes, no empty threats, no firing
missiles. We need to negotiate our way out of this.”

“Shouldn’t we contact Endeavour and let them know our status?” asked
Wilkins.

“We can’t discuss our options over radio comms. Even if the Haillar are not
listening to the argument we have at this very moment, they would intercept



our transmissions for sure. You might as well ask them to join the
conversation.”

“This is insane, Derek. You are reacting to the possibility that the Haillar
might become hostile, not at them being hostile. Your only complaint
against them is not letting us wander around their planet. If aliens would
drop unannounced in the middle of New Mexico, you would be calling in
the National Guard. Oh, wait a minute, this is exactly what you guys did,
two hundred years ago at Roswell!”

“OK Liz,” intervened the XO. “Let’s give them the benefit of the doubt.
You can contact your alien friends tomorrow and ask for more details about
the so-called risks to our safety. You should mention our intention of
sending some crew back to the Endeavour, with no specific details that may
make them wary. We try your way first, if not we need to plan an escape.”

Peter was sure the military were working on an escape plan nevertheless
and prayed it won’t be needed. There was no way a stealth departure will
play well with their hosts and some of them would need to stay behind,
anyway.



CHAPTER 21 (ELLANDRA)

 

“The portal collapsed mid-morning and cut a load of zenar pellets in half. It
was a complete mess, and it took forever to clean the hall.”

I am having an early afternoon tea with the Warden, discussing the status of
our defence upgrades. The unrelated comment comes completely out of the
blue.

“Which portal?”

“The off-world one. We were receiving two hundred measures of fertiliser
from Shahar. The worst conceivable transport to flood the halls.”

I suddenly freeze. This is it, the missing piece. All assassination attempts
over the past ten-day made no sense if we could reinforce the Sen’Haillar
contingent whenever we chose. The portal itself had to be destroyed for the
Aldeean Chapter to be truly weakened.

“What happened to the gate?”

“It had to be temporarily closed. Dioran is checking it piece by piece to find
the broken part.”

I want to join Dioran and inspect the portal for any evidence of tampering.
This becomes now the main priority for us. If we lose the gate, we can’t
receive reinforcements from the rest of the Dominion for an entire ten-day. I
apologise to Alon and leave with unseemly haste. I appreciate decorum, but
now decorum is the least of my concerns.

I arrive at the Merchant Exchange and hurry to the hall sheltering the off-
world travel gate. The room is a large, cavernous space needed to handle
sizable volumes of traffic. It’s also smelly. They didn’t clean the zenar



pellets completely. The stuff is vital for soil enrichment, as no Haillar crops
will grow on Aldeea without it, but it smells awfully.

Worse than the smell, the dismantled portal lays spread all over the floor.
The local chapter must have been very thorough, not even the tiniest piece
left unchecked. I move between parts looking around for clues. I’m no
engineer, I only have a basic knowledge of how the device works and what
the main components are. Something has to be seriously off for me to
notice. I check mainly for traces of eka, for evidence an adept tampered
with the gate. I can find nothing of sorts, what I stumble across is a broken
crystal adaptor. One of the critical ones, enabling long distance connexions.
I stop and bend to look closer.

“Good to see you Ellandra.”

Master Dioran Sen’Shahar steps in and stops by the entrance. I intend to
greet him back, then notice his unusual smile and chirpy demeanour. The
Chapter Master is always calm and sober, I haven’t seen him laughing a
dozen times in all the cycles since I arrived on Aldeea. He must have found
the portal issue, though a broken crystal adaptor is no small matter. Long
distance crystals are difficult to make, we can’t have more than a few
spares. Unless…

“What’s happening here Dioran?”

“What do you think is happening Ellandra?”

This can’t be. Dioran Sen’Shahar has overseen the Aldeean Chapter during
the entire time I’ve been here. He’s been a respected colleague, if not a
friend. He saved my life, this Avatar’s life, during the attack on the Citadel.
He advises Alon in all matters Sen’Haillar related.



But then I remember the odd things. The marauder resurgence in strength
over the past cycle. The number of rogue adepts involved in the attacks.
The dwelkaar infiltrations, bypassing the Watch and ignored by the
Sen’Haillar security sweeps. Sweeps performed mostly by Master Dioran.

I’ve been a fool. A complete and utter fool. It was all in front of me, yet I
didn’t suspect a thing. Yes, marauders became strong enough to overcome a
town, but hey, tragedies happen, and since when were marauders a serious
threat? Yes, we sent the militia with no ways to contact them, but why
would they need urgent support? They would crush the bandits without
breaking a sweat. Yes, we have rogue adepts and dwelkaar popping out at
every step, but it’s expected, it’s normal Scourge deviousness.

All these details were the responsibility of the local Sen’Haillar chapter.
Even if I wasn’t directly involved, I witnessed all this happening. I
rationalised complacently every time, trying to foresee what the Scourge
would do next, never looking back and questioning.

“How could you do this Dioran? How could you betray your Queen?” More
than betraying Aldeea or deceiving us, this the most inconceivable thought.
Dioran Sen’Shahar was not an obscure adept. Norian had entrusted him to
oversee the Aldeean Chapter. In a very real sense, he represented the Queen
of Oblivion on this Wall world.

“Power. Immortality. Things you can easily understand Ellandra, you’ve
enjoyed them for millennia.”

I did, and I paid the price. I’m still paying it. A price Dioran does not seem
to be able to grasp. I gather my eka, but something is wrong. It’s like trying
to grab a handful of sand, it flows around my hold and I’m left with
nothing. An Interdict Field. Dioran must have hidden an interdict crystal
among the portal parts on the floor. It does not negate eka, the energy is



there, but is almost impossible to grasp. Luckily such devices have limited
ranges and are useless for the Scourge in a pitched battle.

I need to struggle to put together the tiniest amount of eka. I need time.

“You saved me during the ambush, a few days ago.”

“Bah, those two dwelkaar stood no chance. You had already blocked their
first strike and you would have finished them, eventually. Thus, they can
serve a better purpose, fooling you to believe we are on the same side.”

“How about the humans?”

“Nothing but a fortunate distraction, to keep you busy chasing ghosts. But
enough talk. I can see what you are trying to do, Chaos Queen, and you’ll
never have time to finish. Goodbye Ellandra.”

A solid lance of blackness materialises in front of him and races towards
my chest. I wait until the very last moment and throw myself to the right.
Dioran is surprised, he didn’t anticipate a purely physical response. I roll
over and jump to my feet, sprinting towards the treacherous adept. The
Chapter master is thirty steps away, close to the door, no way I can make it
before his next blast. Yet I’m half Dioran’s age and pretty fast. I close part
of the distance by the time the next javelin of darkness careens my way.

I slide on my knees and use the meagre Chaos field I can gather to deflect
Chapter Master’s attack upwards, over my head. I avoid the black lance of
Oblivion by a finger width, I swear I can smell decay as it flows in front of
my eyes. This is all in my mind. Eka has no smell, no substance.

I’m closer to Dioran now and hopefully closer to the end of the interdict
field. He can’t be in the range of the device he wouldn’t be able to wield
eka otherwise. I’m back on my feet, still unable to use Chaos. My opponent



swears and gathers power for the next blast. I’m a few steps away, clutching
a piece of the portal in my fist. We are too close to each other, no way to
avoid the next blast. I’m throwing the component, aiming for his face. With
no way to store eka, I’m reduced to throwing sharp objects, like a dwelkaar.
Unlike the cursed drones, I don’t carry daggers, an oversight I intend to
rectify as soon as I end this fight. If I survive this fight in the current form.

My aim is no match to a dwelkaar’s either, or Dioran is faster than I
expected. He dodges my throw and resumes his fighting stance, arm poised
to direct his next blast. But I used the brief delay to close the distance
separating me from the rogue. I’m next to him and feel the eka gathering in
response to my will. I push my opponent’s arm and shift his Oblivion hit
outwards.

At that moment, between the defection and my strike, Dioran borrows a
page from my book. I didn’t pay attention to his left hand, the one he kept
close to the body. His fist pumps up, a dagger aimed to my guts. I
frantically twist and feel a burning pain across my ribs. I avoided the strike,
but not his push that throws me back a couple of paces. Back into the
containment field.

This time around I know where the interdict ends, but Dioran stands
between me and the edge, his blast fully formed. I raise a meagre defence
from the small amount of eka I can gather, painfully aware it would amount
to nothing.

Dioran strikes.

His attack collides with an invisible obstacle and fades against it. A shield
crafted mainly from Oblivion, the same affinity as Chapter Master’s blow.
Attack and defence collide and cancel each other.



On the other side of the door, a cloaking screen dissolves around a figure
clad in black. Hortan Sen’Shahar, queen Norian’s envoy, steps forward.
Behind him three other silhouettes emerge, Hortan’s crew. Without uttering
a word, all four concentrate Oblivion lances against Dioran’s shields.

It is not even a fight, it’s an execution. Individually each of the four adepts
is roughly Dioran’s equal. All of them have the same affinity, so they fight
with exactly the same weapons. While two lances are offset by the traitor’s
field, the other two struck unopposed. All what’s left of the former Chapter
Master is a desecrated hulk, the usual effect of an Oblivion weapon hitting a
living body.

I rise to my feet and I bow to Hortan Sen’Shahar. The knife wound to my
chest is painful but merely a nuisance. The blade missed my torso and
scratched my ribs.

“A fortuitous intervention, Envoy. I owe you my continuing existence.”

“It was our honour and pleasure. Queen Norian Sen’Shahar deeply
apologises for her adept’s betrayal.”

“Did you suspect Dioran?”

“Not more than I suspected anybody in the Citadel. But not less. We were
watching the portal remains hoping the culprit would return to finish his
work.”

The reinforcements the Oblivion Queen has sent do her honour. They came
a few days ago with an open mind and already noticed things were amiss.
Not to mention they saved me from an unpleasant death.

“Is the portal salvageable?”



“I fear not. Not only is the crystal adaptor broken, but the spares in storage
were all smashed.”

“Then we are in difficulty, no matter Dioran’s demise. We are stuck on
Aldeea with no way of receiving reinforcements.”

“Not quite so, Lady Queen. My colleague Alesar Sen’Aesir has two world
portals concealed in a trade city warehouse, close to the waterfront.”

This confirms the scout Edon Alesar is indeed a Sen’Aesir, in service of the
Spy Mistress. I kind of figured that out already, but Hortan Sen’Shahar
seems affiliated to the same network too.

“Are you one of Verdid’s people?”

“I have the pleasure, with My Suzerain Queen’s knowledge and blessing.
You asked for Sen’Shahar reinforcements well versed in shadow work.”

I did ask, and apparently received more than I asked for. Flame bless Norian
Sen’Shahar’s soul.

“Let’s find Master Alesar and activate those world gates. Dioran’s timing
means the Scourge will attack tonight or tomorrow, so we need to have the
portals open and ready.”

***

Soon after we are standing in a warehouse before Alesar’s portals. Alon
Kleist joins us, stunned by the Chapter Master’s betrayal and the news of
alternative world gates being opened.

The clandestine portals are of a military set-up, a different build compared
to the defunct civilian one. They are lower to the ground but much wider,
allowing a full squad to transfer abreast. It goes without saying that we will
pause all trade for the time being, to Alon’s great displeasure. It’s



unavoidable, we don’t want news of the replacement gates to spread beyond
the few people already involved and Alesar’s hand-picked portal crew.

The first contact is with Shahar. We owe the Suzerain Queen a report on the
latest events and the demise of her Chapter Master on Aldeea. The
technicians signal our intention to open the portal and ask for Neun
Norian’s presence. We don’t have to wait. The queen must have already
been on alert, due to Aldeean gate’s collapse.

The portal opens and the Oblivion Queen steps in. Neun Norian Sen’Shahar
is a tall, gaunt woman, dressed in black, with the symbol of her affinity
visible at her breast, the empty circle of death.

“My Lady, the regular portal is destroyed. The traitor, Chapter Master
Dioran, has met his fate, the punishment delivered by your guard, in your
name.”

Hortan’s companions must be members of Norian s household troops, her
personal guard. I don’t think Hortan himself was from the same unit as he
was also working for the Queen of Dreams. One would rarely appoint Spy
Mistress’ agents as bodyguards. Unless Norian views on double allegiance
were much more liberal than mine.

The queen lowers her head.

“This is a sad day for House Sen’Shahar. Dioran’s betrayal shames us in
front of the Dominion and the Chaos Queen. Your actions, Hortan
Sen’Shahar, partly redeem our honour, yet we have much to atone for.”

“Your guard’s intervention saved my life, Norian”, I step in. “You have no
debt to me. We both have a duty to Aldeea, and that duty is about to be
called.”



Alon Kleist brings updated planetary defence plans. We need significant
eka resources to shield the entire populated area and fuel the orbit stations.
Alon had prepared forty-eight encampments, temporary military camps
destined to accommodate ground reinforcements. As agreed with the
Council, House Sen’Shahar would provide half of these troops and my own
House Sen’Dorien would bring the rest. We confirm the final deployment
details with the Oblivion Queen. Over the coming night or so, close to
twelve thousand Sen’Shahar and their gear will transit this portal on the
way to their stations. An equal number of my own household troops will
come via the second gate. Alon’s people have set up domestic gates
required to transfer all these soldiers to their assigned camps. All Citadel
roads between the waterfront where troops will arrive and the Exchange
where we located the planetary portals will be closed at midnight.

“We are now as prepared as we can be, Alon.” I’m returning to my quarters,
the Warden accompanying me.

“We could have been completely isolated. Thank Verdid’s paranoia and
Norian’s foresight, they were the ones who saved the day. Both you and I
trusted Dioran, and trust blinded us.”

“It wasn’t your job to oversee Dioran, Ellandra, it was mine and my
Suzerain Queen’s. I am the Warden of Aldeea so the failure was mine. I
considered Dioran Sen’Shahar my friend.”

“I was with you for cycles and should have noticed Dioran’s behaviour,
Warden. Don’t try to protect my ego, we know each other too well for that.
We were both complacent and our people nearly paid the price.”

“What will happen with the humans?”



“I’ll release them to their ship. I still don’t see them involved with the
Scourge and if you trust Dioran’s last words they were a convenient
diversion. Of course, I don’t trust Dioran, but I do trust my instincts in this.
But soon we must bring all humans to Aldeea, else the Scourge will blow
them to pieces in orbit.”

“Can’t you send them back to their world?”

“There is no time, it would take them five or six days to leave the system.
We’ll be sending them straight into Scourge’s arms. We would be giving the
enemy a new subject race to brainwash.”



CHAPTER 22 (PETER)

 

They had an unexpected visitor early next morning.

The entire crew had been awake late into the night, talking about the
Haillar, their current situation and what the future may bring. Liz and Peter
had a clear task for the coming day, to contact their hosts and test if they
would be willing to release part of the human crew. It proved to be
unnecessary.

Following a perfunctory knock, the door opened and Ellandra waltzed in
the middle of the humans, as if she had no care in the world. The queen
didn’t cease to amaze Peter. She was by far the smallest person in the room,
a head shorter than Liz, but seemed to dominate the entire space. She was
not facing him or Liz for a change, but Lieutenant Nolan.

“Greetings, dear guests!”

The officer glared at her with suspicious eyes and made no sound. Christine
decided to soften Nolan’s stance and came next to him.

“Greetings, Ellandra!”

The alien woman smiled a rather tired smile. It seemed they were not the
only ones who had a long night.

“Thank you, my friend!” she responded. She measured them all, her eyes 
lingering on Koslowsky’s crew.  

“Forgive my manners. I’m Ellandra Ashar, queen of the House
Sen’Dorien.” The human newcomers felt compelled to introduce
themselves with various degrees of enthusiasm.



“I apologise for the circumstances leading to your forced trip to the Citadel.
Your presence on the far side of Aldeea was not advisable at the time. It still
isn’t, I’m afraid.”

“So, do you plan to keep us locked in the fortress”, asked the XO.

“Not at all, I would actually advise you to bring your second lander back to
your ship. It may be needed and it’s of no use now, abandoned in the
forest.”

“You mean to send our entire second team back.”

“Only if you wish. You are more than welcome to remain as guests in the
Citadel.”

The Haillar queen was surprising them again, proposing exactly what Liz
and Peter were tasked to explore with her later in the day.

“Can we send more people to the orbit?” asked Nolan.

“You certainly can, but it’s not necessary.”

“In that case, we would send all civilian researchers up. I would remain
here with my team and Lieutenant Yates.”

Liz was about to protest and argue that she wanted to stay behind, that if
anybody must stay, better be somebody who was regarded as a friend.
Again, Ellandra was one step ahead.

“I’m afraid that isn’t possible. I would need to work with Peter and Liz over
the coming days.”

“This would be for the best”, agreed Peter sure to also speak on Liz’s
behalf. “Derek, at least four of us would have to remain behind in any case.
Liz and I want to stay, we can act like a bridge.”



In the end, Peter and Liz watched the rest of the crew marching to the outer
town, where a warehouse building hosting the Einstein-Rosen bridge was
located. Nolan was set against leaving any civilian behind. He had to be
ordered to join the departing party by Commander Koslowsky, who also
appointed Sergeant Morris to take care of the two Brits.

Peter was surprised that Christine did not choose to stay.

“I need to go to the Endeavour and make sure there is a voice arguing
restraint up there. I’m serious that we need to do everything possible to
prevent a conflict. Even sacrificing you guys, if it comes to that. Not that I
share Derek’s views about Haillar. I’ve dined with Ellandra and drank with
her a dozen of cups of awful tea. I know a thing or two about reading
people, even aliens. She’s a decent sort of person, very scrupulous and true
to her word. This is not hostage taking, though for the love of God, I don’t
know what she wants with the two of you.”

***

Having waved goodbye to the departing party, Liz and Peter were left
standing in the street together with Tim Morris, their escort.

“Time to see what Ellandra plans for us.”

They went uphill towards the Citadel, taking a slightly different route. Liz
loved the boulevard with its old trees and cosy shops on either side of the
road. They’ve never been this early in the morning and Peter was surprised
how busy it was.

“These are soldiers,” grunted Sergeant Morris.

“I beg your pardon?” asked surprised Liz. She has probably heard Tim
Morris speaking a dozen times since they landed on Aldeea.



“I’ll recognise troops being deployed no matter what species. These are
soldiers.”

“What are you talking, these are no guards!”

Peter looked around, paying more attention to details. There were no
weapons in sight and no guard uniforms. Yet, the passers-by were with no
exception men and women in their prime, dressed in a conservative dark
garment, nothing like the normally warm colours used for the regular
Haillar garb. They were walking predominantly uphill in groups of six to
eight people moving with purpose.

“They aren’t exactly marching troops, but I see your point”, he
acknowledged. He watched a passing group closer and noticed that, despite
their clothing being of different cuts, they all displayed the same set of
concentric semicircles at their breast. All the others were also wearing
symbols, circles or diamonds.

“I remember the semicircles symbol”, whispered Liz. “I’ve seen it at
Ellandra’s house, she called it the rainbow.” Peter remembered seeing it on
their invitation letter. “Are these Ellandra’s people?”

“If they are here for us, this is a major overkill. There must be three
hundred of them on this street alone.”

They moved up the street, a small island of incongruity among groups of
Haillar. At the fortress gate the flow moved to the right, around the walls.
The humans entered the Citadel and continued ahead on quiet cobbled 
streets. There was almost nobody in sight, in contrast with the tumult 
outside the walls.  

“I admit, that was odd”, concluded Liz. “It was like masses of people
heading to the stadium for a football game.”



“It was like lots of people heading for war”, responded the sergeant.

***

They found Ellandra in the Lore wing of the Academy. She was alone by 
the entrance, waiting patiently.  

“Hi Ellandra. Everybody left, so it’s only the three of us left, plus Tony
Yates still recovering. Can you tell us what it’s all about?” Liz had no
patience and had the subtlety of a wrecking ball.

“Come inside, my friends, I will answer all your questions, but first I want
to show you something.”

They entered the Lore gate but moved immediately to the left, on an alley
they’ve never been before. At the end of it was an imposing building with a
rounded wall, much like a church. They stopped inside the doorway,
mouths agape. It was the most impressive collection of crystals they’ve ever
seen. Thousands of crystals of various colours reflecting the light in a
rainbow of rays. Crystals as small as a seed, crystals as large as a boulder.
Peter was a frequent visitor of the Earth Museum and their collection on
display was nothing compared to this.

“This is the Archive of the Academy of Lore”, said Ellandra moving
forward towards an area were several benches were arranged in a
semicircle. She took a seat, waving them to find a place around her. “This is
where we keep records of the most important events in Dominion history.”

“To answer your question, Liz, we are at war. A long, protracted war that
started close to twenty thousand cycles ago, against a race we called the
Scourge. And Aldeea is about to become one of the frontlines of this war.”



A Haillar cycle and an Earth year were about the same. Peter could not
imagine a conflict that started at the end of the Ice Age, before the dawn of
human civilisation, and was still being fought today.

“Are the troops mustering outside yours?” The world was coming to an end
if Sergeant Morris was abandoning his silent warrior stance to engage in
conversation with their alien host. Even if the topic was military
manoeuvres.

“Some are mine and some were sent by other queens. The Scourge are
expected to attack anytime now.”

“Will they come from space? are you expecting an invading armada?”

Ellandra stood and picked a crystal the size of a walnut. She mounted it in a
raised platform in the middle of their group.

“This is the video component of a record made some three thousand years
ago. The rescue force arrived at the beginning of the invasion, so one can
follow the assault as seen from space.”

A holographic projection erupted from the crystal and materialised as the
suspended image of a planet with a single moon revolving around it. At a
second glance, what initially seemed to be a moon was an artificial
structure, a metallic sphere of enormous proportions. As they watched,
clouds of smaller ships rose from the sphere and descended over the planet.
It didn’t look at all like a space battle. The invading ships were advancing
unopposed.

“This is an enemy mobile station offloading transport ships over a target
planet. The planet defenders were already incapacitated and placed under
Scourge control.”



Swarms of wedge shape black ships, presumably Dominion, entered the
image coming from behind the person recording the attack, overtaking his
viewpoint on both sides and from above. The sphere spewed its own
fighting squadrons and soon a dogfight was in full swing, vessels blasting
each other with unfamiliar weapons. This was the first time the humans
were seeing Haillar technology, spaceships and weaponry no less,
something completely at odds with the pastoral rhythms of life they had
come to associate with their hosts.  

“In the end we chased away the Scourge, but we were too late and that
world was lost.”

“What do you mean? You were victorious.”

Ellandra sighed and picked a different crystal, replacing the chronicle of the
space battle with a different account. This time around the images were
taken on the ground and Peter had his first glance at a Dominion race other
than the Haillar. They appeared to be bird people with long, flat beaks but
upright posture. Each and every one of them seemed to be sick, emaciated,
the feathers dirty and in disarray, their eyes staring blankly with no sign of
intelligence.

“This is what is left after the Scourge. These are abandoned drones, devoid
of thought. Their masters’ conditioning fades after ten-days or so but
nothing is left, not even animal instinct. They starve to death, unable to
sustain themselves.”

“Don’t you take care of them?”, asked Liz horrified.

“After every successful attack there are millions of them left, never
expected to live again, to have a conscious thought. The Scourge mind
control field is an indiscriminate weapon. It destroys everything it touches.



They take up in space as many drones they can and leave the rest to perish.
The Scourge don’t occupy the worlds they attack. We could have fought
them off if they would. They come, they destroy, they take what they can
and leave. The planet is left behind, a ruin devoid of intelligent life.”

“Couldn’t you find a cure?”

“There is no cure because there is no disease. Those people aren’t sick, their
mind is simply gone, destroyed without a trace. There is no way to bring it
back.”

“How can you fight against their control?”

“The Haillar are one of the few races they can’t mind control, they need to
fight against us in a more conventional way. This is one of the reasons the
Dominion armed forces are mainly manned by our race. There are a few
other immune Dominion races, but they can’t contribute much in a fight.”

“And you say these Scourge guys are coming here?”, asked Peter, moving
the discussion away from the horror. Ellandra removed the crystal and put it
back on its shelf.

“They attack new Dominion colonies with small Sen’Haillar contingents
and weak defences. We try to anticipate and trap them. Such worlds are like
a wall, defending this side of the Dominion. Aldeea is a world of the Wall.”

“What do you mean a wall? You can’t build a defensive wall in space.”

“Think of the Dominion as a fruit. In the middle of the fruit are the old
worlds, populated and strong. They are the hard stone. Everywhere, our
race operates the portals, so even the planets home to other races teem with
Sen’Haillar. The Scourge stands no chance to occupy such worlds. They hit
the fruit from one side and one side only, coming from the edge of our



galaxy’s arm. We toughen the fringe worlds, the skin of the fruit, on the side
we expect them. This is the Wall.”

“Can’t the Scourge bypass the Wall and your Core Worlds and attack
colonies on the other side?”

“They could, but if they come close to the Core, we can track their mobile
bases moving through the fabric of space. Our fleets would reach the target
planet before the Scourge and lay in wait. They learned this in the first few
thousands of cycles, losing many mobile stations in the process.”

“We need to contact Endeavour. We need to leave.”

“It’s too late now. We think they will attack tomorrow, or at the latest the
next day. You won’t have time to leave the system. We didn’t expect them 
to come so soon.”  

“Then what do you want from us? Why did you bring us here? Why Peter
and me?”

“We can’t protect you from the Scourge mind attack, but we can hide your
presence. But we need your help, Liz. We need access to your people’s Life
research. We are well defended and will fend off the Scourge here, on
Aldeea. The important thing is for them not to learn about your race, not to
learn about the humans.”

“But you said you are well defended. What does it matter if they learn we
are here?” asked Liz. “We are your friends and you said we will be safe
with you.”

“We are friends indeed, your crew here will be as safe as we are. But the
Scourge will learn that somewhere, rather close to Aldeea, lives a new race
on an unprotected world. Your race.”



CHAPTER 23 (ELLANDRA)

 

A feeble breeze is blowing as I leave the Academy, bringing in clouds and
the beginning of a spring storm. My face is refreshed by a spray of droplets.
I pull on the hood of the cloak borrowed from Remelda and venture outside,
heading to my quarters.

I left Liz and Remelda, my old and new friends, comparing notes on the
human genes. It’s surprising how fast they found a common language,
considering their completely different research backgrounds and methods.
Sometimes I swear Life scientists are a completely different species, with
their own interests, rituals, and language.

Peter stayed at the Archive Hall, together with the human guard. Aleen
undertook to care for them and select on their behalf crystals relevant to the
Scourge war. She’s also keeping the humans out of the older sections
concerning the samun annihilation. I asked her to avoid any records
describing Sen’Haillar history, showing explicit use of eka or affairs
involving the Great Houses. I don’t intend to mislead Peter but, as I
admitted to the humans, some parts of our histories are to be shared later.
They should understand, as they asked for the same in return. I agreed to
delay any queries regarding their religious orders and the possibly they
might have used eka in the past.

I’m heading to my quarters, avoiding occasional puddles and navigating the
narrow citadel alleys now slippery with rain. There are few passers-by. It’s
midday and the lower Citadel streets have been closed since early morning
in order to ease the movement of supplies and troops between portals.



I scheduled a meeting with the heads of the household troops dispatched by
my sister. I find all three adepts sitting in my dining room, sharing lunch.
The wards protecting my door are standard Order/Chaos casts, accessible to
all Sen’Dorien officers. I didn’t use any personal wards on purpose, to keep
my house open to them. They are all trusted retainers from back home.

Brion Sen’Dorien is the leader of our House Guard, the highest-ranking
officer affiliated to us. I did not ask specifically for him. There was no need
for him to come, as we’ve only transferred several regiments on Aldeea. I
suspect Reith sent him to watch over me. She can get protective like this. It
helps that he’s a very strong Order adept as well, the best person to balance
my Chaos use other than my Sister.

Brion is accompanied by two regiment commanders I don’t know,
presumably the heads of the Order and Chaos contingents in our force.

“Greetings, Ellandra Ashar. May I introduce commanders Ygrone and
Salien Sen’Dorien, leading our troops.” Brion knows well my current
Avatar and he’s also old enough to remember me under the previous two
incarnations. His greeting reflects this, he’s familiar with both young
Ellandra and ancient Ashar.

I exchange greetings with the regimental commanders. Ygrone, the Order
adept, is a middle-aged woman, apparently one of Brion’s students. She’s
not normally stationed on Dorien, but with our Military Academy, this
being the reason I’m not familiar with her. My visits to the Military
Academy are few and far between. I don’t have fond memories from my
cadet days. It was a dark time at the beginning of the samun wars. Also,
looking in hindsight, I probably wasn’t a model student. Like many young
people, I was probably more interested in taking the fight to our former



overlords than in attending classes. I like to believe I’m different now, but
still not Military Academy material.

In contrast, the Chaos commander is very new in his role, looking barely
older than my physical age. He’s a dashing man I instantly find quite
attractive. I think he realises it, or otherwise is so self-confident that he
immediately adopts a gallant, completely uninhibited demeanour. I wonder
where Brion found him. I know most Chaos commanders by sight, if not by
name, and have worked quite close with a few of them.

“Our troops are now in place in all twenty-four encampments allocated to
us”, says Brion. “Sen’Shahar provided us with the necessary conduits for
accessing three of the orbital stations, as well as the continental shields
protecting the South. We will be operational by early afternoon.”

“Does this mean all transit is essentially complete?”

“Support personnel and provisions are still flowing from Dorien. Your sister
provided us with two ten-days’ worth of supplies, by then the siege being
expected to end. If not, she is preparing additional transports as needed.”

We have agreed to be completely self-dependent and place no strains on
Aldeea’s limited resources. In addition to this, supplies do not mean simply
foods, but a million of other things from toiletry to ammunition and focus
crystals. Setting up logistic trains is part of Reith’s genius and no one is a
better administrator in the entire Dominion. I always wonder if affinities
reflect our personality. It’s definitely the case for Reith and me, or for
Favriel Sen’Galahad, the Queen of Frost. Less so for Verdid. There is
nothing dreamy about the Spy Mistress unless you count snooping around
other people’s dreams.



There is little else to discuss concerning our troops dispositions. We are
now as ready as we can be for the Scourge siege. I’m pretty sure we won’t
be spared unless Dioran’s failure was somehow relayed back to his masters.

For the rest of the lunch the discussion shifts, becoming a social encounter.
I think Brion wanted this meeting not so much as a work lunch as to
introduce his two commanders. Ygrone is rather reserved and formal but
Salien is not shy to engage in conversation.

“I’m originally from Arcast, My Lady.” Arcast is a water world and one of
my fiefs. This makes Salien not only a member of my House by virtue of
his affinity but also a personal vassal. It probably makes him an excellent
swimmer as well, as are all of the natives on the Arcast archipelagos.

“I started military with planetary defence, but after the minimum two cycles
I joined the Military Academy. Not much to defend against on Arcast.”

Very true, our House’s worlds are at the other end of the Dominion
compared to Scourge’s line of attack.

“So, were you commander Ygrone’s student?”

“Indeed, My Lady, ten cycles ago”, responded the Order commander.
“Salien was one of my best students and a bit of a rascal, then as well as
now.”

“So how did a rascal advance to lead a regiment in the Sen’Dorien forces?”

“After graduating, I took a commission with Queen of Light’s troops and
served five cycles defending her worlds.” Same as Sen’Shahar, most
Sen’Vollar colonies are part of the Wall, so quite likely Salien has seen
Scourge action. “I returned to your service three cycles ago and advanced to
regiment commander last cycle.”



This explained my lack of familiarity. I have spent the past five cycles on
Aldeea with only a few brief visits home. The officers take their leave, not
before Salien somehow makes me schedule a review of the Chaos troops
followed by a dinner.

I’m left wondering if I set myself up for a date, on the eve of a Scourge
assault no less.

***

Later that evening I’m back in conference with Remelda and Liz.

“We went through the entire human genome, sequence by sequence,
daughter. We can probably create a field masking their alien presence easily.
It’s not so different compared to the fields we made for other races. But to
have it working, to make sure it covers them completely, we will need the
full genome map, complete results of human tests performed over the last
two hundred years, tests we have no time to duplicate.”

“Endeavour’s archives include complete genetic databases”, chimes in Liz.
“We brought with us extensive data for compatibility tests. Tests required to
confirm if a world would be safe for human colonisation. We need to
decompress the files and transfer them onto a support compatible to
Remelda’s data crystals.”

“How much time does it take?” Time is a commodity we don’t have.

“I need to return to the spaceship to extract the data. I can’t request access
and download them from the shuttle. I would need to explain everything
and even then it may take ages until Navy will agree, if they will agree.
These files can rightly be considered sensitive information. No offence
Ellandra, but under any other circumstances I’d be against sharing them
myself.”



“I can set up a data crystal that converts information from the human binary
code. I worked with Liz to figure out everything we need for translation. It
will be ready by midnight.”

“You should pair it with a communication crystal attuned with your crystal
banks”, I remind the Sen’Shahar scientist.

“You’ll have it. Liz, be ready to depart by midnight. I’ll wait for your data.
If you can send them tonight you’ll have your masking crystal by tomorrow
mid-day.”

Sounds like a plan.

I intend to spend the evening with Liz and Peter sifting through Haillar
Lore, but my plans are cut short by a communication chime. It is not my
Aldeean communication crystal but the one with the Council, the one each
Queen always bears in case of emergency.

The attack has begun!

***

“The Scourge assault has finally started!”

We are together once again, all twelve queens gathered in a full Conclave
meeting. Twelve stone-faced figures arranged in a circle. The
communication portal creates the perfect illusion of us being in the same
room, the way we used to meet millennia ago at the beginning of the samun
Annihilation Wars. We are now seventy thousand cycles later, hundreds of
light cycles away from each other, but the occasion is no less dire.

“Four planets were hit over the last half a day”, continues Verdid. Merunia
and Kazir are being blasted by Scourge energy weapons as we speak. We’ve
already lost Sembir and Nadellonia.”



Time stays still…

We didn’t expect Sembir will be targeted. The kaverra colony was deemed
too small to warrant an attack, barely a few thousand people. Still the
Scourge attacked, and those people’s deaths are on our conscience.

If Sembir is a tragedy, Nadellonia is a disaster. That rocky world is an
established colony, one of the most fortified Worlds of the Wall. There are
millions of Haillar there, more than a hundred thousand Sen’Haillar. All
these people are immune to Scourge mind control weapons. The planet is
well protected by orbital platforms. The enemy couldn’t possibly have
breached their defence in less than a day.

An image replaces the circle of silent queens. It is a planet viewed from
space, a dying world. The white clouds swirling around the blues and
greens are tainted by angry red and black swirls. Sprays of lava are erupting
in titanic gusts, hellish fountains raining death and destruction over entire
continents. Hurricanes of incandescent ashes whirl their fury across broken
mountain ranges, wiping out everything in their path. Colossal waves are
sweeping the seas, crushing violently against the shores.

“They used kinetic impactors accelerated close to the speed of light. They
hit every active volcano, they blasted every geologic fault, again and again,
undoing the very fabric of the planet. Nadellonia is no more and she will
never be again. And twenty million of our people, of my people, perished
with her.” The words came from Eniad Lorien Sen’Vollar, Queen of
Darkness and former suzerain of Nadellonia.

“But why this senseless destruction?”, asked Reith. “The Scourge got
nothing, not a single drone, not a single scrap of metal.”



“Looting wasn’t their intention. They didn’t want plunder, they wanted to
bloody us. Sixty thousand of my household troops died in vain today,
together with thousands of other Sen’Haillar.”

While the Scourge have wrecked planets in the past, this is the first time
they did it deliberately. Several times they destroyed worlds out of spite at
the end of an unsuccessful siege, while being chased away by our fleets.
Nadellonia starts a new phase in this twenty thousand cycle old conflict.
The Scourge are letting us know that nothing is safe. No colony, no Core
World is protected enough to withstand them. This is yet another move in
their sick mind game. They might have gained nothing at Nadellonia, but
they have once again changed the rules. And in doing so they are forcing us
to react, to redefine our priorities.

I receive an immediate confirmation from my friend, Favriel Sen’Galahad, 
the White Queen of Frost. She is overseeing the Sen’Haillar fleet in the 
current Council rotation.   

“We sent two swarms, the 87th and the 91st to Merunia and Kazir, to support
their planetary defences. Admiral Sen’Aesir is redeploying most of the
remaining fleet to all the worlds deemed to be vulnerable to the same tactic
used at Nadellonia. This includes not just the worlds of the Wall, but also
the Core Worlds immediately beyond them.”

With its stable geological make up and lack of volcanic activity, Aldeea
won’t be counted amongst the most exposed colonies. The Scourge can’t
use the same tactic here. Implicitly no Sen’Haillar fleet is on the way to us,
and they won’t be until an attack is confirmed.

I don’t exactly agree with Council’s response. I think this is a panic driven
reaction. There are many ways a world can be obliterated other than
breaking its planetary crust. We’ve used a few of them in the past ourselves,



against the samun. The most extreme way is to collapse a sun in a black
hole. That would certainly wipe out the entire system.

The Scourge can hit us with a variety of weapons. We may end up being
forced to protect our worlds according to their importance. And how do we
deem a world as important, how do we value intelligent life? Are we
reduced to a game of numbers? Is a Core World more important than
Aldeea because its population is in the hundreds of millions? Tell this to
Alon Kleist, to Leira, to thousands of other Aldeeans. What about the
human world with its twelve billion intelligent beings? None of the Haillar
planets comes even close to this population. Are their lives worth less
because they are not yet part of the Dominion?

The enemy has changed the rules of engagement. We need to redefine them
too, but not in response to their play. We’ll survive the current siege, but we
must alter the game. We can’t continue to hide behind the Wall. In doing so
we will lose all our worlds one by one.

The image of the Conclave is back on screen. I’m watching the queens.
Their faces are grim. They all understand that the millennia old war with
the Scourge changed today. They all understand the consequences, though
they may not always agree the way forward.

After a pause, Verdid Sen’Aesir resumes the litany of immediate actions:

“We have reports of assassination attempts targeting Sen’Haillar on nine
other planets. All nine are candidates for the next wave of Scourge attacks.
This includes Vylden, defended directly by Oriel Sen’Diessa, and Aldeea,
reinforced by the House Sen’Dorien.”

Assassinations are not the definitive proof a world is targeted, but a strong
indication in this sense. Vylden is one of Oriel’s worlds and apparently the



world where the Queen of Matter has chosen to make her stand. For her to
be targeted by assassins in her own fief amongst her own household guards
should be an unbearable affront but compared to Nadellonia the matter is
now trivial.

“Admiral Sen’Aesir maintains six swarms at Tao Bellona fleet
headquarters, prepared to be dispatched in response to new attacks. The size
of the response will vary depending on circumstances.”

This is even worse news than I expected. Until now, Fleet’s policy has been
to intervene immediately in force, overwhelming the attaching mobile
stations with multiple swarms. With only six swarms in reserve, Admiral
Sen’Aesir can’t deploy more than one unit at a time, which is far from
overwhelming odds. They risk being late as well, arriving from the Mirror
World rather than the Core Planets closer to us. The fleet must rush madly
to reallocate swarms to Core worlds that until today were deemed to be
safe. A new Dominion planet like Aldeea would hardly matter. It’s now up
to us to defend it and pray the Scourge don’t plan to make a point in this
system, the way they did at Nadellonia.



CHAPTER 24 (PETER)

 

Liz found Peter in the cavernous hall of crystals, where she had left him
earlier on in the morning.

“You won’t believe what they have here, Liz. Millenia after millennia of
history, all video recorded and indexed, going back twenty thousand years.
In our wildest dreams we didn’t expect to come across something like this.
There is enough material here to keep busy all Earth’s comparative
historians for decades. Christine would be ecstatic to see all this.”

“We don’t have time for research, Peter. I’m usually the enthusiast and 
you’re the one who tempers me. But this time around, I’ll be the one 
ruining your mood. I spent all afternoon with the old Haillar biologist, 
geneticist, whatever ...  and went through the human genome. She had 
shown me exactly where and how the Scourge can act to control us and it’s 
totally believable, in hindsight even obvious. We need to go back and warn 
the others.”

“What are you going to tell them? Did you and Ellandra come across
anything that may help.”

“They may be able to mask our mental signatures. But first of all, we need
to convince Captain Holt to trust the Haillar and believe in the Scourge's
existence.”

“We need to do more than that. We need to convince him to scuttle our ship
and move planet side, behind Haillar defences. I’ve watched multiple
engagements and Endeavour doesn’t stand a chance against the weakest
Scourge weapons. Mind weapons apart, Haillar shields seem to be able to
protect the planets under siege. Usually.”



“Playing devil’s advocate on behalf of the Navy, do we have any other
choices? Can we fight or flight?”

“We don’t stand a chance in a fight,” responded Morris. “Our few missile
batteries won’t bother one of those moon-sized monsters. We’ve seen one
fending off an asteroid hit.”

Running isn’t an option either” continued Peter. “The siege ships need less
than half a day to approach a planet from the time they enter a system.
Their fighters are even faster. We need a week to reach the hyper-fold
limit.”

“The plan agreed with Ellandra and their biologist was to fly back to
Endeavour around midnight and advocate our case. They will give us a
communication crystal to remain in touch.”

“Why wait five more hours?” asked Morris.

“It seems they need time to configure the crystal, to pair it with another one
at the Academy. Seems suspiciously similar with quantum entanglement, if
you ask me. Not that anybody on Earth had ever put the concept in
practice.”

Peter found odd the reason for delay and was sure something else was
happening, something Liz wasn’t told or didn’t want to share. Anybody
using entangled particle communicators would already have pre-set pairs.

***

Five hours later they were back on the shuttle, listening to Lieutenant Yeats
doing the pre-flight checks with Tim Morris acting as co-pilot. In a glaring
departure from Navy safety standards that would have made Commander



Nolan explode, the cockpit hatch was open and passengers and pilots could
converse freely.

“I can’t believe Captain’s initial thought was to send down a shuttle with a
replacement pilot”, complained Yates.

Peter could well believe it. After all, Tony Yates was supposed to be in
convalescence, less than two days after allegedly breaking his leg. It
couldn’t have been a fracture, though. The lieutenant was able to walk, even
if he was still less than a hundred percent fit. Or maybe he had a fracture
and the Haillar worked some magic, as Liz seemed to be convinced was the
case.

They took off smoothly and started to rise towards orbit. Yates directed the
tail camera views to rear compartment screens, so they could admire the
night view of the Citadel in all its glory. Pockets of lights expanded over the
entire coast, marking the smaller Haillar settlements. It was not a sight as
spectacular as Earth viewed from the orbit, but it was nevertheless
beautiful. Hard to believe this was only their return trip from Aldeea, as
routine as a shuttle flight from Earth to the Moon.

They travelled in silence, each trying to come to terms with the revelations
they had earlier in the day. Yates was the only one blissfully unaware,
having missed the trip to the Archives. Neither Peter nor Liz were in the
mood to share the excitement, while Sergeant Morris remained as stoic as
ever.

Captain Holt and Lieutenant Commander Nolan were waiting for them in
the shuttle bay.

“First order of the day is a debrief, covering the past twenty-four hours”,
they were informed on arrival.



Both officers were stern, and Peter considered himself happy they were not
put directly in quarantine. They behaved as if he and Liz messing up things
sometime during the past day was almost a foregone conclusion. Everybody
moved to the tactical room and poured themselves some coffee. For the
newly arrived crew it was a necessity, their biological clock showing 2.00
AM Citadel time.

“What was her business with you?” started Commander Nolan.

“They took us to a historical archive. They are at war, Derek, and Aldeea is
at the forefront of the battlefield. We are in danger.”

“I hope you made it clear we wouldn’t involve ourselves in their war.”

“They weren’t asking for our help. They were rather warning us.”

“I don’t trust their warnings and you shouldn’t trust anything they say. It
might be just their ploy to scare us away.”

“I’m not sure why you think they need to scare us away, Derek. I thought
we came to terms with the fact that they are a star nation with a prior claim
on this planet and we can only land here as guests. Commander Koslowsky
foray should have been a clear hint. Precedents aside, they had historical
records, extensive coverage of the war. A bloody space war we are in no
position to help them with, even if we wanted to. Ask Tim, he was with us
and saw everything I did.”

“I’m sure you have seen everything the Haillar wanted you to see, Peter.
I’m not sure you can trust anything you saw. For all we know it might have
been their version of Hollywood. Smoke and mirrors.”

“An elaborate deception? To what end?”



“Your friend the priestess was quite adept of misleading you again and
again. She might know the endgame, even if you don’t.”

“You were there too, Derek. What about the Einstein-Rosen bridges, were
those smoke and mirrors too?”

“Those were real enough, we travelled through them. But one piece of
technology doesn’t make them trustworthy. Did it cross your mind they may
be after our propulsion, after our weapons, after Earth’s location? Take your
pick, any of these can be reasons to fool you.”

“They have their own ships, they have shields and weapons more powerful
than ours.”

“That’s what they want you to believe. And even if true, that’s one more
reason not to trust them. They either have all of these and have hidden
everything from us, or they don’t and it’s all misinformation. I don’t even
know which one we’d prefer.”

For Peter, the last phrase was an eye opener. The military have breached the
mission parameters big time, by contacting an advanced alien civilisation
and landing a crew on their territory. Twice. They were suspicious they
might have given away information about Earth to a potential competitor, or
even worse potential enemy. Now they were in a damage limitation mode,
unwilling to do anything that may worsen their image in front of the brass
back home. It was quite disappointing. Captain Holt was a great spaceman
and one of his youth’s heroes.

He was also surprised about Liz. She was uncharacteristically quiet.
Normally she would have exploded ten times by now. Even before they
found out about the Scourge and the danger they faced, she was in love with
the Haillar and regarded Ellandra as a friend. Peter knew that like him, she



was convinced that everything was true: the war, the imminent siege, the
threat of alien mind control. Yet she came back to the Archive changed, less
boisterous, less impatient. She was a woman with a mission, whatever that
mission might be. He had seen her like this several times in the past, when
getting involved with a charity or joining a humanitarian cause.

“So, what do you intend to do?” Peter asked the Captain.

“We’ll cease all contact with the Haillar, remain in orbit and observe them.
You should look for signs of technological advancements that might not
have been obvious at first glance. Their transport is based on these bridges
so we need to search for signs of activities revolving around instantaneous
transport. They may or may not have space technology, depending how far
their portals can transport.”

“What if the system comes under attack? What if the Scourge arrive?”

“Let’s cross the bridge when we’ll come to it. At worst we should be
prepared to depart on short notice.”

“There won’t be enough time.”

“Space is huge, Peter. If, and it’s a big if, the enemies they told you about
really exist, their fight is with the Haillar. They will focus on the planet, not
waste time chasing our ship around Kepler system. Unlike in holo-movies,
it’s quite difficult to corner a running ship in space.”

They had their marching orders, so there was nothing to discuss, no last
moment argument. They didn’t even bother to ask Sergeant Morris for any
details, and he was Navy. Peter and Liz stood no chance of convincing the
Captain. When the Scourge arrive, they will be sitting ducks in orbit. Or at
most attempt a brief and inglorious escape, cut short but the nearest enemy
fighter passing by.



They went back to the civilian part of the ship. Liz seemed eager to say
something but eventually stayed quiet.

“We’ll find something Liz. We’ll talk with Christine, we’ll talk with the
others. Tim Morris was with us. He can’t deny what we were shown.
Captain Holt should at least give Haillar the benefit of the doubt.”

“We’ll survive Peter, I have no doubt about this. And no matter what the
Captain and Nolan will tell you, I will always put this crew before myself. I
will always put you … all before myself.”

Peter was afraid to ask what she meant. He was sure it had something to do
with what she had cooked up with Ellandra while he was watching records
in the Archive.

“Liz, whatever you want to do, you don’t have to do it by yourself. You
either stop, or we do it together.”

“Peter darling, I’m not doing anything by myself. I may be a little crazy but
I’m not delusional. I would never dream to save the world all by myself.”

***

Next morning Peter woke up determined to set his plan in motion. He
would start by convincing the civilians that the Haillar were true, that they
were in the line of fire and Navy’s combination of mistrust and
complacency was putting everybody’s life at risk.

He went to the galley and luckily came across a grumpy Christine abusing
the coffee machine.

“This piece of merde is completely useless. You reckon if humankind was 
able to build star ships travelling light years away, we would be able to 
equip them with proper espresso machines.”  



“Hi Christine, have you seen Liz?”

“I came across her last night. She was heading to the medical station to
review Tony’s leg scans. I don’t know when that woman sleeps, she is
always up to something.”

Liz being up to something was exactly Peter’s concern.

“Did you have a chance to talk anything with her? Did she brief you about
yesterday?”

“Not much. I wanted to ask her despite the late hour, but she brushed me
away. She seemed so focussed on those scans that I was concerned Tony’s
fractured leg took a turn for the worse. Doesn’t seem to be the case. He
looked perfectly fine earlier on.”

“We had an argument with Derek and the Captain ten minutes after we
returned. They seem set to disregard everything the Haillar have to say.”

“I know. I had my own clash with them, though likely not as heated as
yours. I would assume Liz went ballistic again.”

“Not at all, and that’s what’s bothering me. We were at the receiving end of
Captain’s latest decisions and Liz didn’t utter a word. Which is even more
worrying considering Ellandra’s revelations yesterday.”

“What are you talking about?”

“Apparently the Haillar are at war and we are right in the middle of it. We
returned immediately to inform the captain but didn’t even have a chance.
He dismissed everything right away as fabrications.”

“Her unnerving elusiveness aside, I’ve never heard Ellandra telling a
barefaced lie. How serious do you think our situation is?”



“Deadly serious. They are expecting an imminent attack and we are
completely exposed. I’ve seen records of previous Scourge actions. We
won’t last five seconds and don’t stand a chance to run.”

“I’ll take it Ellandra’s solution was for us to relocate planet side,
presumably after destroying Endeavour. I can see why Captain Holt would
refuse to consider this.”

“We didn’t even make it to Ellandra’s proposals. The Navy guys refused to
believe the entire siege scenario to begin with.”

Faced with Peter’s disturbing news, Christine had momentarily forgotten
her earlier concerns about Liz’s behaviour. However, their conversation was
cut short by a commotion in medical bay’s general direction. They dropped
the coffees and rushed towards the noise.

“Liz, I’m only telling you once, drop the crystal right now!”

Peter came across the impossible sight of Liz being wrestled out from the
medical bay by Commander Nolan and Sergeant Hernandez while
desperately fighting over a plum sized red crystal. The tactical officer was
attempting to remove the device from her clenched fist, tightly held close to
her breast. Peter remembered Ellandra’s communication device, though for
the life of him could not understand what Liz was doing with it. They
weren’t exactly in the position to confirm crew’s relocation on Aldeea, and
he could see Derek going mad to find her using it.

“Liz, stop. You are getting hurt. What are you guys doing?”

“Your idiot friend is sending data to the Haillar, that’s what she’s doing. She
spent the night downloading information from our genetic archives and is in
process of passing them to an unfriendly alien race.”



“Calm down please, I’m sure there must be an explanation”, intervened
Christine.

“There is indeed an explanation”, responded the officer. “The alien witch
has chosen her dupes perfectly. Who best to betray humanity that a starry-
eyed idealist and her equally naïve childhood friend”?

Nolan dislodged the alien crystal from Liz’s clutches with a sudden thrust.
The rock rolled across the floor, teetering on the edge of a circuit ventilation
grid. Liz lowered her head and bit into Hernandez’s forearm like a vicious
cat, taking him by surprise. As his hold momentarily relaxed she dropped to
the ground and plunged across the corridor to save the alien device. Nolan
cursed and pushed her aside, too late to prevent Liz grabbing the crystal
with a victorious cry. She landed awkwardly and hugged herself against the
wall in a feral stance, the very expression of defiance. The crystal in her
hand turned milky white.

Liz’ manhandling proved to be too much for Peter, who stepped around
Hernandez and put himself between Nolan and his friend. Like in slow
motion, he saw Commander’s fist moving towards him but he could do next
to nothing about it. His blocking arm was not even close to his face when
Nolan’s blow connected like a hatchet.

Lights went off.



CHAPTER 25 (ELLANDRA)

 

I’m in the Aldeean Defence situation room when all communications go
crazy.

“We have a massive space rip in the outer system,”, called the Watcher on
duty. “The profile is consistent with a Scourge mobile station emerging
from hyper-fold.”

There can be no doubt we are under attack. Scourge mobile stations are
massive and generate a very specific signature, impossible to mistake for
anything else.

“We have an odd echo as well, or rather a series of echoes.”

Aldeea’s watchers are not very experienced. There is not a lot of traffic
moving in and out of the system. I never heard about an enemy ship
producing echoes when emerging in real space, though we should always be
wary when dealing with the Scourge.

“Can you be more specific, Watcher Leoran?”

“I apologise, my Queen. The main space displacement was enormous and
impossible to miss. At the end, though, we noticed some faint but clear
ripples in space. Like an echo of the main event bouncing back and forth.”

I take a seat and attempt to clear my mind. I’ve been in thousands of
engagements and always the first moments are the worst, filling me with
anxiety. I can’t understand people who claim not to feel a thing when
staring death in its face. When friends and kin are next to them and some
won’t make it. Anxiety is always there. I’ve only learned to control it, to
push it down and lock it safely in a dark corner of my mind.



Free from emotions, my awareness rises and starts its journey out over the
top of the Citadel, between blue sky and stormy waves and further up, in
the black space above Aldeea. I bend space and move outwards, faster and
faster. There is no need for a pointer, I feel the wound in the universe's
fabric, the place where the mobile station emerged in our system. Our ships
move through tunnels in space as well. Sen’Haillar create thousands of
tunnels every moment. Nevertheless, our gates are tiny pinpricks compared
to the gaping hole left by an object the size of a planetoid crossing back in
our reality.

I see the Scourge mobile station, a perfect black sphere. I see a second one
behind and a third one further back. Three beads of death in a string
towards Aldeea. I scan around wider and wider. I wouldn’t put it past the
Scourge to have other ships heading towards us on a different vector.

The space is empty. No other threats, not that three stations are not enough.
The Scourge have never used more than one ship in any of the past assaults.
I wasn’t even aware they can coordinate multiple groups. Our
understanding until now was that Scourge lords don’t work well with each
other, one of the small mercies of this never-ending war. This is no longer
the case, yet another engagement rule that will change today.

I understand now what the enemy did, where Leoran’s echoes are coming
from. They used a gate to send not one, but three base stations, one after the
other. A rather bold and precise manoeuvre, especially considering the size
of the behemoths.

I pulled my awareness back. There is no point in going closer. In the past
the Scourge have devised ways to make things unpleasant for Sen’Haillar
adventuring too far into the range of their mind weapons. They can’t control



us the way they control the drones, but they can still use brute force and
hurt our scouting minds if given the opportunity.

We have never defended a planet against three Scourge mobile stations in
twenty thousand years of war. We know we can stop one. We built our
defences aiming to stop one. We took for granted that the enemy will not
attack with multiple stations. They never did so we assumed they can’t.
They hate each other as much as they hate us, maybe more. They are like
mammoth zoll fish, they attack each other on sight.

Obviously, this is no longer the case. I can see the mobile stations. I can feel
them like deadly beads rolling one after another on a string ending at
Aldeea. We need the Sen’Haillar fleet in the system and we need it now.

***

I join the war room back to the Citadel. Alon is there with the heads of
Aldeean defence as well as Brion, the head of my House’s guards, and his
Sen’Shahar homologue. I don’t see Hortan Sen’Shahar, I guess his role is
now over, as his military are stepping in. He’s probably back in the shadow,
wary of any surprise our enemy may have prepared on their arrival. We still
have a rogue Mind adept unaccounted for.

“The Scourge has arrived in unprecedented force. We are about to be
besieged not by one, but by three mobile stations.”

I deliver the news bluntly. There is no reason to sugar coat it. It would be a
waste of time and time is running short.

“Planetary defences can deal with one, but they were never designed for
three times as much incoming fire. We need to stop the other two in space
before reaching Aldeea.”



“I have already contacted the fleet. Admiral Sen’Aesir immediately 
dispatched two swarms in our support, arriving in three days”, says Alon.   

Two swarms are more than I expected, considering the fleet command had
to defend eight other potential targets. But if the enemy ships are making to
Aldeea’s orbit, fleet support arriving in three days might as well never
come. Our shields can’t last three days. The orbital defences will go first,
plummeted by wave after wave of drone fliers. Once the six platforms are
out the enemy can settle in orbit with impunity and throw their entire range
of weapons against Sen’Haillar shields. Despite the reinforcements we
don’t have the number of adepts required to withstand this, and even if we
had them the eka conduits will fail. They were not built for the amount of
power needed to withstand this.

“Ellandra what else can you do?”

“I may be able to cripple a base station if it was parked recklessly low in
orbit. But they can always move away and continue their attack from a
longer range.”

We are all well aware that Scourge mobile stations can only be seriously
damaged by ships in space. Defence platforms don’t pack enough punch
and ground Sen’Haillar’s ability to focus mana is severely hampered by
interference from the planet’s own magnetic field. For these reasons we
don’t place Sen’Haillar on the defence platforms either. They would be next
to useless submerged into the massive eka fields around their cannons.

Various ideas are advanced, oscillating between calling for additional
reinforcements and organising mass evacuations. There is no point in
bringing more people in as we simply don’t have the capacity to project
their eka into space. There is no time to evacuate close to a million people.
We can start but we will only evacuate a fraction of them.



“Alon, does Aldeea has any installations in space?” asks Brion. “Anything
at all, mining colonies, solar plants, hydrogen harvesters?”

“We only have solar panels in orbit around the first planet, gathering part of
the energy necessary to run Aldeea. I don’t see how you can bring them into
Scourge’s path, even if you could transfer your troops up there. I see what
you are looking for, but we have nothing with life support in space.”

“What about observation pickets?”

“Nothing large enough to support even a single Haillar. The pickets are
built for stealth, not as mobile eka batteries in space. Why would we be
needing eka batteries in space?”

Why indeed? They are all wrong though, there is a vessel in space designed
to support a crew. Indeed, it is not there by our design, it came to us entirely
by chance, but it’s still there in high orbit around Aldeea. The place it
should be to give us a chance to stop the Scourge, or at least damage them
significantly.

 “The human vessel”, I say.  

“How do you plan to use it? It’s completely unprotected and from what I
understand very small, we can’t fit a Sen’Haillar regiment there.”

“It will be protected by eka shields. We don’t need a regiment there, but
rather a single Sen’Haillar. Me.”

“My queen, this is madness”, says Brion. “The human vessel will be blasted
to pieces by the opening salvo of this siege. Nobody, not even you, can
shield against the combined firepower of three Scourge stations.”

“They wouldn’t destroy it if they don’t see it. We need the vessel floating
inert, under minimum power and cloaked from the ground. Can we hide it



from their sensors?”

“We can, however it will become instantly visible the moment the adepts
hiding there will engage. It would be a suicide mission but may count for
one or two blasts.”

“It will be a suicide mission for anybody else but me. I can protect myself if
I disable the first Scourge ship from stealth. Because of this, and because I
pack the stronger blast, it needs to be me, and not anybody else.”

Brion sees the truth in my words, even if it’s an uncomfortable truth. As
Head of the Sen’Dorien guard, he is the last defence protecting his queens.
He’s not accustomed to providing support, while one of the queens takes the
risks in the frontline.

“It’s still risky and we should avoid it at all costs. Damn, Ellandra Ashar, I
only got accustomed with this Avatar of yours, I don’t want to start all over
again.”

There is no other option and in the end everybody agrees. Even Brion,
though he still finds a way to force an honour guard twenty adepts strong on
me. Their role is to shield the human vessel, while I do my best to damage
the Scourge monster ships.

We only need to contact the humans and arrange for the crew exchange.

***

“I received the information from Liz this morning”, confirms Remelda. “It
was indeed complete, so it took me a little time to create the masking
compound.”

She points toward a rectangular box where thirty small crystals are nested
in tidy rows. We need to provide one for each human. As soon as the



masking agent is in their blood they will be invisible to the Scourge. Unless
they come across each other directly, in which case it’s probably too late,
anyway. Humans don’t look like any Dominion race. The closest
similarities are with the Haillar, but nobody will have any difficulties telling
us apart.

“Good news, elmera. We should send them as soon as possible. When is the
human shuttle expected?”

“I don’t have a timeframe from Liz Hamilton yet. The transmission broke
immediately after the data transfer. We did talk at the beginning and I was
expecting for her to ask confirmation data were received, but she didn’t
resume the call. I tried to contact her after creating the masking agent, to no
avail.”

This couldn’t be worse. We needed to hide humans’ presence before the
Scourge are in scanning range. And most importantly, we need the Visitors
safely on Aldeea in order to take the landers back to their vessel. We can’t
move people back and forth from the orbit while under Scourge fire. The
Scourge will be on us by early evening. I need to be in the orbit by then.

I’m trying to find a way to speed things up as I return to the Defence centre.
We should somehow alert the human crew that the Scourge already arrived
and they have no time to waste. Liz and Peter’s silence worries me. They
seemed to be convinced by the urgency of our plans, Liz in particular. She
should have been all over Remelda asking for updates. She was not, and
this could only mean that she did not have access to the communication
crystal anymore. Would one of the other humans take it? Derek Nolan, the
surly guard maybe? But if so, why is he not responding to Ellandra’s
contact attempts? They must understand it’s in their best interests to come
down before the siege starts.



As I approach the situation room, the head of my guard wastes no time. He
already has a mix of Chaos and Order adepts milling around.

“I have your defence squad. When are the humans arriving, my Queen?”

A very good question indeed. One I would have loved to be able to answer.

“We seemed to have lost communication and I’m not sure they are aware
the Scourge have arrived in the system. Is there a way we can signal them
the siege is about to start, Brion?”

“Do you happen to know what signal range they use for communication?”

I don’t know but the Watchers do. They monitored the exchange of signals
between the human ship and the landers. What we don’t have is their
transmission protocols. Way to go, Ellandra! The humans camped in the
Citadel for five days and set up a communication centre next to you, and
you didn’t have the foresight to ask Alon’s people to build a transmission
device compatible with their technology. I’m sometimes so caught into the
way we do things that I fail to see any other path.

“My people will figure out some sort of visual signal. We need to cross to
the shadowed side of Aldeea and point the beacon towards the arriving
Scourge ships. And pray the humans would be sufficiently curious to see
what’s at the other end”, proposes Brion. “I wonder what the Scourge will
make of our signal, in case they notice.”

We are reduced to projecting light signals into the night. And praying.  



CHAPTER 26 (PETER)

 

Peter’s jaw was hurting.

He opened his eyes and found his head on Liz’s lap while she was pressing
a cold patch on his chin. Her other hand was striking his hair with soft,
soothing movements.

“Peter, you idiot!” said Liz quietly. The words were harsh but there was no
anger in them, and they sounded almost like an endearment. “I try my best
to keep you out of this and what do you do? You want to be the knight in
shining armour, so you rush straight into Nolan’s fist. And manage to land
yourself in the brig next to me.”

“What do you mean? This is the medical bay.”

“Only because Endeavour doesn’t have a brig. A design flaw I’m sure Navy
will rectify as soon as we make it home. Assuming we make it home, which
is by no means certain, thanks to military paranoia. Nevertheless, they made
the bay into a makeshift brig by removing all comms and locking the door.
Probably throwing the key away too.”

“What did you do?”

“I did what I had to do. But chances are that all of it was in vain. The
Haillar can hide us from the Scourge but to do so they need to calibrate
their concealing agent to our species. They needed genetic test data to do
this, test data I provided. Without bothering to ask Lieutenant Commander
Nolan. Or Captain Holt, for that matter. So now I stand accused of treason
and crimes against humanity and you, my dear Peter, are imprisoned next to
me as an accessory to the same crimes. Provided the Scourge care about our



petty squabbles and won’t blast us all to hell and ask questions after. Or
brainwash us, whatever comes first.”

Liz was badly scared so she was rambling, but there was no fire in her
ramble. Peter remembered having seen her like this only once or twice in
the past. He felt the need to hold her in his arms, to reassure her everything
would be fine, that it was all a misunderstanding. But their situation was not
fine at all. If the Scourge were coming, and Peter had no doubt about this,
they were sitting ducks in the orbit. And there was little the two of them
could do about this, especially locked in the med bay.

He rose and sat next to Liz, taking her hand in a reassuring but ultimately
meaningless gesture. With an abrupt move, Liz beat him aside, took his face
in both hands and raised her head pressing her lips on his. It was a soft
brush for the briefest moment, and then it transformed into a wild kiss, a
wildfire threatening to burn everything in its path. Her mouth was soft and
warm like silk, exploring hungrily for his lips. Her hands were caressing his
hair like restless birds. Her eyes were wide open, impossibly green, shining
with desire as if the entire world was ending and they only have moments to
devour each other with a single, all-consuming kiss.

For an interminable second Peter stood completely still, then his mouth
closed on hers, he took her in his arms and cuddled her, the way he wanted
to moments ago. The cuddle transformed into something else, into a strong
embrace that had nothing to do with friendship and everything to do with
desire. Peter fought to control himself. Liz was distressed and he was her
best friend, there to support, not to take advantage of her fragility.

“Liz, it will pass, it’s all going to pass. I will stand by you no matter what,
no matter what Nolan or Holt believe, no matter what they do. I will be by
your side, as always.”



It was easier to talk about the Navy baseless accusations and tell the truth,
that in no conceivable universe he will let her face the music alone. He
didn’t feel able to lie to her about the Scourge, to come up with
reassurances. The only chance they had was on the planet below and Peter
could not see the Captain ordering them there.

“Peter darling, I don’t want you just standing by my side, I don’t want you
just holding my hand. I want you in my arms, I always did. I’ve never had
the nerve to say it, the time never seemed quite right. I always postponed,
lied to myself there would be a better time, whilst hoping you would be the
first to take our relationship one step further. I was a coward, but I’m a
coward no more. I’m saying it loud and clear, plainly, without hiding behind
banter and puns. I love you Peter. I love you not only as your friend, I’ve
been in love with you since we met, years ago.”

Peter was at a loss for words. He always liked her, considered her a
beautiful woman, but even more he admired her personality and spark. She
was his best friend, not quite a sister, never a sister, more like his drive to
live to his full potential, to always strive for more. She was the centre of
their college band of friends. No, she was the one who gathered them
around her. Around the two of them. They always came first.

Unlike all opportunities they missed in the past, the frigid lights in the med
bay made for the least romantic set up they could imagine. It didn’t matter.
Right now, Liz wasn’t looking for confirmations, for declarations of love,
not anymore. They didn’t know when the attack would come, be it in a few
hours or the next day. They didn’t know how much time they had together,
maybe a few minutes, maybe a lifetime. Every second was valuable, every
moment too precious to lose.



They kissed again, this time slowly exploring each other, slowly
discovering sensations they didn’t even know exist. Peter lost himself in
Liz’s eyes, shiny, wide open. It was like seeing her for the first time,
delicate eyebrows, pert nose covered with freckles, generous mouth. It was
like having known her for ages, fiery red hair, beaming smile, soft creamy
white skin. She looked so small, so fragile, raised on her tiptoes struggling
to be level with Peter’s lips. She was so strong, a lioness heart in a petite
package.

Peter’s arms came down, tenderly caressing her back, her shoulders, her
hair. She let out a tiny moan and answered in kind, bringing her palms to his
chest, unzipping his collar and resting her head in the nook of his neck. Her
hands were exploring his body, her lips were brushing his skin.

Liz lowered her head and he kissed her neck in return. She pulled him 
closer, gasping. Her delicate skin smelled good, so good, a fragrance like 
vanilla mixed with fresh exotic fruits. Peter realised she was prepared to 
take this to the very end, to make love with him then and there, 
consequences be damned.  

The strident blare of Endeavour’s alarm was a sound well known and
disliked by the entire crew. Over the months preceding the start of the
mission they had been through hundreds of drills. The most impossible
situations had been thrown at them at the most impossible time. The alarm
always sounded first. In that moment, Peter didn’t think he could hate
something with more passion than he hated that awful braying noise,
breaking the spell and bringing them back to the grim reality.

“Attention all personnel! Unknown ships, possibly hostile, are on an
approach vector towards Aldeea. At current speed we expect their arrival in



a little over three hours. All crew should be in the officers’ mess in two
minutes.”

The Scourge were in the system. It could only be them or a Haillar fleet,
and Ellandra had made perfectly clear none of their ships was expected over
the coming days. Now Navy had the evidence they wanted. The question
was, did the they have time to do anything about it?

The buzz of the door locks being deactivated sounded impossibly loud in
the confined space of the med bay. Peter zipped his suit and they both
tussled their dishevelled hair. Liz was still looking flushed, but she didn’t
seem to care anymore.

Sergeant Morris stood in the doorway with an awkward expression.

“All hands in the officers’ mess. Dr Jeffries, Dr Hamilton, this includes you
too.”

“These incoming ships, are they Scourge or Haillar?”

“Scourge. Three massive black spheres, same as the ones we were shown in
the Haillar Archive.”

Peter swore silently. He had hoped against hope that Ellandra was wrong,
that the newcomers were Haillar fleet showing up unannounced. But last-
minute cavalry charges only happen in Earth’s fairy tales. Endeavour’s crew
could still make it to the planet, but they had to leave immediately. And
they could only pray that Liz’s miracle solution worked, that the aliens had
the time needed to synthesise some sort of vaccine against the Scourge. Or
any form of protection that would prevent them becoming like the pitiful
creatures left behind when the attacking spheres were gone.

They arrived at the officers’ mess in the middle of a heated argument.



“We should depart immediately, there is no time to waste. Those things will
be here in three hours tops”, argued Nolan

“Even accelerating at 3g, the maximum we can tolerate for long periods,
we’ll still only make 450,000 miles until they come. That’s a bit less than
double the distance between Earth and the Moon. We’ll be practically on
Aldeea’s doorstep when they arrive. Even closer if they start shooting
earlier on. Running is not an option.”

The vehement reply came surprisingly from Lieutenant Commander Sven
Tostigsson, the main pilot and always an easy-going guy. To hear him so
worked up meant that their situation was indeed grim.

“Fighting isn’t an option either”, responded Koslowsky. “We only have four
missile batteries and the dorsal rail cannons. It’s worse than shooting
popguns into the moon. They might not even notice.”

“How about signalling the invading force we are not with the Haillar, that
we are just bystanders”, asked Charles, the only civilian finding something
worthy to say.

“It’s not possible, we don’t have any ways to communicate with them”,
answered the Captain.

“Besides”, intervened Peter, “if anything we learned from the Haillar is
true, that would be a monumentally bad idea. The invaders, the Scourge, are
slavers, their view of a peaceful contact is mind wiping and controlling
other races. We’ve seen hours of records showing their victims, not just
Haillar, but a dozen of other species.”

Commander Nolan was about to interrupt with a harsh reply, but the
Captain cut him off with a gesture.



“Dr Jeffries, it looks the conflict you were warned about is real, at least.
What else did you learned from the Haillar?”

“The Scourge live by preying on unprotected planets, including Dominion
colonies. They can impose their mind control, brainwashing local species
from orbit. It doesn’t even amount to an attack, as any form of defence is
completely disabled before a battle even starts. The Haillar are immune and
it’s the only reason they can resist. Apparently, we are not.”

“Do you mean these aliens will be able to control us remotely?”

“Yes, and this is the immediate risk. Compared to this, becoming collateral
damage in their shooting match with the Haillar appears to be the least
worrying scenario. If they grab hold of our minds, they will find out
everything about us, including Earth’s location.”

The Navy officers were livid. Commander Nolan in particular looked
absolutely horrified. This was worse than any disaster simulation the crew
ever run, the worse calamity they could bring upon Earth.

“We should blow ourselves up before letting this happen.”

“Before you kill us all, we could contact the Haillar and look for any other
option”, asked Liz, addressing the officers for the first time after the
incarceration episode. “Ellandra’s biologists were looking for a way to
protect us from Scourge’s mind control, or at least mask our presence in the
system. That was the reason they needed our genome mapping.”

“We can’t trust the pixie witch”, blurted Koslowsky. “Even if what they say
about the Scourge is true, who says the Haillar have our best interests at
heart. You are prepared to offer humanity on a silver plate to the first alien
race we came across. How can we trust their cure, something we don’t even
understand?”



“I do understand what they are trying to do, Commander. I do understand
how Scourge corruption works, where it takes advantage of our genetic
vulnerability, and how the Haillar agent can mask our signature. I’m a
geneticist for Christ’s sake, not a hedge-witch talking with Gods. I knew
very well what Ellandra’s people were trying to do and why they needed
our database before I decided to give it to them. But none of you bothered
to ask anything about this.”

“The Haillar have been true with us, Commander,” added Christine.
“Except for your team’s abduction, which is largely on us, they never acted
hostile or intentionally misled us. Talking with Ellandra can be annoying for
sure, but I’m more and more inclined to accept it’s just the way they
behave, and not the mark of bad faith. I’m not saying we should share
Earth’s location or anything sensitive about us, but I think we can trust they
won’t hand us to the Scourge. For their own motives, if not out of love for
humanity.”

“Even the Haillar seem defenceless against the incoming juggernauts”,
pointed the Captain. “How can they help us if they can’t help themselves?”

“They invited us on Aldeea, behind their protective shields. We don’t
understand their defences, we aren’t sure what…”

“Attention”, hollered Lieutenant Chen from the bridge. He and Eleanor
Wilkins were the only Navy officers not in the mess, being assigned to keep
an eye on the tactical plot. “Massive objects uncloaking around Aldeea.
They look like some sort of space stations. I can’t believe they just ported
these things up here as there is no sign of a portal or bridge. More likely
they were already there, hidden in the orbit, watching us all this time.”

“Transfer the tactical plot to the officers’ mess”, order the Captain. “Threat
assessment?”



“Unknown, but they don’t seem to be directed towards us. Their… business
end seems to be pointing into deep space, towards the spheres.”

The screen came to life, showing several objects revolving around the
planet, in lower orbits compared to Endeavour. They looked cylindrical,
hundreds of meters long and comparatively thin. The devices seem to
expand and spread out as the humans watched, like enormous fans with
multiple layers and sides.

“It looks you just found some of the Haillars’ defences, Captain”, observed
Peter dryly.

The officers were watching the screens mesmerised. The one certainty they
had since arriving on Aldeea was their superiority in orbit. It seemed even
that confidence was misplaced. Whatever defence systems the aliens had in
space Endeavour was massively outgunned. They always had been
outgunned.

For Nolan, specifically tasked to avoid contact with any militarily advanced
alien species, coming between two such species during the last twenty-four
hours must have been particularly upsetting.

“Do you still believe the Aldeeans have been truthful to us, Doctor? What
about those things in orbit, targeting us all this time?”

“They warned us about the coming siege and invited the crew behind
Haillar protections”, responded Peter. “If I remember correctly, it was
exactly what we were talking about two minutes ago. They didn’t elaborate
exactly what kind of protections but let’s be serious, Derek, if the situation
was reversed would you share with your alien guests Earth’s defence
plans?”



Nobody seemed to find anything to add. Next to Peter, Liz stood surveying
everyone gathered in the mess. Her glance swept across the audience and
eventually settled on Captain Holt.

“Captain, our friends below said we would come in Scourge’s scan range
well before the enemy would arrive in orbit. There is no time left to talk, we
need to make up our minds. We either trust Ellandra and ask for their help,
or we scuttle this ship with all of us on board and we do it now, before it’s
too late.”

Trust Liz to take the bull by its horns and try to force an instant decision.
Peter did not know if he should be proud or terrified. He gave a fifty-fifty
chance Captain Holt would take the heroic way out and they would blow
themselves up in a blast of glory. Commander Nolan would take that option
for sure.

The Captain stared back with an unwavering glare.

“Miss Hamilton, in the past few days you made a series of questionable
decisions, without bothering to inform me or any other member of this
crew. The actions you already took might have saved us or might have
already doomed our race altogether. I can’t revert that, so I’m willing to
give you and your alien friend the benefit of the doubt. Follow me to the
bridge and we’ll contact the Haillar. But we’ll stand ready to destroy this
ship at any sign of treachery.”

They moved to the bridge and the Captain retrieved the communication
crystal from his stash.

“This thing flickered and dinged all morning. I didn’t touch it, as you didn’t
bother to inform us how it works.”



This was quite unfair. They were thrown into the brig without questions and
explanations asked. Not much time left for a crash course in alien
technology.

“To initiate communication, you need to place it on the flat side and touch
the shiny facet”, responded Liz, without bothering to defend herself.

Captain Holt did as instructed and was answered by a chime, followed by a
male Haillar voice acknowledging the call.

“Can we speak with the queen, your Aldeean queen?”, asked Captain Holt.

“That can’t be done with this crystal. The queen returned to her holdings 
she is no longer on this world.”   

The Captain groaned and slowly sagged in his command chair.



CHAPTER 27 (ELLANDRA)

 

We are running out of time!

I stand at the corner between the citadel escarpment and the wharfs road,
the entrance to the trade district. I watch the columns of Haillar passing by,
worried fathers trying to appease crying children, women with toddlers in
tow, young men escorting families burdened with whatever they could
gather in a hurry. It is not a long march, since the portal warehouses are
further down the street and support troops are ready to receive the refugees
on the other side. It is slow though, as the flow of people gets choked at the
gates.

I spent most of the afternoon arranging Aldeeans’ evacuation to Dorien.
The gate itself was already in place, but I had to work with Reith to take
care of a thousand details needed to receive these displaced people. Hortan
did the same for the refugees directed to the Shahar gate. Most of them will
take that gate, they are vassals of the Oblivion Queen after all. But we
opened both portals to increase the number of people who can escape. Some
will take the long route and temporary settle on Dorien, some may choose
to remain forever there, far from the war. The Sen’Shahar queens will 
respect their choice.  

I watch the serpent of displaced people continuing back up the hill, then
coiling around the Citadel into the outer city where many thousands wait
their turn. Many more thousands started to pour in, coming from nearby
towns and villages, with little hope to make it to the gates if worse comes to
worst.



This shouldn’t happen. There is still time, if only we can make it to the
orbit. If not, I need to find something else, another way to fight, to push
back the Scourge. I refuse to die watching yet another world reduced to
cinders in this senseless war. But hope aside, we all agreed to evacuate as
many Haillar as possible. There is no reason to endanger families we can
send to safety. They can always return if we win. They will survive and
build a new life if we lose.

A tall, black-robed silhouette comes by my side. Neun Norian Sen’Shahar
is a beanpole of a woman, almost as tall as a short human but twice as thin.
Her heart must bleed. These are her people abandoning their lives.

“How long do we have?”

“The enemy will arrive by sunset. After that, who knows? If we get to the
orbit we still stand a chance, if not we can probably hold the shield for
another half-day. That should be enough to evacuate the Citadel and the
surroundings.”

That is close to two hundred thousand people. Norian doesn’t ask about the
rest. A few of them will escape via the exchange portals, but not many.
Aldeea is a young world, travel is still slow. At least half a million Haillar
are condemned to die with the planet if we can’t stop the Scourge.

“Do you intend to remain?” asks the queen.

“I will stay. If the shields start to fall, I can still buy us extra time. Not to
mention I should be able to keep the bastards away, or at least make them
pay if they come closer.”

“What about your troops?”



“They would defend Aldeea to the very end, next to yours. We gave our
word. They will buy time to send as many civilians away as we can.”

There is no point mentioning we can’t bring our soldiers back in time for
evacuation, any more than we can bring Norian’s people spread all around
Aldeea. Even if they could withdraw, the Sen’Haillar troops would have
stayed behind until the last civilian was safe through the portal. Twelve
thousand Sen’Dorien stand to die tomorrow for us to respect our
commitment to the Haillar, and none of them would want to be anywhere
else than here. This is our call, to protect the Dominion or go down trying.

The Oblivion Queen nods. She lives by the same creed. These are her
people even more than they are mine. She stands by them, together with her
household guards.

“I hope you get to the Orbit and keep the Scourge at bay”, says Norian. “I
hope, but I fear for the worst. I will return to Shahar to put my affairs in
order. Two other Oblivion worlds would be under attack tonight. I will
come back to Aldeea in the morning, when shields would start collapsing
and my help would be needed. See you tomorrow, or if not, see you in the
next life Ellandra.”

“See you in the next life, Norian.”

She turns back and leaves for her provincial capital, a gaunt figure in black
amongst the endless rows of retreating Haillar. I watch her disappearing in
the distance, her posture tensed, her gait laboured. Same as me, she has
been through this before, watching her people preparing to die and despite
all her immense power, be helpless to do anything about it.

I climb the hill back to the Citadel, moving against the stream of refugees. 
People stare, some pointing, showing me to their children. I’ve lived in the 



Citadel for five years, performing the summoning at each and every 
Festival. Not everybody knows my Avatar, but many people do. And more 
and more people watch me, making the Flame sign in my direction.  It is an 
ancient blessing, a well wish, no eka involved. At this time of need my
people don’t cry, they don’t curse. They stand to lose all they have, and they
are the ones encouraging me. They know I will be there to fight on their
behalf, so they contribute the only way they could.

I feel proud to be Sen’Haillar, to serve them. I would protect my kin. I
would defend my people.

Nobody speaks. I move forward through the sea of blessings. At the inner-
city gates, the refugee column curves following the wall. I enter Citadel
proper. No crowds here, the merchants in the upper streets were the first
ones who departed early afternoon. Now it’s nearly sunset and the Scourge
are almost upon us.

Brion meets me in front of my quarters. The commander is on the way back
to his troops. We come across each other by chance.

“Brion, you don’t have to stay. You are too important to our House to perish
here. Return to the portal and back to Dorien, protect Reith, protect me,
whoever I would become. This is not a request, it’s an order.”

The older Sen’Haillar looks back to me and shakes his head.

“I’m sorry My Queen, this is an order I can’t obey. Sen’Haillar’s creed
comes before my allegiance to you. Besides, I said earlier today I loathe
training yet another Avatar. You were trouble enough the first two times.”

The Sen’Haillar’s creed asks us to use our eka mastery to protect our kin, to
the death if needed. It is the highest tenet of our order, the faith Brion lives
by. The faith I and every other queen live by. In this he is right. I can order



him away but I can’t enforce the order. Any more than he can force me out 
of the battlefield. Brion doesn’t even try it, he knows me all too well for 
this. Besides, to a greater extent than him, I can make a real difference in 
the final hours ahead.  

I bow my head in acceptance. We are about to part ways when I hear the
double chime of the communication token. Double chime means it’s the
Watch.

“Ellandra”, I respond.

“My queen, we were called by the Visitors. They want to contact you.”,
informs me an unknown voice.

I’m confused for the moment, then I remember. Remelda dropped by earlier
and gave me the crystal vials containing the compound masking humans’
presence and the communicator we gave to Liz. The Healer was needed in
the field, setting up aid stations for the time when our defences would start
falling. There was no point in her waiting around for Liz to call when
anybody could do it. That was exactly why I passed the crystal to Watcher
Teon Leoran, asking him to look for any sign of activity. Apparently Leoran
further passed the task to one of his aids.

“I will be with you as soon I get to the Watch halls. No matter what you do,
keep the connection open. Don’t let the Visitors cut us out again. It is vital
for the defence of Aldeea.”

I hurry on the slippery street, still wet after another shower early afternoon.
Brion tracks me, his previous destination forgotten.

“We can still save Aldeea if I can still make it to the orbit in time! Our
people need not die tomorrow.”



“Ellandra, it’s too late. We’ll come under fire well before the human landers
are here. There is no time to board their ships and take them back to the
vessel in orbit.”

“True, but I don’t intend to go there by lander.”

Brion is momentarily silent trying to make sense of what I just said.

“Of course, the comm connection. That’s why you asked the Watcher to
keep it open at all costs. You plan to use the crystal resonance to port
yourself up, directly to the ship.”

I do, indeed. Communication crystals use the same principle as the portals.
The space at both ends is tuned to perfect resonance, creating a bridge. I
can’t randomly port unless relatively close by and with a lot of effort, as I 
did when recovering the wayward humans on the other side of Aldeea.  But 
I can port in an unknown place following the communication link by using
the bridge already there. The issue is it still takes a lot more eka than an
adept normally can control. It’s not a properly built portal anybody can use,
but rather an unstable gate in space. I can bring myself to the orbit, but I
can’t take anyone else with me. It does not take long until Brion comes to
the same conclusion.

“My Lady, this is madness, the Scourge will blast you out as soon as they
realise you are there.”

“They have to find me first, and meanwhile I can do some real damage.
Something I can’t do from here.”

“You will still be destroyed.”

“I will equally be destroyed if I remain on the ground, along with the entire
Aldeean defence. If I’m in space, then we still stand a chance.”



“At least wait until your sister can join you. Or Queen Norian Sen’Shahar.
The three of you can take turns between attacking and shielding.”

“That would be best, but I fear we don’t have time. The Scourge can notice
the human vessel anytime now. Or they can simply blast it out of the sky
with a random hit.”

Besides somebody needs to deliver Remelda’s masking compound before
humans come into scanning range, or their entire species is doomed. I hold
the last thought, I’m not sure Brion cares too much about humans right now.
He should, they come under our House’s shield even if they are not
Dominion. But they are not protected by the Sen’Haillar articles of faith.

“My Lady, I still strongly advise you not to take this step.”

“Commander Brion Sen’Dorien, as a wise man said earlier today, you can
ask me not to go, but you can’t stop me. This is my decision, in response to
my creed.”

It’s Brion’s turn to bow to the inevitable. Humans aside, this is an all-or-
nothing scenario.

Well, maybe all is a bit much, but if I make it to the orbit, I can do a lot
more damage. Even if I’m eventually taken out, Aldeea’s chances to prevail
will increase. Brion sees this as well as I do. He’s also well-aware that
stranded on the ground we’ll all be ashes anyway by tomorrow. The
problem with the approach I propose is that early discovery or a lucky shot
can blow the human ship up, and me alongside with it, well before I have
the chance to spring my ambush. And in this case Aldeea will be short of
one defending Chaos Queen.

Sending several powerful eka wielders will be for the best, and this is what
Brion advocates for. But we don’t have several queens at hand, and we



don’t have the time to bring them. The risk of losing the human vessel is too
big.

We need to act now.



CHAPTER 28 (PETER)

 

Peter cursed heavily in his mind. After all her attempts to contact them,
Ellandra had given up. She has decided to cut her losses and move back to
Haillar’s home world, wherever that may be. He couldn’t stop thinking that
this latest information was useless proof that the Haillar can indeed portal
between their worlds at will. Yesterday Nolan would have killed for this
piece of intelligence, today it was just worthless trivia irrelevant for their
dire situation.

“Do you mean Ellandra is no longer on Aldeea?” asked Christine, snatching
the communication crystal, much to Captain Holt’s annoyance. The
question seemed redundant, a needless repetition.

“Queen Sen’Dorien is in the Citadel, in the trading district. The Suzerain
Queen has left for her holdings.”

Christine seemed set to continue, to ask for more clarifications.

Peter sighed. It seems there was another queen on Aldeea who higher
ranked than Ellandra. The intricacies of Haillars’ social structure where no
doubt a fascinating topic, one the psychiatrist could study in her own time.
Now it only mattered that Ellandra was still in the Citadel and they could
contact her. They needed to know where they stood. Was there a cure in
place? Could the aliens protect them?

“Forgive me, I’m Watcher Leoran”, a second voice intervened from the
Aldeean side. “It’s chaotic down here, and not in the way the Sen’Dorien
queen would appreciate. My Lady has left us the crystal with instructions to
call periodically and inform her as soon as we made contact. She is on her
way back and will arrive shortly.”



They waited in silence. Below them, in orbit around the planet, enormous
Haillar structures were spinning lazily. Every moment constellations of
lights were coming to life, panels were sliding and the defence platforms
were expanding outwardly like blossoming flowers. It was truly an awe-
inspiring sight. Each of the stations was easily a mile long, twenty times as
big as Endeavour and bigger than anything humans have built in space.
Even more amazing was the way they were unfolding in a series of similar
modules at different scales.

To Peter this was clearly a fractal design optimised for efficient use of
space, an elegant origami of colour and light. He would have been delighted
to study the structures or even simply enjoy the view if not for the three
unforgiving black spheres racing towards them at speeds defying human
physics. As large as the Aldeean platforms were, they were mere toys
compared to the planetoid-sized Scourge ships coming their way. Unless the
Haillar held a royal flush in their proverbial sleeves, Peter couldn’t imagine
how they were hoping to survive until rescued by the fleet. How all of them
were expected to survive the next two days…

“Ellandra…”, called a familiar voice. Haillar voices were all melodious,
and this one particularly so, but it could have been a croak and still sound
like music in Peter’s ears.

Liz jumped up and moved next to Christine, close to the communicator:

“Ellandra, did the data arrive? Was Remelda able to synthesise the agent?”

“Liz, my friend. I don’t quite know what synthesise means, but she adapted
the compound to mask your species’ presence.”

“Our Captain agreed to evacuate the ship and land all three shuttles on the
planet. Tell us what to do and where you want us to go. I will administer the



agent as soon as we land.”

“I’m afraid it’s too late for that. You’ll enter the Scourge’s range well before
landing.”

In the end it was all for nothing! Liz taking risks and sending the data, her
fiercely defending the communication crystal, all arguments convincing the
Navy to work with the Haillar. They were back to blowing themselves up in
order to keep the rest of humanity safe.

“I will come to you instead.”

Peter though he didn’t hear this correctly. Ellandra intended to fly to their
ship. Even assuming she could do it faster than it took humans to descend
on Aldeea, they still had to deal with the practicalities of connecting two
vessels, two technologies that were never designed to work together. Unless
she intended to beam herself up, like in Earth fictional holo-shows.

A portal opened on the bridge, right in front of the console where the
communication crystal was positioned. Everybody froze. Of course! Why
not a short range, perfectly positioned Einstein-Rosen bridge? It was a
surreal view, like a piece of magic right there in front of them.

Peter knew Ellandra, so he obviously knew whom to expect. Even he held
his breath when the curtain of light rippled. And here she was on the bridge,
the purple eyed queen in all her diminutive glory, composed and calm as if
nothing can touch her, holding in her hands a package, … a box of
chocolates?

Peter watched Liz. She seemed perplexed too. By now they were well into
the rabbit hole and Ellandra was playing the Mad Hatter, switching places,
talking riddles, pulling out trick after trick from her metaphorical hat.
Showing up for tea with some treats. By now, he wouldn’t be surprised if



she could casually stop Time. That would be a neat trick given the
circumstances.

“I have the vials. Administering the agent should be your first priority”, the
queen casually said, handling the box to Liz. On second glance, what
looked like pralines were brown-golden crystalline forms, neatly ordered on
a rectangular support.

“We can’t swallow some unknown substance”, protested Charles.

“Would you like to take your time and run a complete analysis?” asked
Christine acerbically. “Run a bunch of tests for three or four hours and write
a paper about it. You’ll be a mindless puppet long before you’ll finish. It’s
either taking the agent and trusting that the Haillar biologists know what
they do or blowing ourselves up.”

Christine picked a crystal and swallowed it before anybody had the time to
say anything.

“See, I’m still alive and kicking. Charles, now let’s pretend it’s a birthday
party, the candles were lit, and chocolates are being passed around.” Charles
sputtered indignantly but took a vial without further comment.

Just on point, long luminous energy beams erupted across the sky, the first
long distance shots of the coming siege.

“There is no time”, stated calmly Ellandra. “We are entering Scourge’s
range.”

They passed the box around and everybody took the antidote. Peter counted
heads to check that the entire crew was present on the bridge, even the
engineers.

“How do we know it works?”, asked Nolan.



“You don’t. Our Life adepts are convinced it does, but I have no means to
verify. But rest assured, I can feel the moment you are tainted and if it
happens, I can eliminate you all before the Scourge can sift through your
minds.”

At first Peter thought this was a sample of Ellandra’s odd humour. To his
horror, he saw Nolan nodding and then saw the same nods and acceptance
from all other officers on the bridge. That was the best assurance the
priestess-queen can provide. They wouldn’t be abandoned to live as
mindless automatons. That she looked convinced she could deliver her
promise was downright scary. Nolan’s acceptance of it was doubly so.

“We should delete all computer records”, continued the tactical officer, back
into operational mode. Scourge or Haillar, he did not want to risk anything.
They should leave no scrap of information behind.

“Everybody should go back to their post and erase everything, every bit of
data no matter how trivial, even personal staff. Even fiction. This applies to
you too Miss Hamilton, though you already managed to spill the beans.”

Liz said nothing, she just fixed the Commander with a steely glare. The old
Liz would have exploded, she would have pointed out that working with the
Haillar proved to be the right choice, otherwise all humans would have been
dead or worse. That despite her efforts, Navy stubbornness nearly led to
such an outcome. The new Liz didn’t say anything. The new Liz was more
composed, less likely to take any baits. Peter asked himself if Ellandra’s
ways were rubbing off on her. But then he remembered the med bay, the
passionate, effusive Liz. His newly acknowledged love, no longer his friend
but so much more than that.

All life and death events over the past few days were strengthening her,
were tempering her into a woman able to stand for what she believed in, be



it her love or her ideals. And doing it not by resorting to banter or tantrum,
but in a way that commanded respect.

They each left for their stations whilst Ellandra stayed on the bridge with
the captain. Peter wondered what common ground they could find, or if
they would bother trying to speak at all. He made his way to the astrogation
room where Daria was already busy deleting astronomical data, star charts
and most importantly details of the seven jumps that brought them to
Kepler 452. Peter destroyed the painstakingly-built algorithms, endless
hours of work vanished in a matter of moments. On second thought, he
reformatted the astrogation server completely to make sure nothing was left.

“Did things between you and Liz finally come true?”

“I beg your pardon?”

“What I meant to say was, did Liz make clear how she felt about you?”

“What do you mean? How did you know?”

“It was the way she was looking at you, how all her social life revolved
around you. Something has changed, though, you are both different today.
Like things finally are the way they should be.”

Peter did not realise that they were so transparent. That maybe he was so
dense he had been the only one in the dark about Liz’s feelings for him.
That everybody around was already seeing them as a couple, even if they
were not consciously aware of this. Maybe this was the reason none of their
past relationships endured. Maybe the others always felt they were out of
place, that they were coming between Peter and Liz.

“Who else knows?”



“I don’t know, I never talked with anyone about it. I wasn’t planning to talk
to you either, but I’ve seen you finally together. Today, of all days.”

***

Back on the bridge, Captain Holt and Ellandra were getting along
surprisingly well. The queen had made herself comfortable on the now
defunct navigation console and seem content to chat amiably with the rather
chivalrous human officer. Peter didn’t remember ever seeing the Captain
acting so courtly, though he assumed Thomas Holt had his share of high-
end social events. After all, he was one of the Alpha Centauri heroes.

“Commander Nolan was right after all, the Haillar intend to use Endeavour
as a weapon”, said the Captain, but without the expected edge in his voice.
“The Queen just admitted to this.”

“Indeed, we plan to use Endeavour as a high orbit emplacement”,
completed Ellandra in a natural tone as if she was exposing a plan she had
put together with Captain Holt months in advance, and not something they
discussed only moments ago.

“I thought you already had better stations”, responded Peter, pointing
awkwardly towards the massive defensive arrays still unfolding on screen.

“Those have a different role and also provide a very visible distraction. We
intend to spring a trap from Endeavour.”

The idea the spectacular display on the screen was partly a distraction and
Endeavour would play a direct offensive role was ludicrous. But anything
was possible, most likely the Haillar intended to transfer offensive weapons
on the ship using their magical portals.



“With engines powered down, your ship shouldn’t be visible yet unless
specifically searched for. Though smaller, the descending landers may be
easier to spot as the enemy comes close. I would suggest you make haste.”

This was a clear invitation out of their own bridge. The remaining officers
complied without protest. Peter followed them, then turned to the med bay
to look after Liz.

He found her stuffing pharmaceuticals in two overflowing bags, a pile of
additional supplies on the bed nearby.

“Peter, please pick a couple of empty duffels and help me with the rest. We
need everything we can get.”

Peter complied under protest.

“Captain said to hurry up, we are running out of time.”

“These are the last medical supplies we’ll see until god knows when. Or
maybe forever. We need all these. I should have asked for help, but it
completely slipped my mind until I was back in the med bay deleting files.
Where is everybody?”

“By now probably in the shuttles. Ellandra remained behind on the bridge.”

“For Christ’s sake, why?”

“Apparently she came with some plan to use Endeavour as an offensive
space platform while covering our departure.”

“Is she completely nuts? What does she plan to do, fire Nolan’s missiles?”

“Most likely bring some of their own weapons the way she came.”

“Bullocks, portable weapons would be useless against those monster ships.
She likely has something else in her mind. Do you think she may plan to



ram Endeavour into one of those spheres? That would be suicide?”

“That would be pointless. Endeavour is a tin can compared to those spheres,
we have comparatively little mass and all our fuel is inert until the engines
ignite. The moment they ignite the ship is visible and instantly becomes a
target.”

“Then what’s your theory?”

“I have no idea. But whatever it is, I bet she’ll do something impossible.”

They packed the last medical supplies and hurried towards the shuttles
awaiting in the rear bay.

 



CHAPTER 29 (PETER)

 

Peter and Liz reached Shuttle Bay B after a mad dash across the empty
corridors, struggling under the weight of their medical duffels. The shuttle
was still there, engine running. Commander Nolan was the one keeping the
door open, waiting for them with a sour face.

“Hurry, you are the last ones, the other two shuttles are already out.”

Peter boarded last, the officer sealing the door behind him. He dropped next
to Liz, fumbling after the safety harness.

“Listen up people!”, barked Nolan. “This is an emergency drop, so
emergency drop rules apply. Everybody needs to strap in, five points
harness in position, and stay strapped over the entire duration of the flight.
Under no circumstances, and I mean no circumstances, should you release
the straps. The hatch between the cockpit and the passenger bay stays
closed during the entire trip, unless I say differently. This is for your
protection, also for pilots’ protection, in case we face decompression in
either compartment. Helmets stay on all the time. Under the chairs, you will
find an oxygen mask with an oxygen container that should give you 45
minutes. Hopefully, you won’t need it. Just in case you do, take it and attach
it to your suit belt, in ready-to-use position.”

Peter looked around the compartment. Other than him, Liz and Nolan, three
other people were in the passenger area, plus the pilots in the cockpit. He
could see Borodin, Patel from Engineering and Hank Mertens, the
geologist.

“Ready to take off,” announced the pilot. It was Lt Wilkins, the only
woman pilot in the crew. That meant the co-pilot was probably Lt Chen.



Nolan strapped himself and confirmed:

“Rear compartment ready, all passengers secure. Start emergency drop.”

The shuttle moved at ninety degrees and slid away from the bay.

“We are in space, on a descending trajectory”, announced the co-pilot. It
was indeed Lt Chen. “Camera feeds available on display.”

Peter could have lived without the information overload. The short-range
feed was from a camera showing UNSS Endeavour, dark and motionless
above them. The long-range feed was a computer-generated space
panorama. It showed the two closest Haillar defensive platforms and the
attacking Scourge vessels, three black, slightly reflective spheres in the
distance. Some helpful piece of software was labelling the objects for
reference. Peter asked himself who had the time to do this, or if it was an
automatic feature of the tactical display.

“Here comes the longest hour of my life”, mumbled Hank Mertens, two
seats to the left.

Peter looked at Liz, nestled in her too big chair between Mertens and
himself. She was biting her lips, her eyes were large and shiny. She looked
beautiful and vulnerable, the first time Peter remember seeing her
physically scared. “How could I misread her for so long?” he asked himself.

The shuttle continued its descent, a much smoother drop than expected,
given the circumstances.

“Are all of them like this, like the queen we’ve seen earlier on the bridge?”,
asks Ensign Patel, one of the ship engineers. “The four of you have been
down there for almost a week, you must have an idea.”

“No, she’s one of a kind”, grunted Commander Nolan.



“I mean, she was the smallest person in the room, surrounded by all of us,
but looked so sure of herself, so regal.”

Peter remember the day they first met, in Alon Kleist hall. Ellandra was
together with Aleen and she did not look at all regal then. His first
impression was one of fragility, of innocence. At the time he had wondered
if the sheltered Haillar women, girls, shouldn’t be scared to come across the
bulky humans. That day, same as now, Ellandra has worn her usual
unassuming beige garment, jerkin and breeches. She hadn’t become higher
over the past few days, and with hindsight her demeanour now was much
the same as then, controlled, calm, resolute.

In the Citadel he had expected to see an unassuming medieval girl and that
was exactly what he saw. On the bridge, having the portal in the
background and the majestic space stations displayed on screen, Patel
expected a queen, powerful and dangerous. Nolan saw threats everywhere,
so naturally saw Ellandra as a threat. Context was everything. We live our
lives seeing what we expect to see. It was the same with Liz. Peter had
become so accustomed to considering her a friend that he failed to see her
as a woman. Failed to realise her love was a totally different kind of love
than what he imagined. But today changed everything. Those moments in
the med bay had shattered his world and built it anew.

Dots of light started to pour out of the incoming behemoths.

“Are they shooting?”, asks nervously Patel.

“No”, responded Nolan. “The lights are coming too slow. They must be
some kind of parasite fighters.”

Above them the large Haillar defensive platforms opened fire with some
kind of invisible beams. Peter could not make out the shots, but he could



see the effects as scores of fighters exploded like strings of fireworks. The
Scourge fighters started to fire back, their shots easy to track.

“Photon torpedoes?” commented Mertens, uncertain.

The only ranged weapons ever installed on the human ships were missiles
and defensive lasers. Heavy energy beams were stuff of fiction.

The Scourge spheres farther back opened fire as well, this time with a
different type of energy beam. A more powerful weapon, judging by the
size of luminous splashes on the Haillar platform shields. On the nearest
Haillar station, an extension came under heavy fire and eventually broke
free. It rolled in space impossibly slow, then got caught in the gravity pull
of the planet below and begun to fall faster and faster. As it entered the
atmosphere it caught fire and continued to drop like a shooting star.
Moments later a second, larger structure blew up in a shower of fragments
as big as their shuttle.

“This isn’t good. Their defences are falling apart”, said Nolan, looking for
the first time worried.

Above them UNSS Endeavour continued to hang motionless, hopefully
undetected.

“I wonder what the little alien queen is doing up there”, mumbled
commander Borodin.

Peter was asking himself the same thing. He could not understand what
Ellandra thought she could do in space on their unarmed and undefended
vessel.

“Maybe they are using Endeavour as an elevated observation and fire
control platform. I can’t think of anything else”, answered Nolan.



Liz was uncharacteristically quiet. Peter reached to her gloved hand and
squeezed it. She squeezed his hand back.

“Something happened up there!” pointed Chen from the cockpit.

Peter looked back at the screen. It seemed the incoming fire had dropped in
intensity, while the Scourge formation was adjusting places. One of the
three spheres was spewing fighters at a sped-up rate.

“Holly Mother of God!” exclaimed Mertens.

An enormous pillar of shifting light erupted from Endeavour and rushed
towards the central sphere at an unimaginable speed. Peter had only a
moment to think about the impossibility of it. It seemed to defy relativistic
physics. A second later the central sphere appeared to expand, then broke
into pieces. In a few heartbeats an enormous explosion blanked their
screens.

“Ellandra!” exclaimed Liz.

Peter was stunned. Ellandra was the only one left on Endeavour. Or maybe
not. The way she arrived on the bridge and her self-assured stance gave the
hint of a plan. They must have used the portal and converted Endeavour
into a weapon platform. The weapon itself was an impossibility.

The Scourge came out of shock immediately. Both surviving mobile
stations started to pour energy beams towards Endeavour, scores of fighters
threw themselves against the human vessel. The ship was doomed, nothing
could survive such an onslaught.

Energy beams of various intensities started to splash in front of UNSS
Endeavour.



“They installed some kind of shield generators”, mumbled Nolan. “When
did they have the time to do this?”

It looked like the full volume of fire previously distributed between Aldeea
and at least three defence stations was now pouring against the much
smaller shields protecting the defiant human ship. Blasted by continuous
hits the shield became a translucent globe of light surrounding Endeavour.

“This can’t hold for long. Ellandra, you fool, get out of there while you
can”, cried Liz.

Peter could not figure how Liz managed to convince herself that she
understood Ellandra, that she can offer her advice. Despite the progress of
the past week and today’s revelations, their understanding of the Haillar
was still vastly incomplete.

He might have verbalised his thoughts without noticing and surprisingly,
Commander Borodin echoed them:

“Peter my friend, I don’t know what a mess you science people got us into,
but remember this. If the shit hits the fan, Earth’s entire missile arsenal
doesn’t hold a candle to your girlfriend up there.”

The ship suddenly shuddered then came back on the trajectory.

“Pilot!” barked Nolan, but the only answer was static.

“People, remember the procedure. Nobody unstraps. I’ll check the pilots’
compartment. Meanwhile, connect your oxygen cylinders with your face
masks and check the pressure to make sure the mask is tight.”

Nolan unstrapped and moved forward to the cockpit hatch.  He fumbled 
with the wheel for a while, then finally managed to open the door.  



“Damn it! Looks like Lt Chen bought it. Lt Wilkins is alive but looks
critical.”

“Then who’s flying the shuttle?” asked Mertens.

“Beats me, she seems to be flying by herself.”

Next to Peter, Liz unhooked her straps and reached for the medical kit.

“Liz, what are you doing?”

“You’ve heard him. Eleanor is in critical condition in the cockpit.”

“But Nolan clearly said that nobody unstraps.”

“This is a medical emergency and Nolan has no say about it. It’s my
responsibility and my job to be there.”

Peter knew he could not stop her. He also knew that she was right. He did
not want Liz in harm’s way, but as a medic it was her duty to help the
wounded in the cockpit.

Liz pounded the hatch couple of times until Nolan opened and silently let
her in.

“At least they should bring Eleanor in the back”, said Patel quietly.

“There is no point, devushka”, responded Commander Borodin. “We can’t
unstrap from our seats to help her, pressure seems stable in both
compartments, rear and cockpit are equally safe.”

Peter looked to the camera feeds. The inferno around UNSS Endeavour did
not seem reduced in intensity. The shield continued to cast an umbrella of
light above them. He wondered how long the defence would hold. How
long could they survive?



Suddenly the shuttle shuddered violently and corkscrewed to the right. Peter
felt sick, somebody vomited further down the aisle. The shuttle seemed to
float aimlessly for a few moments, then steadied again and continued to
descend evenly.

“That was close!” exclaimed Mertens. “What’s happening in the cockpit? Is
Nolan now the one flying the ship?”

“Can’t be, Nolan doesn’t have a brevet. I’ll check what happened”,
volunteered Borodin.

The commander unstrapped and squeezed to the cockpit hatch. He touched
the lock, withdrew the hand with a curse, then turned, face completely
blank.

“We no longer have the forward compartment. There is nothing beyond the
hatch.”

For the moment Peter did not register anything. One more insanity, when
the day was already insane.

“What do you mean no longer have the forward compartment?” asked
Mertens. “What’s happening in the cockpit?”

“There is no cockpit, the cockpit is gone. The shuttle ends immediately
after the hatch.”

Pandemonium broke in, everybody trying to stand and talk at the same
time.

“Impossible, the shuttle will never fly cut in half like this!”

“We need to do something to control the fall!”

“I need to see what happened with Liz!”



“Keep your seats and strap in”, shouted Borodin, his voice booming in the
narrow compartment. “The shuttle seems stable, don’t ask me how. I don’t
know. There is nothing any of us can do and the descent continues
normally.”

Nothing was continuing normally. There was no normality anymore, just
pain.

“Peter, they are gone. All of them. Liz, Eleanor, Derek. The last blast
vaporised the entire front of the shuttle. They stood no chance, but at least
they didn’t feel a thing.”

Above them, a monstrous column of shifting light, almost solid in
appearance, erupted from Endeavour and smashed into the enemy spheres.
But Peter did not see anything, could not see anything. He couldn’t even
care anymore.

 

 



CHAPTER 30 (ELLANDRA)

 

The shuttles have already left the human ship and started their long climb
down to Aldeea.

I’m alone in the cold metallic cylinder, hearing no sounds but the nearly
imperceptible hum of the electric generators. It’s already a ghost ship,
prepared for the final act of its short existence. An unfortunate end for a
vessel that should remain forever a part of human Lore. Endeavour, a fitting
name for more reasons than one.

I come to the bridge and take the front seat, the one that used to belong to
the tall human with golden skin and a ready laugh. Their pilot. Though the
meaning of “pilot” looks to be different for humans and Haillar.

I touch the metallic surface and try to feel the ship. Unlike our ships, it’s
cold and unresponsive. Nothing can be done about this. I’m well aware of
its thin walls, built to insulate the beings inside from the unforgiving void
and not intended to withstand any extent of enemy fire. A peaceful explorer,
same as the exploring ships of the Haillar, the daug, the kaverra and of
twenty other Dominion races. Withstanding enemy fire and returning it
back tenfold is for the Sen’Haillar, the Sword and Shield of the Dominion.
As it had been since the dawn of our coalition millennia ago.

I disconnect the coupling controlling the centrifuge, killing ships’ gravity. I
slowly project my consciousness outside Endeavour. The range is so much
greater when doing this in space, where the eka field of the planet below
barely registers. I expand eka waves all around me, like circles from a
pebble thrown into the sea.



I feel the human shuttles first, tiny specks slowly descending towards
Aldeea. I feel the human minds, electrical fields flickering like candle
flames. The massive defence stations fed with eka from the world below
register like bonfires, each shining amid a multicoloured network of light. I
pull my consciousness exponentially faster. Further ahead, I feel the
Scourge base stations, soulless beasts spitting a string of needles each.
Swarms of drone piloted flyers, thrown like so much gravel against
Citadel’s defences.

I detach a tiny bunch of tendrils and thread them around each of the three
human shuttles, and further down toward the word below. These eka strings
are too fragile to shield the vessels, I rely on the ground defence for this.
The filaments are guiding beacons, intended to keep the shuttles on track no
matter what and ensure a soft landing. I would have loved to be with my
human friends, Liz, Peter and Christine, to protect them. But my role today
is different.

I turn towards the Scourge and mentally map the field. The mobile bases
have dispersed in an arc. They know we can hit them, but they also know
that each eka blast needs to be precisely focussed. The spheres would not
stand a chance against several Sen’Haillar swarms in space, but they were
well-aware we had no fleets around Aldeea. By now the Scourge should
know our ground defences were boosted. They can see the platforms
charging with eka. I also suspect they knew of my presence for cycles.
Their marauding minions would have made sure of this.

The platforms don’t have the range and power to hurt the massive Scourge
ships. Their role is to swat away the flyers, to prevent them attacking the
ground encampments. No adept, not even a Queen, can completely
obliterate a Scourge ship from the planetary surface. The enemy knows it.



They keep distance and feel relatively safe. Oh, there will be hits, but
survivable hits.

But I’m not on Aldeea. I’m in space, away from the planetary eka field.
Away from the platforms’ eka as well, for that matter. I’m a focal point,
isolated in orbit, on an alien metallic structure devoid of any shred of eka.
And they are well within my range.

The Scourge start unloading more fliers, entire squadrons of drone-piloted
one-seater ships, fast and nimble. Soon they open fire, the flyers first, the
mobile stations soon after. Energy beams of various colours and sizes criss-
cross the space between invaders and Aldeea. Most of them splash across
platform shields, some miss and hit the atmosphere, igniting the air like jets
of flames raining from heavens. Ground defences are flashing below
protecting the Haillar settlements. Other blasts hit the wilderness
incinerating in moments entire forests.

The platforms respond with invisible eka lances targeting the fliers. Some
wings are obliterated, others take their place. The amount of fire increases
and pieces of our defensive stations start falling apart, hitting the planet
below as fiery meteors.

A few more moments is all I need.

I build a mass of Chaos, an invisible cloud of nothingness around me. At
the beginning it’s easy, even pleasant, it flows naturally from me. But it’s
not enough, not for a long-range blow against a massive structure. I dig into
my soul and pull more Chaos, a lot more. I can see my Core shining, the
fire of Ka Loren, “the Fountain of Life”, our Sun. I’m about to pervert Its
gift of life once again, to use it to bring death and destruction in defence of
my people. In defence of my friends.



The eka cloud around me become so thick it is almost physical. The
electrical circuits on the ship fizzle and die. I’m alone in the darkness, but
my mind is already outside, surrounded by the star panorama.

I take the first Haillar offensive shot against the mobile station in the
middle. A pillar of chaos accelerates at crazy speeds and slams the top side
of the sphere. Whatever shield they have flickers and dies, then the
structure caves in like a punched eggshell.

For a moment everything stays still. I can see the mobile base is wounded,
but still functional. The shield had softened the blow as part of the chaos
eka was spent to overcome it. I don’t think the ship lost more than one tenth
of its solid matter, but it looks the entire upper front quarter is destroyed.
The lower decks continue to spit flyers at an even faster rate while the
emitters are blasting search beams. The other two spheres follow suit and
saturate the space with searchers.

They haven’t seen the eka blast but could guess its direction from the
damage pattern. They are most likely looking for a single hidden
Sen’Haillar vessel. We have used stealth attacks many times in the past. The
Scourge learned this and learned to look for cloaked fleets before
committing. For sure they searched when they entered this system. Now,
surprised by the blast, they are searching again, not necessarily for a large
fleet but for a single vessel.

I can’t afford to miss the wounded ship. I’m gathering chaos again, slower
this time. I’ve used my immediate reserves, now I need to dig deep into my
soul for pure chaos. My vision shifts, like a form of dizziness. It’s the first
hint of imbalance. I would need Reith, my Sen’Dorien sister of Order to
balance my eka. Her adepts on the planet below are too far away and
reaching for them would weaken me.



I form a second battering ram of chaos, not as strong as the first one but
purer. It needs not to be strong, the middle Scourge vessel is now wide
open. I push the eka beam almost delicately and it starts moving ahead in
slow motion. It gathers speed though and moments later slams in the
damaged portion of the Scourge ship.

There is nothing to stop the chaos this time as my blast eats into the
structure unhindered. The core of the sphere disintegrates, matter bonds
eaten away. It’s not an explosion, rather chaos embraces the released energy
and converts it into more chaos. As the core is gutted, massive sections of
the ship spin away slowly with majestic finality. Like a falling tree or the
start of an avalanche. Chaos continues to erode the detached sections and
slowly converts them into nothingness. Finally, with no matter left to
devour, the energy gathered is released in a titanic blast, wiping out the
flyer swarms disgorged earlier on from the defunct ship.

I’m feeling sick.

It’s not only the loss of life that sickens me. The mobile stations are
operated mainly by drones, and drones have lost everything that made them
sentient long time ago. It’s the unrestrained use of chaos as a force of
destruction. I feel my eka core is moving into a dangerous zone, a zone of
madness.

And yet I can’t stop as long as the Scourge assault continues.

My last attack was powerful enough to be detected by the surviving
Scourge stations. The storm of plasma bolts peppering the Aldeean defence
stations shifts focus. The drone piloted fliers join in.

I raise an eka shield around the mercifully small human ship. Blast after
blast slams into the shield. I can’t see it with my eyes, only with my mind,



but it must be quite a light-show out there. The closest Haillar defence
stations take advantage of the unexpected break and double up on fliers.
Entire squadrons are obliterated in moments. Tiny Endeavour has become
the centre of the battlefield.

I’m now spread between maintaining the shield and building up eka for the
next blast. I don’t know how long I can last, almost certainly not until the
end of the fight. I need to pour chaos into the shield to deflect the rain of
plasma bolts coming from the two Scourge spheres. I also need to pour
chaos into another blast, aiming to destroy the very same spheres.
Unbalanced eka use makes me increasingly sick.

I’m dying, at least this Avatar is dying. It was a foregone conclusion from
the moment I needed two chaos blasts to take out the first sphere. No
physical embodiment can take such an amount of chaos for so long.

I’m not afraid to die. I’ve done it thousands of times. For us, the Sen’Haillar
Queens, death is a temporary condition. I’m afraid of madness. For all
practitioners using large amounts of eka for destruction, madness is the end
of the road. It happened time and time again during the Annihilation Wars.
We cheated our fate when we discovered that balancing two opposing
Affinities cancels to a large extent their negative effects. We discovered
how to convert eka into matter and extend our life spans for millennia. We
thought ourselves immortal. But as long as we continue to harvest eka for
destruction, we will ultimately pay the price.

Time is almost up. I probably can afford an extra blast. I need to find a way
to make it as damaging as possible.

A tiny tendril of eka is pulling at the back of my mind. One of the human
shuttles was hit. It’s still in one piece so it must have been a flier shot. A
plasma blast would have obliterated it instantly.



I can feel the fear and grief of the minds trapped there. My two best human
friends are there. The shuttle is still under controlled descent, my tether
does its job. I’m still diverting more eka to make sure it’s safe. I don’t have
much eka left.

Oh no, the shuttle is hit again. A plasma blast, this time, disintegrates
completely the front third. I can feel human minds dying. I can feel
Elizabeth dying. I can see with my mind her soul, innocent and pure. So
different compared to mine. I can see her concern for her human crewmates,
her last conscious thought. I can see her love for Peter, her regret of nothing
having come to pass. I can even feel a tiny part of her soul caring for us, for
the Haillar.

My eka melds with the ghost of her soul. I literally keep her fading soul in
my hands. We are fated to die together in a few moments, nothing can be
done. But I can choose to honour her sacrifice the way her race honours
their heroes. By making sure her name survives.

With my last bits of power I shape an enormous amount of Chaos in a final
blast. Pure chaos, from my very core. I push it forward, siphoning eka from
Endeavours’ shield to give it a sweep motion. I don’t need the shield
anymore.

I can see the battering ram of pure chaos hitting the left sphere from the
side, obliterating it instantly, despite their shields. The beam continues its
motion, partly dissipating into the void and hits the second sphere with
enough force to carve a long diagonal scar.

I know I won’t have time to see what happened with the last sphere. In the
next instant, my depleted shield is overcome in a fury of plasma fire and
Endeavour disintegrates. My body immolates instantly. I don’t have time to
feel anything. In any case I couldn’t feel anything. I’m too far gone.



***

I’m floating on a sea of light, almost unconscious. I feel no connection to
the physical universe, only a dark abyss where my soul used to be. I don’t
know who I am, I don’t know why I’m here.

Above and below, the light flickers in colourful shades. Blue, red, green,
gold, or shifting rainbow combinations. I feel they mean something but I
don’t remember what. I remember the rainbow sign as some symbol.

My body is the faded ghost of a multihued serpent. Melded with something
else, something shiny and pure. Without conscious thought I gather a small
amount of… something, some sort of energy, and infuse it into my ghost
body. I gather some more and compress it into a tiny piece of soul. I add the
shiny tendril and bind my body and soul.

I start feeling pain, unbearable pain. It’s as if I’m on fire, or maybe I’m
made of fire. Each heartbeat sends flames into my body. Waves of molten
lava are flowing through my surreal veins. Furnace blasts are exploding
from my eyes. I’m drowning in a blazing inferno. My lungs try to draw
long painful breaths, but there is nothing to breathe.

I have gained back consciousness. I remember now who I am:

“I’m Elizabeth Ashar Sen’Dorien, the Queen of Chaos.”



CHAPTER 31 (PETER)

 

UNSS Endeavour was no more.

Moments after the last titanic blow, the shield around the human ship was
overcome and the vessel instantly disintegrated. It was not a huge
explosion, the way the Scourge sphere went out seconds before. It was a
rather subdued flare, almost unnoticeable if not for the vanishing shield
preceding it.

Peter did not see the human ship dying. He did not even register the cries of
the surrounding people. He was lost to the world, fixed on his last image of
Liz standing up scared but defiant, going into the cockpit. Going to her
death…

He was violently pulled back to reality a fraction of a second later when the
shuttle started to spin madly towards the ground. It was a three-dimensional
tumble, an infernal carousel that could only end one way, with them hitting
the planet surface at terminal velocity. Peter sealed his helmet, a useless
gesture aimed solely to cut out the cacophony of terrified cries. He closed
the eyes waiting for the end.

The spinning stopped as suddenly as it had started, and the shuttle seemed
to float immobile for a second. Moments later it continued her downward
descent, at the same sedate pace as before.

“What the hell was that?” exclaimed Mertens.

“Whatever was managing our descent suddenly stopped when Endeavour
was destroyed, and it started again a few moments later”, explained
Borodin. “Looks like now they are back in control.”



“You mean Ellandra and whatever crew she managed to bring to Endeavour
were controlling our flight.”

“It’s the only explanation. This thing clearly can’t fly by itself, as you
noticed a moment ago. They use some kind of tractor beam to bring us
down.”

This sounded as crazy as everything else today. Portals, energy weapons,
now tractor beams. They were caught in a fiction drama, one that had
devolved into a horror show.

“Do you think Ellandra survived?” The question came again from Mertens
and was directly addressed to Peter as the only remaining Haillar expert in
the shuttle. But Peter was in shock. He couldn’t find any energy to think of
Endeavour’s destruction and what else it might bring.

“Since our fall is again controlled, I would assume they somehow relocated
back to the planet”, responded instead Borodin. “Though it beats me how
they can move people and technology around in a blink of an eye.”

The flight continued at the same speed. With no external windows nor any
cameras left pointing down they were counting the seconds. They had
nothing else to do.

After what seemed an eternity but was probably less than twenty minutes
the rate of descent progressively slowed. No break engines were functional
but somehow the shuttle set down smoothly on the ground. The entire
process was oddly silent with no thruster roars, no vibration, no commands
given or confirmed. The entire time after Liz’s death seem unreal to Peter,
like floating in a never-ending bad dream.

Borodin opened the hatch and waved them out.



They’ve landed in a clearing, in the middle of a cluster of Haillar structures
that looked like temporary accommodations. The entire thing seemed
suspiciously like an army camp, except no vehicles were moving around.

A Haillar in some sort of uniform approached them and spoke in a
translator device.

“I sympathise with your loss. I’m Othan Sen’Dorien, the ranking adept in
this encampment. We will take care of your needs and help you settle in.”

“Are you one of Ellandra’s people?” stumbled Mertens. Subconsciously
Peter cringed. Compared to Haillar’s formalised speech, Mertens’ question
was borderline impolite.

“I have the honour to serve the Queen of Order, Astrid Reith Sen’Dorien”,
responded the Haillar officer touching a diamond-like symbol on his
shoulder. “But both Chaos and Order make the Great House Sen’Dorien, so
yes, we are implicitly Ellandra Ashar’s people.”

Hanging to this conversation as a shred of normality in a world gone askew,
Peter decided he needs to step in.

“Do you know what happened to the other two shuttles?”

“They landed nearby a while ago. They met with no accident, so their
decent was faster.”

Calling Liz’s death an accident seemed entirely inappropriate to Peter but
he swallowed his grief and carried on. They had nothing to gain by
antagonising the Haillar officer.

“What happened up there? Are we safe?”

“There is only one Scourge base left, partly damaged. It’s still pounding on
our shields, but it now lacks the flyers needed to threaten the ground



encampments. When our swarms arrive, they will be chased away in no
time. So indeed, we are safe.”

“On behalf of the human crew, we want to thank you for saving our lives.”
Unfortunately, not all of them. Unfortunately not the one that mattered most
to Peter.

“When possible, can we speak with Ellandra and thank her in person”, he
continued.

The Haillar seemed confused for a moment.

“Ellandra Ashar Sen’Dorien is not with us anymore. She was the power
nexus in orbit until the very end.”

Peter was stunned by the news and especially the flat way they were
delivered. Somebody in the back, probably Mertens, swore quietly.

“Do you mean queen Ellandra is dead?”

“Indeed, Avatar Ellandra is dead. The Queen of Chaos will reborn as a new
Avatar”, responded the adept unperturbed.

Peter wanted to yell, to grab the Haillar officer by his lapels and throw him
to the ground. Liz was dead, now Ellandra too. The last thing he wanted to
hear was a piece of religious mumbo-jumbo about the wheel of life and the
reincarnation of the deserving.

The Queen of Chaos may be reborn in a new Avatar, but that person won’t
be Ellandra. It will be a different Haillar woman, maybe a good Haillar
woman, but not the fascinating, slightly demure alien priestess-queen who
befriended the humans and eventually died on Endeavour defending
Aldeea.



Liz and Ellandra, two dissimilar women who cared for their friends and
within seconds met the same fate.

Peter restrained himself and nodded silently. The Haillar’s officer beliefs
were his own. In the end Ellandra herself believed in reincarnation, so
respecting her religion meant respecting her.

He turned slowly toward the other humans and said.

“Let’s find the rest of our crew, we’ll settle together and take it from there.”
Whatever past differences, they were all exiled on Aldeea with no way of
returning home.

***

A few hours later they were divided between several Haillar… houses,
barracks maybe? Despite the sturdy look, Peter was increasingly certain
they were temporary accommodations erected over the past few days.

These Haillar seem to be an exclusively military force. There were no
youngsters or old people amongst them, only men and women in their
prime. Even more intriguing, all were wearing identical uniforms, sporting
either Ellandra’s rainbow or the diamond symbol belonging to the other
Sen’Dorien queen, which made them all Sen’Haillar.

Where they have been until now was a complete mystery. Since the humans
arrived they met maybe five or six Sen’Haillar altogether and hundreds of
Haillar. But since yesterday, the reverse seems to be true.

Was it the case that the civilian Haillar and their priest- military caste were
living completely separated? This seemed to agree with Ellandra’s status of
visiting queen. Only that she let them understand that she was coming from



a different place. The Haillar communication officer had made it perfectly
clear that Aldeea’s queen was a different one.

Maybe it was not necessarily a contradiction, Ellandra never said she came 
alone. They’d seen troops on the streets yesterday. Perhaps she had a 
contingent already on the planet.  

Equally puzzling was Sen’Haillars’ attitude concerning their queen’s death.
Even accounting for the fact that half of the camp was nominally reporting
to a different, allied queen, Peter was under impression Ellandra’ has been
loved or at least respected. Despite of this, they all seem to be content with
the idea that a new queen will rise and not particularly sad for Ellandra’s
death. Peter could not understand their loyalty to the idea of a queen,
completely dissociated from any feeling for the person bearing the mantle
of office. It was so sad, and in Peter’s view so undeserving.

All these thoughts were aimed to distract him from the two main issues:
First, coping with the revelation that Liz had feelings for him for years and
second, her subsequent death.

In retrospect it should have been obvious from college, and their life would
have been different and so much richer. He always liked Liz, her joy of life,
her temperament, even her occasional follies. He always admired her
strength of character, her dedication to make the world a better place, to
help any person she could help while asking nothing in return. He was one
of those people who had received so much and given back so little.

Looking back objectively, Peter realised he always liked her as a woman.
He was attracted by her when they first met but could not find the courage
to make the initial step. She did come forward, in her own vibrant way,
bringing him in her circle of friends, involving him in all her plots from
silly pranks to generous charity projects. Eventually they had become



inseparable and shared such a history born by camaraderie that he stopped
even considering he would do anything to endanger this wonderful
relationship.

He never dreamed she was expecting more from him. That she was caught
in the same trap, not daring to bring their relationship to the next step from
fear of losing what she had. That she would settle herself to keeping in
touch with him over all these years, hoping that he would be the one to
make the next move.

Then came the mission that brought them together once again, this time in a
set up specifically prohibiting any form of sentimental involvement. For
sure, Liz couldn’t care less about this mission rule and Peter remembered
dozens of times when her remarks could have been interpreted as romantic
interest. Yet he never regarded them as anything else but friendly banter.

In the end she had found the courage to say it directly at a time when they
were staring death in its face. He did not even have time to reciprocate, to
tell her he was a fool, to apologise. Minutes later they were released from
confinement and everything happened at a crazy pace. They boarded the
shuttles and raced down. In Liz’s case, raced to her death.

But Liz wouldn’t want him to wallow in self-pity. She wouldn’t want him to
spend the rest of his life cast away in a foreign place, reliving his memories
and regretting his past. She was all about optimism. She was always
looking forward to the future. For her, for them both, Peter had to take his
destiny in his own hands. He had to shape who he wanted to become in this
new world.

“Captain, may I have a moment of your time?”

“Sure, Peter. I can hardly say I’m busy.”



Compared to the imposing presence on the ship’s bridge the Captain looked
ten years older, worn down and somehow… smaller. Endeavour was no
more. Their mission had become pointless and four of his people were
dead. Like himself a few minutes ago, Peter guessed Thomas Holt was
reliving the phantoms of the past, his lost opportunities, his bad decisions,
his ‘what ifs’.

“The Haillar say the siege will be over in three days, when their fleet will
arrive in Aldeea’s system. We need to plan what will happen then.”

“Well, we don’t have many choices,” answered the Captain. “The ship is
lost and we can’t ask our hosts for a ride home. If anything, the last day
proved we were right to protect Earth’s location. From both the Scourge and
the Haillar.”

“So, do we stay on Aldeea? Doing what?”

“I guess becoming a human enclave. Living our lives as colonists on an
alien planet.”

Years ago, when Peter and Liz were fantasising about the future, being part
of the first human colony would have seemed the ultimate adventure. Now
Liz was no more and Peter living his life as settler on a distant world would
be and empty existence. Besides, they had more pressing concerns:

“Our food and medical supplies will only last for six months. I talked with
Ewan and we don’t have the seeds and nutrients to grow our own crops. We
need Haillar’s help even in this, and we can give nothing in return.”

“A pity Ellandra is no more, she would have been a good friend to have.”
As happened with many of them, after only ten minutes spent together on
the bridge Captain Holt seemed quite taken with the late Haillar queen.



Saving them all and destroying most of the Scourge in the process might
have added quite a bit to her stature.

“At the end of the siege I plan to go to the Citadel and look for Ellandra’s
friend, their linguist. She’s the Warden’s niece and I’m sure she’s be able to
help. Meanwhile we need to make up our minds what we want.”

The Captain nodded. They had to look for their future. But they had to
honour their dead first.

 

***

The torch landed between bushels of alien wood. Flames caught up, timid at
first then increasingly bold.

They were sitting in a rough circle around the fire on the sandy beach.
Captain Holt was tending the fire. He was grim, dishevelled, completely
different from the space exploration hero who used to inspire Peter. They
looked subdued and wild, like a band of Norsemen lightning a pyre for their
fallen at the end of a storm.

And this is exactly what they were doing, lightning a pyre. There was no
ship to ritually burn, the ship was already ashes. There were no personal
belongings to send away with the dead. There were no bodies. It was just
the night after the tragedy, when the survivors were coming together to
remember their departed. A sober wake, they didn’t even have any booze to
mellow their sorrow.

“Eleanor Wilkins, Derek Nolan, Xiao Chen, Elizabeth Hamilton. May your
names be remembered as humanity space exploration heroes. May you
forever travel amongst stars.”



The night was quiet, their gathering could have been anywhere on Earth,
except for the soft, alien dirge sounding in the distance. It was maybe not
even a dirge. For all they knew it could have been a joyous Haillar song. A
lament for the dead seemed a lot more fitting as background for this
occasion.

Lightning flashed above the clouds in the distance but there was no thunder.
It wasn’t a storm but Scourge energy beams pounding uselessly the Haillar
shields.

Sven Tostigsson was the first one to speak for the dead. The jolly pilot was
sober. He had been very close to Eleanor. Maybe they had been as good
friends as Peter and Liz used to be. Except that Peter and Liz could have
been so much more than friends.

“I’ve known Eleanor since the start of the space exploration programme.
Fifteen pilots were selected. She was the level-headed one, the rest of us a
bunch of hotshots. She ended up being an anchor for us. A big sister. She
was a great pilot and an even greater friend.”

Sven lit a firestick and stuck it in the ground. They came down with no
personal effects, but somewhere in the camp they appropriated the Haillar
equivalent of a bunch of candles. For all their newly revealed
sophistication, the Haillar love mixing up mysterious capabilities with low
tech items. Candle sticks were such an example.

The XO, Commander Koslowsky spoke for Derek Nolan:

“Before joining Space Exploration, Derek was in Special Forces. He
distinguished himself in a score of engagements on Earth. Some may have
perceived him as a cold and unforgiving man. Maybe Commander Nolan
was a cold and unforgiving man. But no one in this team was more



dedicated to the success of our mission and to the safety of its crew. He died
as he lived, looking danger in its face.”

“I worked closely with Lieutenant Chen”, continued Daria Egorova. “He
was a very private person. He was also an idealist. He believed in
humanity’s future among the stars. He knew his vision would require
sacrifices and he was not afraid of them. He ended up making the ultimate
sacrifice.”

Everybody knew Peter was Liz’s closest friend so it came as no surprise he
would speak for her:

“I met Elizabeth Hamilton fifteen years ago, both of us college freshmen.
She was always a crazy bundle of joy and optimism. I wouldn’t be here, I
wouldn’t have joined this mission if not for her. She helped me grow,
strived to make me better. She dedicated her life helping others and
ultimately died helping others. She was my best friend, and I did not
understand her until the very end.”

Four fire sticks flickered side by side on the sandy beach, a simple and
silent memorial next to the pyre. They all watched them in silence.

Christine Ferraud straightened up, half raised on her knees and lit a fifth
stick.

“I will add another candle. She was not part of this crew, but in the end she
was of the Endeavour. She died on our ship, defending her planet but also
defending us. She had different beliefs and probably wouldn’t understand
our views of life and death, our rites. Or maybe she would. She was
surprisingly good at understanding. I speak for Ellandra Ashar Sen’Dorien,
queen of the Sen’Haillar, wherever she may be.”



CHAPTER 32 (ELLANDRA)

 

“Wake up, Ashar!”

I’m lying on a solid surface, but I feel weak, so very weak. I try to put my
thoughts in order but they seem in shambles, like broken glass. I have no
trouble remembering the broad context, the Sen’Dorien past. The general
outlines, if not the detail. I have no trouble remembering my previous
Avatar life up to a certain point. It’s all there but fractured, like a bunch of
mosaic pieces not properly fitting together.

I remember the start of the Scourge assault and the horror of the
increasingly destructive Chaos blasts. But the moments before my last death
are a complete jumble. I remember a powerful, sweeping eka blow, aimed
at multiple Scourge spheres. That was pure madness, that’s not how one
should fight. Eka should be narrowly focussed, not wielded like a sword.
That I could even consider something like this tells volumes about the state
of my sanity.

I remember the human shuttle being hit, then hit again. I remember about
Liz and my determination to honour her courage. I remember the beautiful
colour of her soul.

“Wake up, Sister.”

I open my eyes. Only a single person in the entire world calls me “Sister.”
My eyes wonder, studying for a moment the white, familiar arches of the
chamber. I’m in the heart of Sen’Dorien. The Flame of Life burns merrily
close to the opposite wall, flanked by my rainbow and Reith’s diamond
symbol. We are in our House’s chapel where Sen’Dorien queens come back
to be reborn.



I turn my eye and look into Reith’s eyes, so vibrant, so full of love.

“Welcome to the land of the living, my sister. What’s the name of your new
Avatar?”

“Elizabeth. In the coming life I will be known as Elizabeth Ashar
Sen’Dorien”, I respond.

My sister nods wisely. She looks very prim and poised. Strange, I never
considered Reith as prim and poised, no more than I considered myself.

I’m weak, but next to Reith my eka is balanced again. In fact, despite the
wealth of eka surrounding us, I barely feel a fraction of my Core. My
reserves must have been completely depleted. No wonder Reith has no
problem balancing me. I weigh so little.

I’m naked. I briefly contemplate how silly it would be to emerge as a new
Avatar dressed in a full set of house regalia. Where are these images coming
from? Such thoughts never bothered me any of the previous times.

I raise myself in a sitting position and a wave of dizziness hits me. Maybe
my balance is not fully restored after all.

I lift a hand to straighten myself and stare at it. It’s larger that I’m
accustomed to and the colour is different, a shade of peach. One can see
faint blue veins. My meld with Elizabeth must have been deeper than
expected.

“Chaos Sister, it looks like your latest exploits on the Wall were more
eventful than expected. I would assume this is what one of the human
visitors looks like.” Reith has never met a human. It must have been quite a
shock seeing me.



I drop from the dais and stumble towards a polished panel. My proportions
are all wrong, making the movements jerky and clumsy.

I see myself in the mirror. I half expected Liz’s appearance, but no, it’s an
unknown human face. My skin is rosy, without blemish. The face is of a
different shape, a bit pointier, with sharp pommels. My eyes are azure, not
green. Only the hair reminds me of Liz, a bronze reddish colour, wavy and
rich.

I never based my avatars on real persons. This is inconceivable for the
Haillar. Each individual should be unequivocally unique. I also respected
this rule in the few cases when I materialised as one of the allied races.
Thank the Flame I didn’t come back as Liz, that would have been
unforgivable. Yet, I’m confused where this particular form came from. I’m
quite sure no other human on the ship looked like this. I wonder if it’s based
on one of Liz memories, a pattern from her past.

I turn towards Reith. I need to readjust. I’m not a giant, but my sister is now
three hand widths shorter than me.

“This is indeed a human shape. My Avatar name honours one of them. In
the human culture, naming an offspring after a loved hero or respected
ancestor is considered to be an honour.”

“Elizabeth. It will take a bit of time getting used to this. I can imagine the
Queen of Spirit will disapprove of your Avatar choice.”

Suddenly, the image of Darian Faun Sen’Diessa having a fit seems
enormously funny, so I start laughing. The Queen of Spirit is a known
sticker for tradition. She disapproved the first time a queen materialised as a
non- Haillar avatar. That had been Reith, by the way. My sister spent a life
as a kalan cat, to help their integration in the Dominion. Since then it had



become marginally acceptable to incorporate as a non-Haillar, but only as
one of the Dominion species. Choosing a human, a race virtually unknown,
would be an interesting challenge to say the least.

Reith looks momentarily nonplussed by my laughter, then joins in. Most
certainly she is not a big fan of the Sen’Diessa queen.

I reach to the chair next to the dais where a set of robes is waiting for me. I
take them and have a moment of comic confusion. Nobody was expecting a
human Avatar, so the robes are Haillar size. They wouldn’t fit over my
head, not to mention they would cover nothing lower than the hips.

Reith takes the sheet on the dais and passes it to me:

“Wrap it around. I ordered a new robe made for you as soon as you
materialised. The seamstress was absolutely shocked.”

“Well, I guess now I will end up introducing human fashion on Dorien.”

My sister gives me the same long, measuring look.

“What?”

“Nothing. After all this time I thought I knew you well. You never cared
about dresses and fashion.”

I never cared and I don’t care about them now. But for some reason I feel
the need to say and do outrageous things, such as making fun of the Queen
of Spirit or comment on the seamstress’s confusion. I had such silly
thoughts before but bottled them in my head. Now my sense of self-restraint
seems a bit off. I wonder if all human youngsters are like this.

Draped in the shroud, I sit back on the platform, more or less level with
Reith.



“What next?” she asks.

“Now I need to become accustomed to myself. I need to learn this body and
put my mind together.”

“And after?”

“I’ll dedicate myself to finding a different way to defeat the Scourge. I’ll
dedicate this life, the next one, the next thousand if needed. The Scourge are
changing, Reith, Nadellonia has shown us this, Aldeea as well. It’s no
longer a one-to-one, strike and riposte. No longer their sick, almost
ritualistic duels. Now they strike not just to hurt us, or to make a point. Now
they attack with overwhelming odds on their side. It’s no longer about them
outwitting us, it’s about obliterating us. We need to take the fight to them,
or we stand losing the war even if we win each and every battle.”

“We tried to find their origin worlds for ages, my sister.”

“I don’t think they have any, I think they are roaming. But they have a
central command. If they didn’t have one in the past, they have one now.
Aldeea was a coordinated action. There is no way three Scourge lords just
banded together. It was an attack designed to produce maximum casualties,
to decimate our household troops. The same as Nadellonia, just using a
different tactic.”

“Do you reckon they knew we had tens of thousands Sen’Haillar on
Aldeea?”

“I’m sure they knew. And I’m sure they intended to finish off our troops, to
turn the trap against us. Remember, they had a Mind adept on the planet, the
spy we never found.”



“But Dioran tried to break the portal, to stop the reinforcements and isolate
you.”

“Dioran was a fool. He was played by the Scourge, the same way most
fools deciding to align with them end up being played. In this respect the
enemy’s game hasn’t changed. Deception wrapped by duplicity, concealed
in deceit. The dwelkaar attacks acted as a decoy for Dioran, but the Chapter
Master himself was a decoy for the real strike, aimed at twenty-five
thousand adepts. Oh, any one of their plots could have succeeded, the
assassinations, the portals sabotage. The more our forces were in disarray,
the better.”

“What about the humans?”

“As Dioran said, yet another distraction, an accidental one this time. I’m
convinced they had nothing to do with the Scourge, and not only because
we used the human ship to stop them. I’ve seen their souls Reith, I held one
in my palms, a piece of it became a part of me.”

“This won’t prevent them falling to the Scourge.”

“Indeed, it won’t. We need to find their world and bring it in the Dominion.
There are twelve billion humans, Reith. If we lose Earth, they will become
an endless source of drones. I don’t want to have yet another world on my
conscience.”

“Do you have their location?”

“I don’t. I gave my word to their leader that I won’t take it from them, and I
always keep my word. But I can still look for their planet by myself, I never
said I won’t do that. We know it’s within fifteen hundred light cycles of
Aldeea.”



“There are close to seven million stars within fifteen hundred light cycles of
Aldeea. It won’t be an easy task to find the human world.”

“We can eliminate a good share of these suns, the ones that are too hot, too
cold, too unstable. It’s still a daunting task. I haven’t lost faith our humans
will sometime decide to trust us, that we can help their world the way we
helped them on Aldeea”

“You used their ship on Aldeea…”

“That too.”

***

Gossip is fast.

By the time I leave the Heart chambers properly dressed, all household staff
know I took a different form, so they recognise and greet me as soon as we
meet. Their honour does not allow them to stare so they all keep straight
faces and act nonplussed.

For the time being I can’t engage in any strenuous activities. I need to
replenish my eka core. The one thing I can do is to move around and get
accustomed with the human sense of equilibrium, proportions and
perspective.

I end up on the seashore, my favourite spot. Behind me the Dorien complex
is sprawling as far as eyes can see, an elegant mix of titanium and glass.
Smooth transparent arches erupt to the sky like multicoloured dragonfly
wings, daring walkways connect high rises, parks and gardens decorate
every terrace. It’s a city, home to millions, a city we started building fifty
thousand years ago and we are still expanding.



Further above an enormous arch of light bisects the sky from horizon to
horizon. The sunshine reflects into the orbital ring and cascades down on
Dorien, a spectacular vista both at night and during the day. The diamond
ring shelters our industry, row after row of plants toiling to produce the day-
to-day necessities for the people below and for all the people spread across
the Chaos-Order Dichotomy. Their massive portal hubs dispatch resources
directly from sky plants to hundreds of our planets.

In front of me is the sea, calm and majestic as always. It’s a beautiful day. A
wing of fliers evolves in the distance, the one-seat contraptions chasing
each other. Young Haillar are enjoying the sky, showing off their flying
proficiency. Some of them may become pilots but for most it’s just an
entertaining way to pass time.

Sails dot the horizon, triangular drops of colour. A race is in progress just
beyond the skyline. It’s summer on Dorien, high season for sailing. People
are enjoying the quiet rhythms of life, happy and content away from
fighting, away from the Scourge.

I watch the waves washing the shore and listen to their rhythmic melody. I
love the sound of the sea on a quiet day, it gives me a feeling of tranquillity.
I’ve done it thousands of times, over hundreds of lifetimes, on hundreds of
worlds. I need all the peace I can find to slowly bring together the broken
shards of my soul.

I am Elizabeth Ashar Sen’Dorien, Mistress of Chaos, Protector of Haillar.
Human Queen.

 

 



THE HAILLAR TIMELINE

Notes based on Sen’Haillar Archives of Lore

 

Early History (minus 250,000 - 70,000 Sol years)

The main source of information about Sen’Haillar origins remain the
Archives of Lore, maintained by the Sen’Aesir. Such information may be to
a certain extent biased, as few choose to cast themselves in a negative light
for generations to come. However, one can compare the Lore with
chronicles kept by other races as far back as 50,000 years, and there seems
to be little divergence as far as key events are concerned.

Sen’Haillar recorded history goes back more than 250,000 years, well
before the date the Dominion was formed, and no other races from that age
are still around to confirm or deny Lore’s version of events.

It is certain that Sen’Haillar originated in the system they used to call Ka
Loren, “the Fountain of Life”, located some 3,000 light years galaxy core-
ward and slightly north of the galactic plane compared to the Sun. It is also
certain that they developed their ability to manipulate the fabric of the
universe, called eka, well before travelling to other stars.

Sen’Haillar history as a star faring race began some 130,000 years ago. The
road to the stars was most definitely forced upon them. At that time the
core-ward section of the Orion arm was dominated by an Elder race called
the samun, a word that according to Sen’Haillar chronicles, simply
translates as “the masters.” The samun came across the Sen’Haillar home
world Oedir, conquered it without difficulty and raised the locals to the
stars, as servants of the master race. The Elders were also quick to realise



that the unusual skills their new subjects possessed could well be used to
further their expansion and keep in line a multitude of other servant races.

For the next approximately 50,000 years, Sen’Haillar were present on the
samun ships as enforcers of their exalted masters. This role did nothing to
endear them to their fellow subjects and, as far as Sen’Haillar themselves
were concerned, changed dramatically their initially peaceful demeanour.
To their credit, they were not shy to faithfully record this unhappy period.
Their Lore abounds with atrocities committed on behalf of the samun,
though never instigated by Sen’Haillar themselves. The Sen’Haillar were
granted the right to build their own spaceships some time towards the end
of this era, being only one of the four samun subject races honoured so.
Such an act was likely less a matter of generosity as a matter of expedience,
considering the increasing number of interventions required to pacify the
ever expanding samun sphere of dominance.

It seems that eka manipulation skills were not organised by class and
affinity at that time as they are today. Instead, each adept was versed in a
variety of skills, employing them as needed. The violent way they were
forced to use their abilities resulted occasionally in severe imbalances, to
the point of the affected Sen’Haillar becoming suicidal or needing to be put
down by their fellow enforcers.

It is believed this history of pain and failure later led to the system of Great
Houses, organised around Dichotomies: i.e. opposing sets of skills
balancing each other. We will return to the topic of these dual skill Houses
later. This system is believed to have occurred much more recently at the
time the Dominion was created.

The period of Sen’Haillar servitude ended suddenly, and again the change
was driven by the samun. Some 80,000 years ago, a certain faction within



the master race became unhappy having servants with superior aptitudes.
They initiated a genetic programme aiming to develop eka skills for the
samun themselves. This was not an effort sanctioned by the entire race, not
even by their majority at that time. While entirely comfortable to alter
subject races to fit their purposes, most samun regarded their own genome
manipulation as an anathema.

The project was carried out in secrecy on the Sen’Haillar’s home planet
Oedir, and initially was deemed to be successful. To the dismay of the rest
of their race, the conspiring faction managed to create samun with eka
abilities matching, if not exceeding, those of their servants.

The central government reacted harshly to the emergence of an enhanced
samun race and attempted to end it with a single strike, by destroying Oedir.
Somehow the conspirators found out about this and managed to flee the
planet. The local population though was left to pay the price, as the planet
was completely obliterated, together with millions of Sen’Haillar. Such
were the ways of the samun.

The only surviving Sen’Haillar were the ones deployed in other systems,
carrying out various enforcement actions. Even those became subject to a
kill on sight order, as the samun were determined to wipe out the eka heresy
altogether. It is unknown how many Sen’Haillar fleets perished betrayed by
their own masters. Nevertheless, some of them managed to escape and
gather in a system called Yaros, on the fringe of the samun space. The
Sen’Haillar survivors moved out from there and settled on a world well
outside their former masters’ influence. This world would eventually
become Tao Bellona, the Mirror World and the seat of the Dominion
Council.



Over the next millennia the exiled Sen’Haillar relentlessly prepared for the
day the samun would discover their new home and the time of reckoning
would come. Their current Defender mentality and militaristic set up
originated in this period, not to mention that this diaspora was a collection
of military fleets to begin with.

As the Sen’Haillar prepared for the worst, the samun were in no shape to
expand. What initially was the conspiracy of a fringe group would soon
become a full civil war, with the entire society taking sides pro or against
genetic enhancement. What was not immediately obvious was that the
enhanced samun were subject to the same imbalances that affected the
Sen’Haillar abusing the eka. Unlike their former servants, the samun had
neither the mindset protections nor the society set up to deal with aberrant
behaviour and ultimately madness.

The samun society gradually disintegrated during the next 6-7 millennia. It
was a time of horrendous crimes, when entire subject races were completely
wiped out while others were mutated into genetically engineered monsters
to fight the wars of their mad masters. The samun did not spare themselves
either, and slowly but surely broke their once strong society into a
collection of pocket kingdoms ruled by local overlords mad with their own
power.

It was one of such samun off shots that eventually discovered the
Sen’Haillar diaspora, in what will mark the beginning of the Annihilation
Wars.

From the start, Sen’Haillar enjoyed the upper hand. As the samun were
descending into madness, Sen’Haillar focussed on melding fleet technology
with eka manipulation. This resulted in massive performance increases,
provided experienced adepts were available to power the eka component.



These advances affected all fleet systems, starting with propulsion and
communication. Directional space folding replaced hyperspace jump
technologies and produced shielding and weapons, where virtually any eka
affinity could be employed with deadly effect.

Determined not to lose their second home, Sen’Haillar had no compunction
to fight fire with fire and madness with madness. Entire samun fleets were
obliterated in moments by destroying their very atomic bonds, worlds
populated of mutated monsters were rendered inhabitable, solar flares were
triggered to wipe out defensive stations. It is believed the Avatars emerged
during this period, as all Queens claim memories dating back as far as the
samun Annihilation Wars.

Even against a weak and divided enemy and even employing the most
destructive tactics, the samun wars lasted close to two millennia. In the end,
samun and most of their servant races had been completely destroyed or
chased towards the far end of the Orion arm, never to be heard of again.
Only Sen’Haillar and two other races the avian driang and the sloth-like
kaverra, were left at the end of the wars.

The Haillar Dominion was originally a pact formed 70,000 years ago
between these three surviving races. According to the three copies of this
document maintained by each signatory, the former servant races divided
equally the habitable words in the old samun space. As neither the driang
nor the kaverra had any military fleet or ambitions to build one, by the
same agreement Sen’Haillar undertook the role of Defenders of the
Dominion. This became a very significant part of their culture, even to this
day.

At this time the twelve great Sen’Haillar houses were created, grouped in
six dichotomies. These dichotomies were pairs of opposing affinities



offsetting each other. It is believed that several other groups existed during
the war, but unable to find balance were either destroyed or chose to
dissolve and reform around one of the balanced pairs.

Each of the twelve houses is led by an Avatar, the current embodiment of
the respective Queen. Though not limited to a single set of skills, the Avatar
/ Queen is the highest-ranking practitioner of her house, her power being
several orders of magnitude higher than the next level of mastery.

The emergence of the Avatars in the Sen’Haillar society remains a mystery,
not even the Lore being clear on this. The Queens themselves claim no
remembrance of how this came to be, except the fact that their oldest
memories and their personal names pre-date the Avatars. Thus, as part of
their highly codified culture, any Queen/Avatar has three names: current
avatar name which is unique, personal name of the Queen always remaining
the same, and house name.

The Great Peace (minus 70,000 - 20,000 Sol years)

The end of the wars found the Dominion as the undisputed power in the
former samun space. Over the next 50,000 years, the founding races
consolidated their holdings, rebuilding initially the war-torn worlds
adjudicated in accordance to the founding accord.

Early in this period the Haillar split in two: Sen’Haillar, following tradition
and primarily focussed on cultivating the eka, fleet operation and mutual
defence, and the more freewheeling Haillar (sometimes dismissively
referred as lower Haillar), focussed on more pedestrian tasks, such as
expanding the colonies, trading and civil exploration.

Even before the Great Peace a certain proportion of the Sen’Haillar society
had negligible eka abilities or no interest in following the eka path. As the 



civilian economy grew and military demands were few and far between, an 
increasingly larger percentage of the population followed the Haillar path as 
opposed to the more intensive Sen’Haillar instruction under the traditional 
Houses. In the end, the Haillar grew to outnumber the Houses by a factor of 
ten, as it is the case nowadays. As a significant proportion of the 
Sen’Haillar is stationed quasi-permanently in space, the ratio on the ground 
is even more skewed against them, up to 10,000:1 on some rural colonies.  

While planetary defence and military fleet operation remained exclusively
the responsibility of the Sen’Haillar, the eka practitioners developed
successfully in non-military enterprises as well. Medicine and research for
example continued to be areas covered by both Haillar and Sen’Haillar.

Sen’Haillar also miniaturised directional space folding, originally employed
in spaceship propulsion. This became the basis for portal technology,
widely successful in transporting people and goods at low cost between any
two known points in space. Portal technology, entirely operated by
Sen’Haillar, replaced completely transport of people and goods by star ship,
while vessels continue to be employed mainly for mining or military
purposes. Interestingly, while the houses benefitted enormously of their
portal operations, they have never shown any intention of taking
commercial advantage of this. Transport charges in the Dominion remained
practically the same since the advent of the space portals.

Centuries of peace and prosperity allowed Sen’Haillar to engage in
spectacular projects. Chief amongst these was the conversion of the remains
of their home system Ka Lorien into a Dyson sphere, completely
surrounding this sun. Ka Lorien power is shared via Chapter Houses to all
adepts and the Origin itself is an integral part of the rite of awakening for
each new Avatar.



Both the daug and kaverra expanded beyond their original worlds, but none
shown any interest in developing a presence in space. Both species show a
strong reticence in dealing with any unknown external factors, legacy of the
long samun servitude and the madness period that ended it. Typically, these
species prefer to buy settlement rights on worlds already explored by
Sen’Haillar and move in via portal technology.

During the Great Peace several new star faring races joined the Haillar
Dominion. Though some maintained mining and exploration fleets, none
felt the need to duplicate the Sen’Haillar military or compete against the
portal technology.

By the end of this prosperous middle age, the Haillar Dominion had grown
to roughly 7,000 light years in diameter, more than 2,000 colonised planets
and some 15 trillion sentient beings.

The Scourge Wars (minus 20,000 Sol years to date)

The Dominion met its first challenge some 20,000 years ago and this came
from a migrant race called the Scourge. Like the samun, the Scourge
regarded themselves as masters of any race having the misfortune to be in
their path. Unlike the samun, the Scourge were a lot more insidious, in the
end completely subjugating the free will of their servant races.

The Scourge rarely attacked directly a race newly encountered. Their
preferred method was to start by mentally controlling key individuals,
gradually subverting the power structure of the target race. The next stage
was eventually expanding their control to the entire population, to be
converted to drones working or fighting for their masters. Some races were
vulnerable to Scourge control, some completely immune to it, making the
game all the more interesting from Scourge perspective.



In the aftermath of the initial contact, the Scourge managed to subvert
sixteen Dominion colonies without a single engagement against the
Sen’Haillar defence fleet. All these were relatively new colonies, local
Sen’Haillar chapters numbering less than a score adepts each. As the
Scourge discovered early on that they can’t control the Haillar, be they eka
practitioners or not, the solution was eliminating them with targeted drone
assassinations.

The Sen’Haillar eventually recognised the danger and the Council fleet
chased out the Scourge invaders. However, they could do nothing about the
millions of drones taken on the Scourge mobile bases. Though initially
happy to recover the colonies, depopulated and looted as they were,
Dominion forces realised the population left behind was reduced to
mindless drones, unable to sustain themselves without orders from their
Scourge masters. In the end all sixteen colonies were abandoned.

The pattern of hit-and-run raids repeated intermittently over the next 20,000
years, the Dominion emerging generally worse off. The Scourge only
attacked under-strength colonies or subverted words with minimal Haillar
presence. In some cases Dominion forces anticipated the raids. However, as
all their fighting was done by drones, none of the setbacks meant significant
losses for the Scourge themselves.

Over millennia the Sen’Haillar attempted to find the Scourge home worlds
or at least the main Scourge force, to no avail. It is not clear to date if there
is such a thing as a central force, or Scourge leadership is entirely
distributed between mobile fleets.

Attempts to find a cure for the drones were equally unsuccessful. To date
the Dominion employs a team dedicated to this task, directly subordinated
to the Queen of Life. All tests seem to suggest the mind control method



used irremediably destroys subject’s mind early in the process. The team
learned to anticipate and to a certain extent prevent Scourge mind attacks,
but not to revert the effects of a successful attack.

The Dominion settled for upgrading the defence of a series of vulnerable
colonies. They also stationed high ranking Adepts or even Queens in
support of the local Sen’Haillar chapters. This string of frontier words came
to be called “the Wall”, and wall service became a tradition amongst
Sen’Haillar of any affiliation.

It is on such a Wall World, called Aldeea, located in the system known to
human astronomers as Kepler 452, where humans and Tel Haillar will meet
for the first time.

 



HAILLAR QUEENS – CURRENT AVATARS AS AT THE START OF
PHOENIX

Ellandra Ashar Sen’Dorien: Queen of Chaos, the only Avatar currently
present in the Aldeean Citadel.

Astrid Reith Sen’Dorien: Queen of Order, co-ruler of the House Dorien and
sister queen to Ellandra. Currently managing the Chaos/Order dichotomy
and House Dorien’s affairs.

Allisa Asturien Sen’Vollar: Queen of Light, one of the three current serving
members of the Sen’Haillar Council.

Eniad Lorien Sen’Vollar: Queen of Darkness, currently engaged on the
Wall in one of the sectors neighbouring Aldeea.

Aerdig Tourin Sen’Galahad: Queen of Fire, currently managing House
Galahad’s holdings, in a sector remote from Aldeea.

Eurid Favriel Sen’Galahad: Queen of Frost, another serving member of
the Sen’Haillar Council.

Reissa Ethun Sen’Shahar: Queen of Life, currently coordinating the
search of a cure/defence against the Scourge.

Neun Norian Sen’Shahar: Queen of Oblivion, formal Suzerain of the
sector including Aldeea, currently managing House Shahar’s affairs and
household troops.

Darian Faun Sen’Diessa: Queen of Spirit, the third serving member of the
Sen’Haillar Council.

Tellar Oriel Sen’Diessa: Queen of Matter, also engaged on the Wall, on the
other side of the Aldeean sector.



Ossana Niam Sen’Aesir: Queen of Lore, formal keeper of the Sen’Haillar
records, and informally head of the Haillar judiciary.

Yallona Verdid Sen’Aesir: Queen of Dreams, also called the Spymaster
Queen, the Sen’Haillar effectively in charge of information and counter-
information activities.

 


